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1 Overview
mcsSprinklers is an integrated commercial / residential irrigation control package that uses readily-available
personal computer resources or low powered dedicated computer to optimally irrigate an installation. It takes
advantage of internet technology to obtain current environmental conditions as well as forecast data from which
projected rainfall and evaporation is determined. It uses the Rain8 and EtherRain family of valve controllers to
provide control via the existing power line, wired to the PC, or wireless. It also supports integration with Homeseer,
MQTT and xAP to augment the family of valves that can be controlled and further integration with other aspects of
automation.
Irrigation control can be based upon calculated waterfall/evaporation, measured soil moisture, or three forms of
periodic timed control. Mixtures of these modes can be used as well. Normal watering periods can be altered based
upon current conditions such as wind speed, day-of-week, forecasted rainfall, and several other criteria to assure that
water is applied only when needed and only when allowed by local regulations.
As well as the sophisticated automated modes of operation, it allows for several forms of manual intervention.
Handheld remote control can be used to roam the irrigation zones and selectively turn on/off valves for head flow
adjustments. Voice can be used to control zones and the current irrigation status can be vocally delivered with a
voice request. Browser access from any internet location can also be used to manually control, observe status, or
alter setup parameters.
mcsSprinklers maintains a record of all control actions taken from which utilization reports can be generated. It
continually calculates soil moisture content based upon current environmental conditions and this combined with
forecasted precipitation and sunlight is used to provide projections of future watering cycles.
Sprinkler valves are wired to automated valves such as the Rain8 modules in the same manner as valves are wired to
traditional timed-controllers. This allows existing installations to be upgraded with a simple replacement of the old
controller with automated Rain8 modules. Control via the power line or RF wireless yields minimum-effort
solutions to retrofit existing installations.

1.1 Version Comparison
mcsSprinklers is available in three level of capability. The Basic Level Designed to perform manual and automatic
timed control of up to 24 valves for all of the Rain8 family of modules. It’s capabilities are approximately equivalent
to a 24 program timed irrigation controller with the added benefit of desktop and internet access to provide for easy
viewing and alterations of the schedules. It provides a rich user interface including graphical, touch screen and the
ability for remote valve control with PDA or X10 palm pad.
The Standard Level is designed to achieve water cost savings and provide a rich set of control options. It takes into
account weather conditions based upon internet data to both schedule when added moisture is needed and to not
schedule due to wind and/or rainfall conditions. It provides visibility into historical valve activity and other
parameters related to irrigation scheduling as well as all the features of mcsSprinklers Basic.
The Professional Level is designed for maximum customization and options. It supports active backup and email
notification when attention is needed. Recordkeeping is enhanced with water use accounting and a more complete
historical calendar. Additional control is available for liquid nutrient distribution (fertigation), use of moisture
probes, and more flexible zone sequence control. Integration with other automation is provided with direct weather
station interfaces, IP-based control, and xAP messaging. Support for the non-typical setups is provided in a unified
manner that makes the complexity transparent. It includes all features available with the standard and basic version.
This manual describes the full capabilities of mcsSprinklers. Not all features described herein will be available with
the Basic or Standard versions. It can be used as a guide to help understand what features are available in each
version.
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mcsSprinklers will configure itself based upon the license level and based upon responses provided in the setup
interview. The intention is to minimize the complexity presented and only include features that are being used.
Features that are tailored out of the setup screens based upon interview responses can be restored by using the
“Expert Mode” setting on the Other Setup page. Features that are available with higher level versions can only be
made available by licensing the higher-level version. During the trial period the software can be configured for any
of the three levels of capability so the level that contains the desired features can be evaluated.
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Table 1 mcsSprinklers Version Comparison

Software Version

Basic

Standard

Windows
XP,Vista,W7,W10,WHS,+

Windows
XP,Vista,W7,W10,WHS,+

Windows XP to W10
Linux

PC Interface

Serial COM

Serial COM

Serial COM
IP, xAP, MQTT

X10 Interface

ACK on Cmd

Ack on Cmd or Poll

Rain8Net Master Interfaces
Rain8 Net and WiFi

1
Itemize Units

1
Itemize Units

Rain8 UPB

Yes, Itemize Units

Yes, Itemize Units

Rain8 X10
Rain8 X10-2
Rain8 Wireless
Relay

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

EtherRain
GoControl ZWave
Sonoff with mcsTasmota
Rain8 EPROM Programming

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

Ack on Cmd or Poll
Test Buttons
Command Timing
Multiple
Itemize Units
Search
Command Timing
Communication Test
Command Buttons
Yes, Itemize Units
Communication Test
Command Buttons
Yes
Yes
Yes
Raspberry Pi
Sonoff Tasmota
IP Relay
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

HARDWARE INTERFACE
Host Platform

Professional
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SCHEDULING
Control Strategy (Program)

Day of Week
Even-Odd
Interval

Day of Week
Even-Odd
Interval
Calculated ET

Zone Sequence Control

One Zone at a Time
in user-entered
order

One Zone at a Time
in user-entered order

Run Styles

Zone-to-Zone

Zone-to-Zone

Program Modes

Automatic
Manual

Automatic
Manual

Program Start Times

24

24

Duration Resolution
Areas (Program Variants)
Month to Month Time Adjustments
Global Multi-zone program adjustments

1 second
1
No
By Month

1 second
8
No
By Month

Scheduling Restriction Setup

Day of Week
Even-odd Days
Between Hours

Day of Week,
Even-odd Days
Between Hours
Wind Speed
Temperature
Rainfall
Rain Forecast

Day of Week
Even-Odd
Interval
Moisture Probe
Calculated ET
Mist
One Zone at a Time
One Zone per Area
Multiple Simultaneous
Zones
External Control
Zone-to-Zone
Round Robin
Inter-zone Delays
Automatic
Manual
Syringing
24 per program
Sunrise/Sunset Offset
Variable Duration
1 second
8
Yes
By Month,
By Percentage
Day of Week
Even-odd Days
Between Hours
Wind Speed
Temperature
Rainfall
Rain Forecast
ET
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Pump Control
Water Flow Management

Yes
No

Yes
No

Water Source Management

No

No

Fertigation Control
Soil Moisture Determination

No
No

No
ET Calculation

Evapotranspiration Calculation

No

Hourly Weather

Internet-based Weather

No

Weather station-based Weather

No

OpenWeatherMap
Weatherunderground
WeatherStack
NWS/EPA
Weatherbit
Accuweather
No

External Discrete
Inhibit
Max Cycles
Between Hours by
Area
Log Restriction
Yes
Multiple valve control
to achieve optimal
pressure
Discharge Rate
Recharge Rate
Budget Management
Tank Management
Yes
Soil Efficiency
Adjustment
Crop Type Adjustment
ET Calculation
Moisture Sensor
Historical
Hourly Weather
Weather Station
OpenWeatherMap
Weatherunderground
WeatherStack
NWS/EPA
Weatherbit
Accuweather
Yes
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USER INTERFACE
Phone (Apple/Android)
Remote/Handheld Control

No
X10 Power line

Yes
X10 Power line
RF

Browser/Internet Access
Browser Style Customization
Graphical User Interface

Yes
No
Yes

Yes
No
Digital Pictures
Calendar-based
history

Touchscreen/Kiosk User Interface
Imperial and Metric Display Units
Control and Status Browser Views

600x800
No
Zone Status
General Status
Run Log
Touch screen UI

Scripting Automation Interface

No

600x800
Yes
Zone Status
General Status
Run Log
Run Projection
Touch screen UI
No

Yes
X10 Power line
RF
PDA
IPhone/Android
Selectable HTTP port
Yes
Digital Pictures
Calendar-based
history and status
Current weather or
other user-selected
status devices
600x800
Yes
Zone Status
General Status
Run Log
Run Projection
Touch screen UI
Yes
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RECORDS and HISTORY
Wiring Color Record
Wire Harnesses
Zone, Area, and Site Digital Pictures
Water Use Accounting

Yes
3
No
No

Yes
32
Yes
No

Soil Moisture Trends
Valve Activation Logging
Number of Loadable Configurations

No
No
Unlimited

Yes
Yes
Unlimited

Historical Database

No

MS Access

Historical Calendar

No

Weather Items,
Soil Moisture Level
Runtime

Annual Trend Charts
Daily Detail Statistics

No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
32
Yes
Measured
Calculated
Yes
Yes
Unlimited
Scheduled
MS Access
SQL Server
My SQL
SQLite
Weather Items,
Soil Moisture Level
Runtime
Water Use
Fertigation
Yes
Yes
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SAFETY and BACKUP
Redundancy
Min and Max Safety Intervals
Communication retry and failure
recovery
Internet Login Authentication
Email Notification

No
No
Yes

No
No
Yes

Self-Monitored
Yes
Yes

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
Yes
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1.2 Acknowledgements
Version 1 of mcsSprinklers was introduced in 2003 into the Homeseer community. Many users provided valuable
feedback to improve the usability of mcsSprinklers. Of particular value was the diversity of the needs and the
operation in international locations. While all deserve acknowledgement, the memory of the early days is not
complete. A partial accounting is Bkphillips (Anaheim, CA), Cecil, DC, Degabe (Loomis, CA), Droopyear
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Version 2 of mcsSprinklers was introduced in 2005 with a mixture of Standalone and Homeseer users providing
ideas and assistance in making mcsSprinklers more user-friendly and feature rich. Version 2.6’s new features are
primarily the result of user suggestions and effort in assisting the incorporation. Scott Bunker, Castle Rock, CO
provided WeatherUnderground as an optional source of Internet-based weather data as well as the Calendar popups.
John Bonzey, Auburn, MA provided the handheld/Palm method of remote control. Doug Behl, Nevada City, CA for
the large site considerations such as the popup pictures and area naming.
Some software components utilized within mcsSprinklers were obtained from internet sources. The tooltip
capability for context help was provided by Erik Bosrup’s overLIB. The graphical sliders were obtained from Erik
Arvidsson. Graphic icons were adapted from various sources including user contributions on the Homeseer message
board. The email facility was adapted from code posted by Gregg Housh.
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2 System Architecture
The system architecture uses a modular and incremental structure that leverages modern computing technology,
Internet, and low-cost interface electronics. The architecture is scalable from a single value residence controller to a
very large commercial controller. It can operate within an existing small personal computer to minimize cost or run
as a network of computers to maximize reliability.
The personal computer provides a dramatic improvement in the user interface in the operation of a sprinkler
controller vs. dedicated controllers. The use of the Internet also provides a dramatic improvement in the efficiency
of commercial and residential irrigation.
The two primary components to the irrigation controller are the electronic control of the sprinkler zone valves and
the optimal scheduling of water distribution. Small Rain8 modules perform the electronic control. Each of these
can control eight watering zones with wiring from the zone valve to the Rain8 module being the same as the wiring
to traditional timed controllers.
The watering schedule is determined on the PC and this schedule is conveyed to the Rain8 modules in one of three
mechanisms. This can be with a direct cable connection, an interface using existing house wiring, or a wireless
radio frequency interface. The scheduling is setup by the user with a rich interactive interface and is augmented
with real-time information about environmental conditions from the Internet.
This basic architecture is augmented with the ability to monitor local conditions with sensors such as a water flow
meter, manually control the zones with a handheld remote or voice, add redundant components to accommodate
unexpected failures, and use the Internet for off-site control and monitoring.
This architecture of mcsSprinklers is pictorialized in Figure 1 System Architecture. As of version 2.17 the
redundant backup provisions have been depreciated. As of version 2.18 the voice provisions have been depreciated.
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Figure 1 System Architecture

2.1 Controller Selection
The selection of a controller will depend primarily upon the means of physical connection that is most viable for a
particular site. There are advantages and disadvantages with each option available.
Powerline connections are typically the easiest to retrofit since the powerline connection will be available at many
locations. The powerline is shared for many uses and the potential exists that interference with communication can
exists using the same shared wiring. X10 and UPB interfaces to the powerline are available. The X10 is lower cost
and the UPB is more robust. In the X10 case there are two models. One provides a communication path to
command a valve while the other provides both command and status. The status is used to assure the command was
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received. The UPB provides both command and status. The Rain8UPB also provides a counter input that can be
used to measure water use if a digital meter is available at the site.
At some locations a LAN is prewired and this makes for a very robust connection and is the most desired one from a
reliability perspective. The EtherRain and Rain8Net via an IP/Serial adapter can be used in this environment.
Variations of this are WiFi (2.4 Ghz) where the wired LAN is bridged with RF to allow communications over the air
in a range of around 50 ft. Use of MQTT is typically via MQTT. Zwave RF (900 Mhz) is another option with the
Homeseer configuration.
The Rain8Net provides a counter input for water use measurements and allows each of the eight valves in the
module to be independently used for zone valve, fertigation valve, and pump valve control. The EtherRain is able to
only able to activate one of the eight zone valves at a time, cannot be used for fertigation valves, and pump control
needs to be managed with the 7/1 variant of the EtherRain. These control restrictions affect the ability to run
multiple zones in parallel to manage water flow rates.
The Rain8Net can also be used with a direct RS-232 wired connection between the computer and the controller.
Since it is a dedicated wire it has good communication reliability. When the computer and the controller are in the
same proximity then the addition of the direct wiring may not be burdensome. Consideration is also needed for the
ability of the computer to support a RS-232 interface as many modern ones only support USB. If USB/RS-232
adapters are used care should be used to select ones that have good software driver support for the operation system
to assure reliable communication.
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3 Installation
3.1 Standalone
3.1.1 Windows PC Host
The installation is performed with execution of the downloaded setup.exe or setup_service.exe program. When
either is run it will create a folder and install all necessary components under this folder. The default install location
is C:\Program Files\mcsSprinklers for the standalone version or C:\Program Files\Homeseer PRO for the Homeseer
plug-in version.
For the standalone install a tray icon is available to provide a quick user interface to mcsSprinklers. See Figure 2.
For the non-service install this tray icon is required and it is optional for the service install. It is normally the case
that the tray icon interface is started when the user logs into the computer. This can be automated by placing a
shortcut to mcsSprinklers_Tray.exe in the user’s startup folder.
Following a service install the computer will be setup to automatically start the service when the computer starts.
The service will not be running immediately after the install. It can be started by restarting the computer or by
starting the mcsSprinklers service. While different versions of Windows have different ways to manage services,
the following for WHS will be similar on others. Right-click Computer, Manage Computer, Services and
Applications, Services, Right-click mcsSprinklers, Start.
When the mcsSprinklers service is started or when it is stopped an entry will be made in the Windows Event Log
under the Application events. mcsSprinklers does not use the Windows Event Log for any other purpose. Events
reported by mcsSprinklers will be local via browser on the Messages Page and available in text file in subfolder
C:\Program Files\mcsSprinklers\HTML\mcsSprinklers\Data\StartupTrace.txt.
To install the tray icon on individual user login the file mcsSprinklers_Tray.exe should have a shortcut placed in the
user’s startup folder. This folder can be reached with Right-click on Start button, Explore, Programs, Startup.
mcsSprinklers_Tray.exe will be in C:\Program Files\mcsSprinklers folder if a default install is performed. Rather
than placing the icon in an individual user’s startup folder it can be place in the All Users folder so it will be
available to all users upon their login.
When running on Windows version starting with Vista enhanced security needs to be considered. mcsSprinklers
must be “run as administrator” since it communicates with hardware resources. When User Access Control (UAC)
is enabled then a user prompt will be presented to confirm startup intent with the additional privileges. This prompt
is usually not desirable, especially with unattended restarts. This can be overcome with a shortcut that enables
elevated operation. A tutorial is provided at http://www.sevenforums.com/tutorials/11949-elevated-programshortcut-without-uac-prompt-create.html
An extract from this location is embedded at the end of this manual.
mcsSprinklers_Tray.exe can also be placed to run on any computer on the LAN to gain access to mcsSprinklers that
is installed as a service. For this situation the tray option for “Tray Setup” should be used to change the address of
where mcsSprinklers service is running. The default is the local computer, but can be changed to any computer
name or IP address where mcsSprinklers service is running. The port selected on this setup needs to be the same as
the used by the mcsSprinklers service. The default is 8008, but can be changed as part of the mcsSprinklers setup.
Select the “Tray Setup” option again from the tray to close the setup form.
When remote access to the computer either through the LAN or WAN is desired then the firewall on the computer
where mcsSprinklers is installed needs to setup to allow mcsSprinklers passage. This is true for the remote tray icon
or remote browser use in general.
The mcsSprinklers Tray will monitor the execution of mcsSprinklers when either locally or remotely referenced.
Should it loose contact it will provide this indication with a popup balloon.
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When mcsSprinklers is running as a service the Tray setup should be configured to Inhibit mcsSprinklers Launch
Control. This will make the “Launch” option unavailable from the tray icon. When mcsSprinklers is installed as a
desktop application rather than as a service then the tray icon can be used to control the execution of mcsSprinklers.
In a normal setup the shortcut to mcsSprinklers_Tray.exe will be placed in the startup folder and the tray launch
control will be set to Auto start mcsSprinklers when the tray icon is started. This Auto start can be defeated with the
“Manual” selection for launch control. Execution start and stop then will be through user action of the tray icon
options.
When the tray is available it will be used to provide event message notification. When an event that warrants user
attention is raised then the tray icon will change color to amber. It will also change color to green when at least one
irrigation zone is running. For events a popup will appear for 20 seconds or until the mouse is used to acknowledge
it. The Message Page is shown to display the events in a static format. Once the event is acknowledged the tray
icon will change back to the blue or green color within sixty seconds unless further events are reported.

Figure 2 Desktop Tray Access to Status Pages

3.2 Homeseer
For the Homeseer install the Homeseer Updater is used to assist in the installation. In this case care must be
exercised to assure that the install is placed in the correct folder where Homeseer is running as different versions of
Homeseer run in different folders. The menu items available in the standalone tray icon are available from the
Homeseer menu where the Homeseer log is displayed.
When installation is performed on a Homeseer PRO-100 or similar processor then one needs to be aware that the C
drive, where the system files are stored needs to be explicitly unlocked to allow files to be saved to this drive and
this unlocking operation needs to occur prior to installing mcsSprinklers. After installation it can be write-protected
again. If this step is not performed then the install will not persist during a power cycle of the PRO-100 or
Hometroller.

3.3 Registration
mcsSprinklers is licensed to run on one computer. It will operate on a trial basis for 30 (Homeseer) or 45 days
(Standalone) and after that time it will no longer startup until registration is performed. The registration process will
depend on whether mcsSprinklers is run standalone or as a plug-in to Homeseer.
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3.3.1 Standalone
mcsSprinklers provides a user interface via a web browser. The browser can be launched from a user desktop or
Start menu and the URL completed to reference mcsSprinklers or it can be done from the mcsSprinklers tray icon if
it is installed. See Figure 2. The default URL for registration is “http://localhost:8008/registration” with the browser
launched from the same computer as the installed mcsSprinklers. This default can later be changed as part of the
setup. Any status page request from the tray icon will also result in a registration page if registration has not been
completed.
Until registration is completed the only page that is avaialble from mcsSprinklers is the registration page so all other
page requests will redirect to the registration page. The blank registration page is shown in Figure 3. Registration
can be performed directly with the product serial number supplied with the purchased software. It can also be done
by contacting customer service and providing proof of purchase information, Computer ID and Disk ID to obtain an
unlock code.
Contact information of your choosing (e.g. name) can be entered so that customer support can identify you in the
case that you misplace the registration information and the software is to be installed on another computer.
The zip code may also be entered at this time so that the proper environmental conditions can be setup or it may be
entered later in the mcsSprinklers setup process on the “Others” setup page.
The registration information entered on the registration form is submitted using the “Register Now” button at the
bottom of the form. This will transfer the information to the internet address identified as the Registration URL
where it will be validated and retained for permanent records. No other information, except that shown on the form
is transferred to this site.
On the embedded platform the registration page also contains settings to identify the time zone and the network
setup. The network should be setup before attempting to register since mcsSprinklers needs access to the internet to
perform the registration. To get access to the registration page from a browser there needs to be a DHCP server on
the LAN to assign an IP address. The embedded computer network name is mcsSprinklers. If the embedded
platform has wWiFi capability then the setup for the wireless network will also be shown otherwise only a wired
network setup will be available.
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Figure 3 Standalone Registration Page

3.3.2 Homeseer Plug-in
When used as a Homeseer plugin, the registration process is managed by Homeseer Technologies
(http://www.homeseer.com).
Three plugins are available and only one of these can be enabled. The plugin is a function of the license obtained
and will be mcsSprinklersB (Basic), mcsSprinklersS (Standard) or mcsSprinklersP (Professional).
The process is normally started by downloading the mcsSprinklers plug-in using the Homeseer updater. After the
download is complete the Setup tab and then the Interfaces tab is selected to view the list of available plugins. The
plugin will require either a registration key from Homeseer Technologies or can be activated using the Trial button.
Once the trial button is selected, the enable link is activated. You may the click the grayed Enable button. The
selection is then saved with the Save button. An enabled configuration setup for the Basic version is shown in
Figure 4.

Figure 4 Homeseer Licensing of mcsSprinklers

3.4 Startup
Following validation of the registration or the trial, mcsSprinklers will initiate its startup initialization. During this
time it provides significant checks to assure data is consistent. While checking and when not running as a service it
will show a splash screen such as Figure 5. At the bottom of the screen will be a progress bar that shows its relative
progress and segment it is processing.
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Figure 5 Startup Splash Screen
Following this check there will be a short delay while Windows manages its resources. Startup is complete when
the mcsSprinklers icon appears in the Windows tray at the bottom right of the screen.
When performing setup operations mcsSprinklers looks for unexpected behaviors. Since it does not want to save a
potentially corrupt setup it will not save changes made while errors are detected. The message log or the General
Debug output file will provide further information about detected inconsistencies.

3.5 Initial Setup
3.5.1 Visual User Interface
The setup for various scenarios is shown by example in the remaining paragraphs of this section. Once the setup is
complete the user has the option of visibility of finest details maintained by mcsSprinklers via the General Status,
Zone Status and Run List pages. These views provide the visibility when needed, but for general operations for the
majority of users the visual user interface will be the most frequently used view (Figure 6).
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Figure 6 Visual User Interface
Each zone is identified by name and visually by photograph. The large arrows at the top scroll the zones until the
desired zone is positioned in the center location with the black border. The selection can also be accomplished
directly with a mouse click by clicking one of the dots below the photographs. These dots are in positional order
and each represents a zone. They are colorized to identify when they are running (green), are disabled (yellow),
have failed (red), and not currently running(blue).
When the mouse is placed over a zone status dot the rightmost picture will be replaced with the picture of the zone
where the mouse is positioned. This allows the row of dots to be scanned to find the desired zone and then clicked
to have the picture move to the center and it will then be the selected zone.
When the mouse is placed over the selected (middle) picture then the leftmost picture will change to a picture of the
area in which the zone is located. This allows a context to be identified easily for larger installations. When the
mouse moves away from the center selected zone picture then the prior zone picture will be restored.
When a zone is selected, adjustments to the settings for the zone can be made with the slider controls. These sliders
will change the setup information on the Zone Setup and Area Setup pages. Either this graphical control or the setup
pages can be used to accomplish the same changes. A more detailed setup with more options is available from the
setup pages.
The scheduled irrigation program is the “Auto Program”. This program will be run based upon the control strategy
setup in the Area Page. One of the auto program parameters is the duration that a zone will run. There are actually
three parameters that determine the actual run time of a zone. One is the Zone time, one is the Area time, and the
third is the Site time adjustment. The Zone time is the nominal time that a zone will run at the peak of the irrigation
season. To account for seasonal variations an Area time factor is applied to this base Zone time. For example, in
October the duration may be reduced by 30% from the nominal July duration. A Site adjustment is also applied to
allow all times to be adjusted upward or downward by the same percentage.
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The touch screen interface provides access to the Zone time adjustment in the Auto Program column. The slider
changes the Zone time with the number being shown actually being the composite of the Zone time, Area factor, and
Site factor. For example if the Site adjustment is +10% and the Area factor is 70% and the nominal Zone time is 50
minutes, then the slider will show (50 * .70 * 1.10) 39 minutes. If the slider is adjusted to 20 minutes then the
nominal Zone time will change to (20 / .70 / 1.1) 14 minutes. After changing the Auto Program slider to 20 in this
example, then going to the Zone Setup page one will see a value of 14 for the Zone Auto program time. The number
that is seen on the slider is the number of minutes that the zone will actually run based upon the other setup
information.
There is also a slider under the Manual Program column. This slider is used to change the timeout duration for a
zone when the zone is controlled manually. Manual control can be with a handheld device or from the browser.
The time set for the manual duration timeout has no effect on the auto program times. If the manual time is set to
zero then the zone cannot be manually controlled.
A control button is provided under the Manual Program slider. This button toggles between Run and Stop. When
the Run button is activated then the manual program for that zone will be started. It will run the zone until the zone
is stopped or until the manual program duration timeout is exceeded. When the button shows “Stop” then it will
stop the currently active program for the zone. This means the zone could have been started manually or
automatically and the same button is used to stop that zone from continuing.
Rather than stopping a zone it is also possible to pause the current program so that it can be resumed a short time
later. That is done by using the “Pause” button. When selected, this button will toggle to read “Resume”. When
“Resume” is selected then the current program will continue from the point it was paused.
Next to the Pause/Resume button is the “Skip” button. This button is used to skip all zones in tomorrow’s auto
program. In essence it tells mcsSprinklers to not automatically run any zones even if they were scheduled for
tomorrow. When the Skip is active then the button will change to “Allow” and the decision to not irrigate tomorrow
can be rescinded.
There is a slider under the Current Status column. The value showing on this slider represents the percentage of soil
moisture saturation. mcsSprinklers keeps track of the soil moisture content based upon weather information and the
irrigation performed. When the control strategy is setup on the Area page to be one of the timed modes then soil
moisture content is only informational and changing it with the slider has no direct effect. When the control strategy
is based upon calculated soil moisture then a change of the slider will have a direct effect on the next irrigation time
for the zone.
The next scheduled times for the currently selected zone as well as the time that the next scheduled zone will be run
are shown under the area labeled “Next Schedule”. As the schedule changes or as zone completes its cycle the
status information is updated to reflect the most current information. When the mouse is positioned over the “Auto
Program” label at the lower right of the page a popup will appear that occupies most of the screen. This will show
the full program with the zones listed in the order that will be run. The current soil moisture levels are also shown
on this popup.
The screen updates are performed immediately upon user control of the buttons or sliders. It is updated a few times
per minute as the irrigation schedule progresses. There are occasions where a browser looses sync with its server
and the updates will stop. There is a small double arrow icon in the upper left of the page that can be used to refresh
the screen to assure the information presented is the most current.
The currently active zone will automatically be shown as the selected zone when that zone starts its cycle. The
status dots will update, as will the slider information about the selected zone without the need for a page refresh.
The same is true for the Next Schedule information as it changes.
The current time and weather information is shown in the Current Status area. This information is updated as new
weather data becomes available. The clock runs continually. The temperature and wind speed buttons can be
selected to popup an annual trend chart showing either the temperature or wind speed trends. This annual
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information is available for all weather data and zone valve control information when accessed from the calendar
from either the General Status or Zone Status pages.
The “Time Remaining” display at the center of the screen shows the number of minutes that are remaining to be run
for all zones that are currently scheduled to run at the current time. It is updated each minute as the time counts
down.
A three or four week window into the selected zone’s activity is shown in the lower left. The calendar shows each
day the zone was run with a green sprinkler graphic and each day it had rained with a blue raindrop graphic. The
weather forecast is shown for the next week and a blue sprinkler graphic positioned in the day of the next scheduled
irrigation for the zone. A mouse click on a cell in the calendar will popup more detailed information about that day.
The two small icons are at the top right and left of the page are navigation controls. The refresh icons were
previously described to refresh the current display’s information. The icon on the upper right is used to get access to
the other mcsSprinklers pages. From these pages additional setup can be done or more detailed status information
gathered.
The top of graphical display contains three panels that will show different information based upon where the cursor
is hovering on the screen. Figure 7 shows the three views. In all views the center panel shows the currently selected
zone. The selected zone is the one where the remainder of the screen shows information and allows settings for this
zone to be changed.
The top view is default view when the cursor is not positioned in a critical area. It provides the time of day and up
to six current measurements. The measurements to be shown are user-selected from the General Status page.
The middle view is shown when the cursor is positioned over a colored dot (Figure 6). These dots are located
immediately below the three panels. Each dot corresponds to a zone. The current setup for the zone is shown in the
left panel. The right panel shows a picture of the zone.
The bottom view is shown when the cursor is positioned over the left or right scrolling arrows. It shows the picture
of the zones that will move to the center panel position with a click of the right or left arrow button.
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Figure 7 Views Available from Graphical UI

3.5.2 Quick Start – Learn by Example
When mcsSprinklers is started it will place itself as a small icon in the lower right tray of the PC desktop. The icon
will be a blue or green base with water drops rising. Blue indicates that no zones are currently being watered and
green when any zone is active. When the icon is clicked it will expand to show a menu of setup and operational
selections. When used as a Homeseer plug-in then this icon is not available, but access is provided through the
Homeseer menu.
The general setup flow is numerically identified in the popup menu. In some cases there is a dependency on the
setup sequence, but in general any setup page can be edited at any time and in any order. The dependencies that
exist relate to identification of a valve interface before the valve can be wired and the identification of how the valve
is wired before it can be used in a control zone. This means that the Rain8/Devices setup needs to be done before
the Wiring setup and the Wiring setup done before the Zone and Area setups.
A browser interface is used for each setup and control page. This means that the setup can be done from any
location to which the PC has network connectivity. It also means that entries made on a page are not recognized
until the “Save” button on top of each page is clicked and the screen redrawn.
Navigation among the various pages can be done from the tray icon / menu or it can be done from the links located
at the top of each browser page.
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To illustrate the basic setup flow a few scenarios will be used to base the setup actions. The first will be a minimal
setup of one zone to be watered for 30 minutes every other day. Two other scenarios will be shown to illustrate
some of the setup features.
Some of these scenarios are available as preconfigured setups that can be selected as the first item in the Setup
Interview. The interview is selected from the tray icon.

3.5.3 Sample Scenarios

3.5.3.1 Scenario 1 – One Zone Setup
A Rain8-Wireless unit is being used to control a single zone on a schedule of 30 minutes every other day. The
computer has a CM17A/Firecracker installed on Com Port 1 to control the Rain8-Wireless.
Select Setup1-Rain8. Choose Rain8-Wireless to identify that the Rain8-Wireless is being used. It comes from the
factory programmed as Unit B1 with timeout of 60 minutes in each zone. This is adequate for use in this scenario. If
it were not then the Timer setup at the bottom of the page would be used to configure it as desired.
Enter 1 in the Module PC Interface group, Wireless port box to configure the CM17A/Firecracker to use port 1.
Click the radio button at the intersection of house row B and bank 1 to select the Wireless module type. This means
that the module’s valves will be associated with addresses B1 through B8. Click Save button at the top to record
these settings.
Select Setup2-Wiring. To identify the wire connection between the valve and the Rain8 module,. let us assume that
the valve is connected to the Red wire and we will be using the second position on the module (B2) for this valve.
The first column’s pull down is selected to be RF B2. The second column contains a box to label this valve. Let us
call it Lawn and enter this name in the box. Click the Save button.
At this point the Rain8 interface has been defined and the wiring to the valve located in the Lawn has been specified.
The next step is to describe when to turn the valve on. The next step is on the Setup4-Zone page where the duration
of 30 minutes is identified. There are twelve rows in the Area 1 group and any of these rows can be used. Select the
pull down to pick the RF B2 Lawn valve. Enter 30 in the Auto minutes box. Click the Save Button.
Select Setup5-Area. A setup page for the areas will appear. We will use the Area 1 for this scenario. Click the
radio button at the top for this area that identifies it to be an interval strategy. It is one of the five possible
selections. Enter 2 in the box below it since the interval is every other day or 2.
This completes the setup for the scenario of a single value using a Rain8 Wireless controller that is scheduled for
watering for 30 minutes every other day. The zone will be watered starting at midnight every other day.

3.5.3.2 Scenario 2 – Basic Homeseer Setup of Two Sprinkler Valves
mcsSprinklers is added to an existing Homeseer configuration where the sprinkler valve interface is the Homeseer
X10 interface or virtual devices through other Homeseer plugin. A relay mapped to [1 and an appliance module at
M16 will be used to control sprinkler valves. The valves are to be activated for 40 minutes each on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday and not allowed to be run between 10:00 AM and 4:15 PM
Select Setup1-Devices. To identify the devices that are being used, in the section titled “Homeseer X10-IO
Devices” enter [1,M16 in the text box. Note the comma to separate the two virtual devices. No entries need to be
made on any other boxes on this page since the control interface to the hardware is via Homeseer.
Click Save button at top to record these settings.
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Select Setup2-Wiring. To identify the wire connection between the valves and the devices let us assume that the
valves are connected to the Red and Blue wires in the wiring harness. Select the row where the wire color is red and
from the pull down select [1. In the Location column give it a name. This name will be used to set the name of the
Homeseer device.
Click Save button at top to record these settings.
Select Setup4-Zone. Since both valves are on the same M/W/F schedule they can be placed in the same zone. In
the valve column select two rows and each valve. In the Auto Minutes column enter 40 for both since that is the
duration the zone will be run each time it is activated. Soil Efficiency and Rain Factor will contain default values
that do not need to be changed. They are used for control modes based on soil moisture content.
Click Save button at top to record these settings.
Select Setup5-Area. A setup for one area will be presented. It will show the zones associated with the area at the
top and the 30/7 day history for the zone. The history will initially be blank. The M/W/F schedule is selected by
clicking the “Day-of-Week” radio button and the check boxes for Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.
No specific start time is needed so the Area start times need no entry. No pump is specified so no entry is needed in
this section either.
Click Save button at top to record these settings.
Select Setup6-Restrictions. A variety of restrictions can be imposed. In this case the desired restriction is entered
into the “Don’t between hours” with values of 10:00 and 16:15
Click Save button at top to record these settings.
Select Setup9-Other Setup. The browser interface to mcsSprinklers can be serviced by the plug-in or by the
Homeseer server. Select the desired radio button.
Real time weather data and forecasted weather as well as nominal seasonal percentages are based upon the zip code.
Enter the zip code and click the Save button. The screen will be redrawn and available local weather site will be
presented in the Time and Weather Setup section. Select at minimum, the primary site and backup sites if desired.
Near the bottom of the page are some setup options specific to Homeseer. The device codes shown for Manual
mode and Seasonal control are moding devices. One toggles between manual and automatic modes and the other
toggles between plug-in Enabled and Disabled. The display options relate to how the Homeseer Device Strings are
formatted and the overall appearance of the browser page. The Database option allows selection of Microsoft
Access vs. SQL Server for retention of historical information.
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3.5.3.3 Scenario 3 - Replacement for Stand-alone Timer
A standard timer normally used for timed control of sprinkler zones is being removed and replaced with a Rain8 to
achieve computer control of the sprinkler zones. The following objectives are to be satisfied:
1. 4 Zones are being controlled
2. Rain8-Net used for valve control
3. Watering scheduled for Monday, Wednesday and Friday for Lawn areas and daily for garden
4. Two lawn zones to be watered for 60 minutes, one for 30 minutes and the garden for 20 minutes
5. Watering cycle to start at 2:15 AM for the lawn and 1 hour after sunrise for the garden
6. Garden water is supplied by a pump while the others by city water
7. Com port 2 is available on the PC
The setup flow is the same as with scenario 1 starting with the Rain8 interface, its wiring, the control strategy for the
areas, and the durations for the zones.
Setup1-Rain8. The Rain8-Net module needs an address. Since only one is being used, we can search to find it, or
we can just program a specific address. In this case we will set it to 1 and then search to confirm. The first step is to
remove the Rain8 module from connection to any valves. The programming of the unit cannot be done in an
“installed” configuration. All programming is done from entries made in the EPROM Timers group at the bottom of
the Setup1-Rain8 page. The programming port number is selected to identify the serial connection to the PC. The
module type radio button is selected to be Rain8-Net. The address box entry is 1. The timeout/safety times will be
set to 80 in this scenario since it is a reasonable value above the maximum time of 60 minutes that is planned. After
all entries are made then the Write EPROM button is clicked. This will reprogram the connected module. After a
few seconds the Read EPROM button can be clicked to read back the current settings to confirm that the proper
settings were applied. The module can be removed from the programming port now and connected to the port that
will be used for normal operation. These may be the same ports and in this case no move is required.
At this point we know the Rain8 module’s address is 1 so we can do a search and know what to expect. The search
is done from the top of this same page. First the Rain8-Net interface port is identified to be 2 in the Interface group.
This is the port that will be used to communicate with the Rain8-Net in a normal operational setup. The second
group on the page contains two buttons. The rightmost one is clicked to start the search. The page will be redrawn
with a window between the two buttons. A value will increment in this window to show the current address that is
being searched for Rain8-Net modules. In this case we do not expect any after 1, so when a number greater than 1
appears the rightmost button can again be clicked to stop the search.
At this point the Rain8-Net module has been setup to interface to the valves.
Setup2-Wiring. Four valves are being connected so four wires will need to be identified to mark which wire is
connected to which valve. A pump is being controlled so a fifth wire is also needed. If they are in the same harness
then all can be specified in the Harness 1 group. Use the pull down on each row to make the linkage between water
valve, wire color, and Rain8-Net valve control. The pull down will show NET 1 Valve 1 through 8 since that is
what was previously identified. Each valve is given a name in the boxes on the rows. Let us use Front Yard, Back
Yard, Flower Bed, and Garden. The pump will be called Pump.
Setup4-Zone. The four zones are organized into two areas per the setup that was done for the Area control times.
The three lawn valves are identified with pull-downs in the Area 1 zone group and Auto times entered as 60, 60, and
30 in the three identified rows.
In the Area 2 Zones a single row will be selected to identify the garden valve and enter the 20-minute cycle.
The manual times for each of the 4 zones will also be entered with the same values so manual control of each zone
can be done.
Setup5-Area. The lawn requires a M-W-F schedule while the garden requires a daily one. This implies that two
areas need to be defined. The first will be for the lawn zones. The control strategy is selected to be Day-of-Week
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with the radio button at the top. The Monday, Wednesday, and Friday checkbox are checked. Watering is to start at
two hours 15 minutes before sunrise, so -2:15 is entered into Time1 box with a relative to sunrise selection.
In Area2 the Interval radio button is selected and a value of 1 for the interval. The entry in the Time1 box will be 1
and the radio button checked to the time will be relative to sunrise. This area has a pump so the pull down is used to
identify the wire connected to the pump.
Setup8-Weather. Since the time specified for the garden is relative to sunrise there needs to be location
information entered so mcsSprinklers can computer sunrise and sunset times. This is done from the Setup8-Weather
page with an entry in the Zip Code box. Since weather information is not needed the Internet download method can
be set to Don’t Download Weather and Forecast Data.
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3.5.3.4 Scenario 4 - Typical Use of Features
A typical scenario will go beyond the setup for the quick start. The following example illustrates the setup the
achieves the following objectives:
1. Sprinklers enabled in 15 zones of lawn when soil moisture below 0.5 equivalent rain inches
2. Sprinklers enabled every other day for 3 zone garden
3. Water can only be used for irrigation on even days of the month
4. Sprinklers disabled during the heat of the day
5. Sprinklers disabled when it is windy
6. Sprinklers disabled if rain forecasted within two days
7. Only enough water pressure to do one zone at a time
8. Need to do a precheck of the zones to confirm all valves and heads are in order
9. Rain8-X10-2 units to be used
10. Pump used for all irrigation
Setup1-Rain8. Similar procedure as in the prior scenarios with a caveat that the Rain8 X10-2 units need to be
programmed with different house/bank codes. Assume the programming is setup for N1 through N8 and N9
through N16 to handle the 15 lawn zones. M1 through M8 for the garden zones. In the case of the M1 through M8
module it needs to be configured to use Valve 8 as the pump control. When all the three units have been
programmed there will be 23 available zones and 1 pump, which is adequate for the 18-zone requirement.
No other X10 automation controller exists so the X10-2 modules can be configured in the optimal Ack on Cmd and
Poll configuration and the default 5 seconds between commands is acceptable setup for the X10/RF Interface
section.
Setup2-Wiring. Similar procedure as in other two scenarios.
Setup4-Zone. Similar procedure as in the other scenarios, but in this case we are also concerned with the ability to
manually control the valves for only short duration testing. Because of this a time should be entered for each of the
Manual time boxes that are being used. When a valve is turned on manually then it will run for the Manual time
number of minutes or until it is manually turned off.
Setup5-Area. Similar procedure as in the other scenarios. In this case, however the control strategy for the lawn is
selected to be calculated with the radio button and the threshold box under it is set to be 50%. For the Garden and
Lawn the pump will be selected
Since the water pressure is limited then only one zone should be watered at a time. This specification is made in
each of the two area sections of the page to specify that the sequencing is part of a single master sequence. If the
checkbox is unchecked then the two lawn areas will be watered in parallel rather than in series.
Setup6-Restrictions. A variety of restrictions are imposed in this scenario. Each of these is entered on this page.
The “heat of the day” limitation can be coded in the Between Hours boxes. Perhaps values of 11:00 and 18:00
would be appropriate times to not allow watering to occur. “Windy” may be translated to a value of 10 MPH for 5
minutes. This means that over a 5-minute period the average wind speed must be less than 10 MPH. Forecasted
precipitation implies a reasonable probability of rain. An entry of 50 percent, 2 days, and the corresponding
checkbox will result in a watering restriction if either of the next two days has at least a 50% probability of
precipitation.
Setup7-Remote Control. The ability to pre-check the valves implies manual control, but also may imply the use of
a remote control pad. The remote control pad will send RF codes consistent with X10 protocol and these need to be
received and associated with specific valves. There are 18 zones so 18 discrete House/Unit code values will need to
be entered. For simplicity the unit codes should be the same as the valve codes. This means something like K1
through K3 and L1 through L15 could be entered into each box on the Remote Control Page.
Remote input also implies an interface to remote signals. A W800 is attached to COM2 as the RF receiver so 2 is
entered for the W800 port.
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Setup8-Weather. The wind speed data is obtained from a local reporting station. The available stations are
contained in the pull downs in the Weather group of this page. The stations are associated with zip codes so a
change in zip code will change the list of available stations. Up to three stations can be specified to handle the cases
when a station happens to be inoperative.
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3.5.3.5 Scenario 5 – Dual PC – Dual Hardware Interface Configuration
This scenario cannot be setup on versions of mcsSprinklers after 2.16.
The dual PC configuration will build upon Scenario 4 setup by showing the additional considerations for the
redundant configuration. There are a variety of redundant configuration setups. This one will assume the following
hardware;
Two CM11A Power line interfaces
Two W800 RF Interfaces
Two Computers running in Active/Standby irrigation mode
Computer 1 name is MAIN and contains CM11A interface and W800 interface
Computer 2 name is GARAGE and contains CM11A interface W800 interface
Same Rain8 controller hardware as scenario 4
The setup will be performed on the primary computer first and then when completed a few changes will be made
from the secondary computer. The following applies to the primary computer (MAIN). This computer needs to
have the folder where mcsSprinklers is installed to be shared over the LAN. Consult your Windows operating
system documentation to make this folder shared.

Computer # 1 (MAIN)
Setup1-Rain8. No Change
Setup2-Wiring. No Change
Setup4-Zone. No Change
Setup5-Area. No Change.
Setup6-Restrictions. No Change.
Setup7-Remote Control . No Change
Setup9-Other. Redundancy backup mode selected as “Standby Backup”. This will cause a blue highlight to the
middle of the Others page when the Save is clicked.

Computer #2 (GARAGE)
On the second computer (GARAGE) the mcsSprinklers application is started after the computer # 1 setup is
complete. This will allow the sharing of the setup that was previously done. It can be changed from either computer
at any time and both will be updated.
Setup9-Other. Redundancy backup mode selected as “Standby Backup”. This will cause a blue highlight to the
middle of the Others page when the Save is clicked. Note the backup mode setting is the same as on the first
computer. The setup entries shown in blue are not shared so each needs to be made individually on each computer.
Redundancy Backup Mode\Path to primary mcsSprinklers edited to change the computer name (GARAGE) to
(MAIN). This path is where the configuration information is stored. It will be stored only on one computer and
MAIN was selected to be the primary. After editing it will show as \\GARAGE\C\Program Files\mcsSprinklers.
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3.5.3.6 Scenario 6 – Dual PC – Single Hardware Interface Configuration
This scenario cannot be setup on versions of mcsSprinklers after 2.16.
The dual PC configuration will build upon Scenario 4 setup by showing the additional considerations for the
redundant configuration. There are a variety of redundant configuration setups. This one will assume the following
hardware
One CM17A Wireless interface
One W800 RF Interface
Two Computers running in Active/Standby irrigation mode
Computer 1 name is MAIN and contains CM17A interface
Computer 2 name is GARAGE and contains W800 interface
Same Rain8 controller hardware as scenario 4
The setup will be performed on the primary computer first and then when completed a few changes will be made
from the secondary computer. The following applies to the primary computer (MAIN). This computer needs to
have the folder where mcsSprinklers is installed to be shared over the LAN. Consult your Windows operating
system documentation to make this folder shared.

Computer # 1 (MAIN)
Setup1-Rain8. Module PC Interface selects “External via XAP Address”. The address in the text box can be left
blank since only one interface node will be implemented. Commands to control the Rain8Wireless will now be
delivered as xAP messages over the LAN rather than as a direct connection to the CM17A.
Setup2-Wiring. No Change
Setup4-Zone. No Change
Setup5-Area. No Change.
Setup6-Restrictions. No Change.
Setup7-Remote Control. The W800 IP and W800 Port boxes are left blank. This means there is no W800 directly
connected to this PC, but will get the W800 reports via the LAN.
Setup9-Other. Redundancy backup mode selected as “Standby Backup”. This will cause a blue highlight to the
middle of the Others page when the Save is clicked.
Launch Redundant Application on Startup/Rain 8 Interfaces/Wireless Interface checkbox checked so that the
interface to the CM17A will be activated next time mcsSprinklers starts. The interface software user interface will
appear in the tray as a missile-like icon. When this icon is clicked a setup option will appear and the port number
entered for the CM17A interface is entered. Note that is secondary setup can only be done after mcsSprinklers has
been restarted.
Supplemental xAP Interface/Start Hub checkbox is checked. This will allow xAP communications on this
computer.

Computer #2 (GARAGE)
On the second computer (GARAGE) the mcsSprinklers application is started after the computer # 1 setup is
complete. This will allow the sharing of the setup that was previously done. It can be changed from either computer
at any time and both will be updated.
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Setup9-Other. Redundancy backup mode selected as “Standby Backup”. This will cause a blue highlight to the
middle of the Others page when the Save is clicked. Note the backup mode setting is the same as on the first
computer. The setup entries shown in blue are not shared so each needs to be made individually on each computer.
Redundancy Backup Mode\Path to primary mcsSprinklers edited to change the computer name (GARAGE) to
(MAIN). This path is where the configuration information is stored. It will be stored only on one computer and
MAIN was selected to be the primary. After editing it will show as \\GARAGE\C\Program Files\mcsSprinklers.
Launch Redundant Application on Startup/Rain 8 Interfaces/Handheld Remote checkbox should be checked so that
the interface to the W800 will be activated next time mcsSprinklers starts. The interface software user interface will
appear in the tray as a ray-like icon. When this icon is clicked a setup option will appear and the port number
entered for the W800 interface is entered. Note that is secondary setup can only be done after mcsSprinklers has
been restarted.
Supplemental xAP Interface/Start Hub checkbox is checked. This will allow xAP communications on this
computer.
Supplemental xAP Interface/xAP UID changes from FF000800 to FF000900 to give the second instance of
mcsSprinklers a unique identification on the LAN.
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4 Physical Installation
The physical installation consists of routing wires from the field to the Rain8 or EtherRain controllers, the
connection of controllers to the personal computer(s) and connection of the computer(s) to the Internet. Obviously
each new location will have new wiring routed and valves installed. The setup for the initial configuration will be
performed per the steps in the following paragraphs. [Version-Dependent Capability] If a second installation is
done, then the setup can be based off of a prior install by transferring the configuration file contained in c:\program
files\mcsSprinklers\mcsSprinklers.ini.

4.1 Field Wiring
Wires from the valves in the field are usually bundled in one or more harnesses and each wire in a harness is colorcoded. When multiple harnesses are used then each harness needs to be manually labeled to assure that the proper
harness is identified as it is being installed in the controller. Valve wiring is a low voltage-capacity where the wire
gauge requirements are based upon the distance from the valve to the controller. There are no special electrical
shielding requirements for wires in this harness. Wires may also be run for flow meters or moisture probes. These
may have special requirements for shielding or proximity to other types of wires and this need to be obeyed for a
successful install.
The terminal end of a wiring harness is connected to one or more Rain8, EtherRain or other controllers. The Rain8
controllers are located at a convenient location that is protected from the weather. The controllers can be collocated
or located at locations this is convenient based upon the source of the harness. A collocated organization will tend
to have better long-term serviceability.
Each Rain8 or EtherRain module can accommodate seven or eight wires. Each wire is connected to a post in the
terminal block. At least one common return wire needs to be installed in a terminal post. The 8th valve position in
the terminal block may be connected to a valve or to a pump. The use of the pump control in this manner will
dependent upon the type of Rain8 or EtherRain controller and this will be discussed later. The terminal block is not
installed in the Rain8 at this time, but it should be manually labeled so the correct Rain8 controller is later mated to
the proper terminal block.

4.2 Controller Connection
4.2.1 Controller to PC
Three models of Rain8 controllers are available with the primary difference between each being the mechanism by
which it is connected to the personal computer. The connection methods are a low-voltage cable, an interface to the
high-voltage AC power line, and an interface for wireless radio frequency connection.
The Rain8-Net module uses a RS232 cable that plugs into a COM serial port of the PC. Additional Rain8-Net
modules are interconnected with RS485 cables.
The Rain8-Wireless module listens for commands via radio frequency transmissions. The PC can generate these
commands with an interface to one of its COM ports. The most basic of these interfaces is a CM17A/Firecracker.
RF communications can penetrate walls, but are also sensitive to nearby RF noise sources. For this reason it may be
desirable to connect an RS232 extension cable between the PC’s COM port and the CM17A. Additional Rain8Wireless modules are interconnected with RS485 cables.
The Rain8-Power line module listens for commands per the X10 protocol on the household AC wiring. The
electronics at both the PC and Rain8-Power line end cannot be directly plugged into the 120VAC line. The Rain8Power line module uses a TW523 adapter to protect it. Up to two Rain8-Power line modules can share one TW523
adapter. The PC-side connection is a CM11A connection to a PC’s COM port. The CM11A and CM17A can share
the same COM port if both types of Rain8 modules are used.
Since multiple Rain8 modules can be used in a single installation it is necessary to configure each module to respond
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to a unique address. This configuration is done from the Setup1-Rain8 page. The programming of any Rain8
module is done one module at a time. The module is connected to a COM port on the PC. The module cannot have
the terminal block with the valve wires connected. In the basic and Standard versions of mcsSprinklers this is done
with a utility program downloaded from the WGL website.
(download r82.zip for 2-way Rain8II or rain8config.zip for 1-way Rain8)
Figure 8 shows the segment of the Setup1-Rain8 page that is used for configuring the Rain8 module. The
Rain8module contains an EPROM and all settings for the EPROM are done at one time. This includes the module
address; pump configuration, and timer setup. The COM connection to the PC that is being used for the
programming and the type of module is identified to start the process. The programming is performed by filling in
all the fields shown in Figure 8 and then clicking the Write EPROM button. To confirm the setup was properly
saved to the Rain8 device, click the Read EPROM button to read the current contents of the Rain8 EPROM.
After a module type selection is saved the remainder of the EPROM setup will show dark grey fields for the settings
that are not available for the selected module type.
The timer values in the right column are used to set a minimum time for that valve. This should be set to a value
greater than the amount of time you plan to have that zone run. They are used to protect the system by placing an
absolute limit on the time that a valve will be allowed to remain open. In the case of the Rain8-Net, Rain8-UPB,
and Rain8-X10-2 this safety feature can be overridden with the checkbox entry. The other modules have no
override. Values in the range 1 to 250 are acceptable.
Note also the special configuration for a pump on the Rain8-Wireless unit. This model will allow the 8th valve to be
slaved to the other seven with the intention that it will control a pump. When any of the first seven are ON then the
8th will be ON and when all are OFF then the 8th will be OFF.

Figure 8 Rain8 Address and Timer Setup
Once the controllers have been assigned an address and the other EPROM parameters set and saved the Rain8
modules can be connected to the terminal block. This can be done later as well. In either case the configurations
that have been programmed need to be entered into the top part of the Setup1-Rain8 page unless the Homeseer
interface is being used. In that case no entry is needed for the Wireless or Power line sections of Figure 9.
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In operational use each type of module is connected via a COM port to the PC or via the Local Area Network (LAN)
to another PC with a usable COM port. This COM port may or may not be different than the one used for
programming the module. The port used is entered into the text box shown in Figure 9 if the local computer
contains the CM17A/CM11A interface.
It is also possible to interface the module using a remote interface rather than one directly connected to the
computer. The remote interface must be somewhere on the LAN and at the remote location an interface module will
be installed and the interface software run. The interface modules are those shown in Figure 9. The remote vs.
internal connection is selected and if remote, then the target address of the interface is entered. This address can be
wild carded so an entry such as *.*.* will usually accomplish the objective.
In the case of all Rain8 types except the Wireless, it is possible to interface these devices with LAN connection to an
IP/Serial converter. These adapters can be wireless or wired. Communication to these devices can be direct to the
IP and Port of the IP/Serial converter or can be through a port driver that maps the IP/Serial device to an extended
COM port. The setup of the Rain8UPB in Figure 9 shows the connection directly to the IP/Serial device. If a COM
port is used then the port entry would be simply the port number such as 6 and the IP entry would be blank such as is
shown for the Rain8Net connection.
When using the Homeseer X10 interface, the entry that should be made is the list of Homeseer devices per
Paragraph HomeSeer Devices or X10 devices per the grid of Figure 11
The Save button at the top of the page is used to record the settings.

Figure 9 Rain8 Modules to PC Connection Setup
For the X10 power line and RF interfaces additional information is used to characterize how the interface will be
used. This is shown in Figure 10. A gap is placed between X10 commands to relieve loading on the power line.
This delay is entered as the number of seconds between each command. In the case of the Rain8X10-2 the module
itself will provide a status response identifying the state of its valve. When the EPROM of the module is
programmed it can be set to immediately respond with status after a command or it can be configured to respond
with status only on a status request command. If it configured to respond only after a status request then
mcsSprinklers will issue a status request after some delay after each valve command. The delay time is a userselectable entry. In the case of the Homeseer configuration where the X10 interface is managed by Homeseer, then
the EPROM must be configured to respond only on poll since Homeseer does not know how to deal with an
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automatic status response. The delay timing parameters are managed by mcsSprinklers to assure that reasonable
values are entered. The typical response time between a Rain8X10-2 status request and its response is 3 to 4
seconds. This means that the command-to-command delay should be greater than 4 seconds to assure that the status
is not being returned at the same time as the next command is being issued and the two collide.
The two buttons shown in the interface test (Figure 10) can be used to test the interface connection. In this case an
ON command followed by a five second delay and then OFF is sent over the interface that corresponds to the button.
These can be used to check the connectivity of the interface setup.

Figure 10 X10 Interface Characterization
The addresses that were assigned to the Rain8 modules are entered into the middle panels of the Setup1-Rain8 page.
This area is shown in Figure 11, Figure 12 and Figure 13.
The Rain8 Net/WiFi can be connected to a single PC port or multiple ports. A typical configuration is a single port
connection with all Rain8 modules connected together with RS485 daisy-chained cables between each module. In
this case there is one master. If the rain8 modules cannot be physically daisy-chained and still connect to the valve
wiring then multiple PC ports can be used to make the connection. In this case there are multiple masters. This
selection is made in the Master Modules text box shown in Figure 12.
In the case of the Rain8-Net / WiFi there are two methods to identify the modules that will be put into service. One
is to allow mcsSprinklers search for the modules and the other is to enter the module number in the text box. The
easiest method is to enter the module numbers with a comma separating each in the text box provided. To use the
search method the Find Rain8 Modules button is clicked. A new window will appear with the current address being
search displayed. When this address goes beyond the highest number programmed into the EPROM then the same
button can be clicked again to stop the search. It will stop itself at 255 if not manually stopped.
When multiple masters are connected then this process is repeated for each master. If the interface method is via
xAP it can be considered a single master and all module numbers entered into a single text box.
The normal wait time allowed for a response from the Rain8Net is 5000 milliseconds. This can be increased to deal
with an underpowered computer that may not be able to sustain the load it is carrying.
The Rain8Net supports a protocol that provide acknowledge of each command and allows the status of valves within
the module to be queried. mcsSprinklers will always wait for acknowledgement and retry commands up to four
times before declaring a valve failed. Options are available to allow mcsSprinklers to query the module after a
command or every minute. If a status response is not what mcsSprinklers expected for the valve then mcsSprinklers
will send command(s) as necessary to place the valves in the correct state. For the status polling to be effective the
quality of the communication with the Rain8Net modules must be good. This is especially true when polling every
minute. Some interfaces tend to buffer commands so the timing relationships are not maintained and responses will
not be available in the expected time window allowed.
For the Rain8-UPB the modules are identified by a text box shown on Figure 13. Each Rain8-UPB module will
occupy 8 UPB Device ID’s. Module #1 will be DID’s 1 through 8. Module #2 will be DID’s 9 through 16, etc.
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In the case of the other two module types there is no mechanism for the module to report its address when not
connected to the programming port. For these, and when not using the Homeseer X10 Interface to control the
module, the addresses of all units that are installed needs to be entered into the grid of Figure 11. This includes the
identification of the module type and if it was programmed to respond to addresses 1 to 8 or 9 to 16.

Figure 11 Rain8 X10-based Module Address Setup
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Figure 12 Rain8 Net-based Module Address Setup

Figure 13 Rain8 UPB Module Address Setup
The EtherRain is connected to the LAN with typical Cat5/6 cable to an Ethernet switch or router. Multple modules
are connected via different ports on the switch or router.
The EtherRain is identified by its Name, IP address and port. The “Find EtherRain Modules” button is used to
populate the information. This will list each module on the LAN and complete the number of modules text box. If
the information is correct the “Save Changes” button at the top of the page should be used to record the discovered
information. When mcsSprinklers starts it will show a blue circle next to each EtherRain module name. It will
change to green after successful communication to it and red after it fails to respond.
If a setup is being done without the EtherRain modules connected the “Number of Modules” text box should be
completed and a set of blank rows will be presented as placeholders. The module names can be entered and the IP
will be populated automatically later when the modules are connected. When taking this offline approach, it is
important to correctly name the modules with the Quicksmart admin utility prior to connection to the LAN so the
positional relationships of the modules will be maintained. During a Find operation mcsSprinklers will add modules
to the list but will never remove modules. Modules are removed by clearing the name field and doing a “Save
Changes”. Relative position is important so it will be better to rename modules rather than remove them to maintain
zone identities that are later setup. This is true even if a module is permanently removed.
Each module must have a unique name and these can be programmed with the Quicksmart admin utility. The IP
address is determined from the network definition. This will be either with DHCP by the LAN’s router or statically
if so programmed with the Quicksmart admin utility. The default is DHCP. mcsSprinklers will be testing a change
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in IP address as it communicates with the EtherRain module and will perform the necessary updates should a DHCP
assignment change.
Each EtherRain module will enforce a password access. mcsSprinklers expects the same password to be setup on
each EtherRain module. The password is conveyed to mcsSprinklers as shown in Figure 14. The password will be
“pw” unless changed with the Quicksmart admin utility.

Figure 14 EtherRain Module Address Setup
Topics can be published using MQTT protocol to control valves if the valve interface supports this protocol. Two
items need to be setup. The first is the identification of the MQTT broker that will be used to route the MQTT
protocol. Mosquitto is a commonly used MQTT broker. The mcsSprinklers setup needs to match what the broke is
expecting. In its most basic mode it will route all traffic and, in that case, only an IP address or network name of the
broker is needed. The next level of security is username and password. The third level is message encryption that
requires certifications used to understand the encryption. If MQTT is used for sensor inputs then the broker will
need to be setup here to support subscription to the selected sensors.

The valve end points will accept commands on MQTT Topics and may provide acknowledge and status. The status
is normally periodically provided and the acknowledge is provided immediately after command is received. In the
mcsSprinklers setup the command Topic is in the first column and the status in the second with the first status row
being the acknowledge Topic and the second one the status. In Figure 15 examples are provided in the lower four
rows and second row where the end point provides both acknowledge and status. The first row has no feedback and
the third row only has acknowledge feedback.
mcsSprinklers will use the acknowledge to flag a valve failure following incorrect response after command. It will
use the status to confirm valve state and if it is not where mcsSprinklers believes it should be then it will send
command to put it in the correct state.
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Figure 15 MQTT Setup for Valve Control
When running on a Rasperry Pi or equivalent clone such as Odroid C1 there are direct IO connections to which a
relay module can be connected and used for control of irrigation valves. See Figure 16. Any pin selected will be
available as a zone within mcsSprinklers.
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Figure 16 Raspberry Pi GPIO Selection
Two nomenclatures are used for RPi GPIO identification. One is the connector pin on the board header and the
other is the processor pin. The connector pin provides for the identification to aide in wiring the relays. Note that
the RPi is not able to directly drive irrigation valves. A relay or equivalent device is needed to take the low level
digital output and convert it to the 24VAC on/off control of the irrigation valve. The processor pin provides the
identification for software control. If an RPi clone is used with different mappings then alternate wiring should be
done based upon the processor pin that mcsSprinklers will be using for control. The connector layout is shown in
Figure 17.

Figure 17 RPi GPIO Connector Layout
There are relay modules that use IP as the method of communication. These are made in China available in the
USA such as https://www.ebay.com/itm/173093192868. A picture is shown in Figure 18 These units can handle
irrigation valve electrical demands with a 10A relay rating. Just as the RPi they do not have local monitoring to
assure that a relay does not remain on too long. They are, however, cost effective means for valve control with a
cost of about $5/valve..
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Figure 18 IP Relay Module
They are setup in mcsSprinklers by entering their IP address and TCP port as shown in Figure 19. Defaults for the
factory software are 192.168.1.166 and 1234. A browser is used with URL at this address to modify the defaults
such as will be necessary if mcsSprinklers is not running on the 192.168.1.x subnet. If there is more than one
module then this is specified and additional rows to enter the network address are made available.

Figure 19 IP Relay Setup

4.2.2 Communication Test
The ability to communicate between the computer and all the Rain8 modules depends upon solid connections
between the modules and with the computer. The Rain8Net and Rain8UPB can be configured with multiple
modules and a single interface to the computer. A communication test capability is included to evaluate the quality
of the connection for these two types of modules. The communication test is run by clicking on one or the other of
the Communication Test buttons on the Rain8 Setup page. (Figure 12 and Figure 13).
When activated a new browser display will show each of the defined valves and the status of communication with
each. The test is performed by requesting a status from each valve. Counts are maintained for unexpected ON,
unexpected OFF, and No-response timeouts and RS-232 protocol errors as shown in Figure 20. Colored icons are
also shown in the Stat column to provide a quick visualization of the overall status.
The test is performed by setting a single valve in every module ON and then polling each module for the status of its
eight valves. For a large number of Rain8 units consideration needs to be given to the amperage available from the
24VAC transformer as it will need to be able to power one valve per module simultaneously.
The results shown in Figure 20 illustrate a system where only the first Rain8Net module has a communication
connection for a test that was run for 20 cycles with timeout showing 36 counts. This equates to timeouts on the
commands and the retries of the commands. A situation like this is indicative of a lack of 24VAC applied to the
modules or poor wiring between the first and second modules. The counts show the number of failures experienced.
A count in the OFF column, for example, indicates that an OFF was expected, but not observed.
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Figure 20 Communication Test for Rain8Net and Rain8UPB

4.2.3 HomeSeer Devices
mcsSprinklers can accept any Homeseer devices to be used as the zone and pump valves. In this situation the
physical interface to the valve is managed by Homeseer with the logical control of these devices performed by
mcsSprinklers. It is possible to have a combination of directly-connected Rain8 units and Homeseer virtual devices.
The list of Homeseer devices is identified as a comma-separated list of devices codes as is shown in Figure 21.

Figure 21 Identification of Homeseer Devices

4.2.4 Interface Protocol
The Rain8-Net communication typically consists of a three-byte command followed by a three-byte acknowledges.
mcsSprinklers confirms that the proper acknowledge bytes are received. If not, then it will retry once per command
sent. When a valve control command is sent to the Rain8-Net, mcsSprinklers will also send a status request. If the
expected status is not received then it will send the command a second time. Each Rain8-Net module can have up to
four valves on at the same time. mcsSprinklers will verify that no more than four are on and will ignore commands
for additional valve-on until other valves have been turned off.
The Rain8-Wireless communications via the CM17A interface uses the DTR and RTS discrete signals of the COM
port to provide power and to command the transmission of RF codes. The modulation rate of DTR and RTS
determine which RF code is transmitted. No status feedback is available on the RF interface.
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The Rain8-Power line communications via the CM11A interface uses a five-byte command packet.
Acknowledgement is received for a successful transmission and if not received the command is resent. This
acknowledge, however, only relates to delivery of the command onto the power line. It does not necessarily it is
received by the Rain8-Power line. The CM11A also listens to commands from other sources such as a remotecontrol device. The data reception events are processed by reading the delivered command.
An additional diagnostic aid is available to see the serial communication to the valve hardware. It is referenced
from the Serial IO link or /iowindow page on the mcsSprinklers URL from the browser.
Each character that is sent or received on the COM port is displayed in this window.

Figure 22 Serial IO Communications Diagnostic Window

4.2.5 Valve Wire to Controller
The valve wires have previously been routed from the field and installed in the Rain8 terminal blocks. The next step
is to identify how these wires were connected to the terminal block (i.e. what valve wire is associated with which
Rain8 valve control). This setup is done with the Setup2-Wiring page shown in Figure 23.
The control valves that are available will be shown in the pull down in the second column of the page. The valves
available are those identified in the prior step. The Location column is used to provide a recognizable name for the
zone that is controlled by the valve. This location name is used for status display and voice commands.
The Picture File is the file path to a digital image that shows the landscape covered by the valve wire. It is used later
as a popup image for zone reference identification and as the primary identification method when using the touchscreen graphic interface.
The upper right corner of each harness group is a value that identifies how many wires are contained in the harness.
It will default to 8 and can be expanded or reduced by changing the number in the box followed by a Save. The
upper left contains a text box to enter any labeling information that may help to identify the wire bundle. This
labeling information is not used elsewhere. It is provided here as a means of retaining the information for future
reference.
The page will always show one harness at the bottom that has no wires present. If wires are added followed by a
Save, then a new blank harness will appear at the bottom.
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Figure 23 Harnesses Wiring to Rain8 Valve Setup
For the Homeseer configuration, where the HS device Room property is used, the Room can be either “Valve” or it
can be the name selected for each wire harness. The radio to select the option is at the top of the Wiring page as
shown in Figure 24.

Figure 24 Homeseer Room Option
The Layout setup is used to make assignments as to how each valve will be used and make basic assignments of
how long the valves will be enabled. The Zone setup is used to provide additional information about zone. This
includes efficiency of application, and rate of drainage or sunlight exposure and water utilization rates. These setup
options are shown in Figure 25 and Figure 26 .
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Figure 25 Layout Page
The watering strategy to be applied to a zone is described in Automated Control Strategy. “Auto” Minutes applies
to this strategy. The time for the first program is shown on the zone setup page. If multiple watering times (i.e.
programs) are defined for an Area then a clickable icon will appear next to the Auto time entry. By default, the
zone’s duration for each program is the same, but can be tailored with a different duration for each watering period.
By selecting a zero value for a zone’s program the zone will be excluded from this specific program, but still
participate in others. Clicking the icon will bring up the panel as shown in Figure 27.
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“Manual” Minutes applies to direct or remote control. Manual control will supersede auto program control and can
be used as often as desired without affecting the total duration of the auto program.
“Syringing” Minutes is the light sprinkling of water on turf usually done during the hottest part of the day to prevent
wilting. During the hottest days of the year the Evapotranspiration rate often exceeds the plants ability to draw
water in from the soil. The result of this water deficit is wilt. To reduce the stress from this water deficit syringing is
used. It does not actually replace the water in the soil but instead it reduces the wilting cycle by cooling off the turf
and temporarily stopping wilt until rainfall or hand watering can be initiated.
“Soil” Efficiency factor relates to the effectiveness of water saturation when it is applied and the ability to retain
water within the crop. Nominal soil and grass is represented by default 0.75. Higher factors will reflect a slower
moisture loss rate.
“Rain” factor relates to the degree that rainfall will reach the soil level. Uncovered zones will be 1.0 and fully
sheltered zones will be 0.0.
“Fert” factor is the fraction of zone’s time that the Area’s fertigation valve is enabled when the zone is enabled.
This is used to apply liquid fertilizer through the irrigation system.
“Flow” Calc is the estimate of the gallon/liter per minute flow rate delivered by the total of all valves heads of the
zone. The total cumulative flow volume is reported in a status device on the General Status page and Calendar.
“Flow” Max is the maximum daily water use to be measured for the zone. When this value is exceeded a
notification will be provided via the message log and email if setup. This value is only used when a water meter is
present to measure the water use when a zone is active. Another approach to water monitoring is based upon
exceeding the averages that are expected. This is done from the Area Setup page.
The default number of zones allowed per area is 12. This can be changed by the text box entry in the upper right of
each area’s set of zones. A Save is required to affect the change of this text box entry.
In the top left of each area is a location to enter the name of an Area. If it is used then this name will be added to
status displays and control buttons to help identify the Area being viewed. The names selected should be short
otherwise the long name may interfere with the space allocated for area identifications on the Zone Status page.
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Figure 26 Zone Parameters Setup

Figure 27 Zone Program Time Tailoring

4.2.6 Internet Connection and Local Area Network
An internet connection is not essential for basic operation, but features may not be available without it.
mcsSprinklers connects to Internet to obtain current environmental conditions from a local reporting station. Over
the years the providers of this data have tended to move to subscription rather than free access. Even free access
requires registration with the provider to get the access token. The links to get the tokens is discussed later in this
Section. mcsSprinklers attempts to provide multiple free sources for each current conditions and forecast. The
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change in providers or the provider’s change in their download protocol are the primary reasons a working
installation of mcsSprinklers would be update to current releases.
mcsSprinklers uses the standard port 80 and HTTP protocol to access external Internet locations. The zip code or
Latitude/Longitude is used to identify local Forecast stations. Lat/Lon is preferred when available to provide the
capabilty to non-USA users. There is also the case of WeatherUnderground where stations are identified by the their
Station ID. It can be obtained by using a Browser and navigating to the URL
http://www.wunderground.com/weatherstation/ListStations.asp?selectedState=WA&selectedCountry=United+States
. For non-USA location the navigation can be started at
http://www.wunderground.com/weatherstation/ListStations.asp. Since IBM purchase of WeatherUnderground the
free subscription is only avaialble to those who also upload data from their weather station.
Independent selections of a current weather conditions provider and a forecast provider are available. Some, such as
OpenWeatherMap and Weatherbit, provide both. Both selections still need to be made in these cases as well. UV
has become more widely avaialble and will usually be part of the current weather download. If not available and it
to be used as a measure of sunlight intensity then it can be obtained from the EPA download.
For current weather conditions a selection from one to three of these stations may be available with
WeatherUnderground. When WeatherUnerground was forming the reliabilty of prodiders was problematic. That is
why mcsSprinklers allows up to three to be identified. The backup is only used when the station fails to respond. If
a station responds, but reports stale data then a backup station will not be used.
Daily rainfall is the most difficult measurement to obtain. Some provides do not have it avaialble. Some do not
update and in the case of OpenWeatherMap only provide a minute-by-minute forecast of the next hour’s precipation.
For WeatherUnderground stations it is possible to select a rain provider which has a history of reliable reporting and
a closer station for the other measurements. Figure 28 shows the setup options for the weather data.
As mentioned above there is usually a need for an access token. The links for the signup is described below.
Download of weather data often is limited on a daily basis. To assure the license terms are not violated a maximum
daily download count can be specified. One needs to look at the limit based upon the provided at the time the
license code is obtained.
OpenWeatherMap requires an API key which is available for free at https://openweathermap.org/appid. Weatherbit
key is available at https://www.weatherbit.io . It provides 500 downloads per day so not a constraint for
mcsSprinklers use. It reports precipitation as a rate of mm/hr or in/hr. mcsSprinklers will integrate at this rate for
each of the 48 daily samples downloaded. I was unable to find any site worldwide that reported a non-zero value so
it may not be a good rainfall site for mcsSprinklers.
For forecast information from WeatherUnderground there needs to be a commercial fee-based registration to obtain
a license key from http://www.wunderground.com/weather/api/d/pricing.html This license key as well as a station
identifier are used on the setup. Review of the Documentation tab from the same WeatherUnderground page where
the license/API key is requested for other means to identify the location.
For those who upload data from Personal Weather Stations (PWS) to WeatherUnderground an alternate source is
provided by IBM to download data from Weather.com. The license is free and can be obtained as part of the
transaction to setup a weather data upload. Forcast data from this license is obtained based upon the latitude and
longitude setup in mcsSprinklers.
For WeatherStack a license is needed per the pricing plans at https://weatherstack.com/product. The free plan can
be used by mcsSprinklers. It appears to be a good provider for daily rainfall, but has a 8 download per day API
license limit for the free plan.
Accuweather forecastfox feed was removed in June. This was a free feed with good data and no API key
requirements. It has been replaced by a Accuweather API which does require a key and also requires that a location
key be specified as well. The API key is available after an account is setup at https://developer.accuweather.com/
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The location key is found at https://developer.accuweather.com/accuweather-locations-api/apis. It will be a six digit
number for a site in world. There is a download limit of 50 per day with the free license. Current conditions and
Forecast count as separate downloads so the default of 48 current conditions and 24 forecasts exceed the license so
both cannot be used for the full suite of data. Rainfall is reported hourly and then in 3, 6, 9, 12, 18 and 24 hour
summaries. mcsSprinklers uses the most current one for the daily total and then integrates each hour at other times
of the day. It is a reasonable precipitation provider.
It is possible that Forecast data or Weather data fails to be updated at the source site or the connection with the
source site is lost. When Weather data is lost then the latest information from the Forecast site will be used. When
Forecast data is lost then average values will be used to compute Evapotranspiration. The loss of either Weather or
Forecast data will generate a message that can be viewed locally or will be optionally delivered via Email. The
timeout threshold for this message is entered for each Weather and Forecast. A forecast site will only update hourly
or less based upon licensing rules. A Weather site’s update interval varies, but five minutes is typical. .
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Figure 28 Weather Source Selections
From a quality of information perspective a local weather station will provide the best set of data specific to a site,
but at the same time these weather stations to be maintained to get good data. Use of weather information from a
local weather station is possible if a station is installed at the site. The interface mechanism available for local
equipment follows a client-server model so that the local weather station can be used for multiple needs. This is
either via an IP address using HTTP protocol or via the Windows File System using comma-separated-values (csv)
file format.
The WeatherHawk is interfaced via its IP port. The port information needs to be entered if this weather station is to
be used.
The Davis Vantage Pro can be interfaced via software provided by AmbientWeather.com Virtual Weather Station
using the csv file mechanism provided by that software. Three separate csv files are available to allow different
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sources for different types of information to be obtained. For the Davis models that have the IP interface via Logger
or WeatherLink the local interface can be used with identification of the IP address of the unit.
mcsSprinklers will read the current data from the file path that is entered here on the setup. The csv file can be
located on the local computer or it can be obtained from a ftp or http server. If via URL then specify the path staring
as as ftp:// or http://. If file path then use a full computer path name.
The downloaded csv file can be in delimiter-separated columns or the columns can be at specific positions within a
line of the file. If delimited then the delimiter is specified. Special names SPACE and TAB are used for the space
and tab characters respectively. The data in the file that is to be used can be either the first row or the last row. This
setup is shown in Figure 29

Figure 29 Local Weather Station Data Source
Once the internet weather data sources have been selected, they can be tested to assure the site is operational and
reasonable data is returned. The “Evaluate Internet Download from Selected Stations” button on Figure 28 is used
to make an immediate query of all the sites. The results will be shown in a new page such as shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 30 Weather Site Download Test
Each individual sensor can be obtained from one of the available selected sources. The default is to use the internet
WU for the weather sensors, WeatherUnderground, Weatherbit or NOAA National Weather Service for the forecast
sensors, and for mcsSprinklers to compute the remainder that are not available from these sources.
The ET “sensor” is important when ET-based scheduling is performed. Some local weather stations provide this as
a direct measurement that can be used via xAP, MQTT, Weatherhawk, Homeseer or CSV mechanisms. Internet
data containing ET is not available but can be computed from other sensor sources. These are temperature, wind,
humidity and a measure of solar intensity. The solar source can be either from the Solar Radiation sensor or from
the UV sensor. When selecting a computed ET don’t forget to also select the source for the sensors that are used in
the ET computation.
On a sensor-by-sensor basis this can be changed as shown in Figure 31 if other sources are available. In the case of
xAP, MQTT and Homeseer sourced sensors the selection of the specific address or device is necessary. For the
others, only an indication of the source feed is necessary and mcsSprinklers will find it in the feed. The options that
are available for Weather Sensor Source will depend upon other options selected as possible sources of weather
data.
When the sensor values are viewed on the General Status page there will be a grayed-out identification of the source
of the sensor. This may be a weather station address or a few letters to represent the source.
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Figure 31 Individual Sensor Source Selections
mcsSprinklers will also respond to browser requests from remote locations in the same manner that is responds to
request from the Windows desktop of the local PC. The HTTP protocol supported by standard browsers such as
Internet Explorer or Safari continues to be used, but the port defaults to 8008 rather than 80. This is to prevent
contention with other potential servers on the local PC and to provide a degree of security since hackers focus on
breaching port 80. When configured for operation with Homeseer it is also possible to utilize the Homeseer server
for this purpose. In this case the selection of the server in Figure 32 is just the Homeseer radio button as compared
to both the internal radio button and port number.
This port number can be changed if necessary from the Setup9-Others page as shown in Figure 32.

Figure 32 Port Selections for Remote Access
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The browser interface to the setup of the various mcsSprinkler pages provides context-sensitive help. As the mouse
hovers over the darker header banner of any group a popup tooltip will appear to the right of the mouse to provide
information on the setup of that section. As the user becomes more familiar with the setup procedures this popup
can be disabled with the setup setting on Setup9-Others page as shown in Figure 33.
The Expert Mode setting, also on Figure 33, is used to toggle between presentation of the setup based upon the
interview answers vs. showing all possible setup options. When the interview is completed then the setup pages will
only show those settings applicable to the hardware configuration and software options selected. When the
interview has not been started or is incomplete then many setup options will not be visible unless the Expert Mode
checkbox is set.
Data can be collected to capture internal logic decisions to help investigate unexpected behaviors. When enabled,
with “Produce Debug Data Files” checkbox a debug text file will be created for each new start of mcsSprinklers and
at the start of each day. The amount of data collected can be limited, and should be limited, on embedded platforms,
by indicating the maximum size of the folder for the debug files. When this threshold is reached then older files are
removed. A selected debug file can be emailed if email has been setup or it can be individually selected with rightclick hyperlink on the filename. The date in the filename and the Last Modified date can be used to identify the
period of time a particular debug file has collected data. If the most current debug file is to be used for analysis then
it should first be flushed and closed using the “Write Current Debug Data File” button.
If debug data is not going to be collected locally then a specific path can be specified. In this case the visibility of
the content is not available for email etc. Direct means to access the specified folder will be needed to use the
collected data.
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Figure 33 Help Setup Options
Even when context help has been disabled the full help features of this manual are available with the Help that can
be accessed from the links at the top of each setup page. See Figure 34.

Figure 34 Browser Links to Help and Other Pages
[Version-Dependent Capability] Six interface applications are provided to allow these interfaces to be supported
outside of the core mcsSprinklers scheduler. This becomes significant in redundant architectures so individual
nodes can be managed with minimum operational interdependencies. When configured for redundant operation the
interfaces should be run as independent nodes rather than as part of mcsSprinklers. This implies that the prior setup
of the Wireless and Power line interfaces should be configured for xap/external rather than internal. See Figure 9.
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4.2.7 External Application Interface

4.2.7.1 xAP
[Version-Dependent Capability] xAP is used as the primary external interface to mcsSprinklers. The first reference
to xAP is on the Rain8 setup page shown in Figure 9. If the power line or wireless interface can be better placed
close to the valves under control rather than at the controlling computer then remote xAP nodes for these interfaces
can be running at other computers and controlled via xAP messaging. The x10 schema is used in this scenario.
Other schema supported are Writelog, Basic Status and Control and Weather which can be enabled on the Weather
Setup of Local Interfaces as shown in Figure 35. Additional setup is also available to change the default protocol
and UID of the mcsSprinklers node.

Figure 35 Launch of Interface Nodes and xAP Message Selection
The redundant architecture option provides a means to assure maximum availability of the control function. A
second aspect of assured operation is command redundancy and safety provisions. The timeout safety was
previously shown in Figure 8. It provides the safety against excessive water delivery at the point of the Rain8
module. Within the PC, OFF commands can be delivered at times when a zone is not being watered. These can be
setup to be hourly and/or daily. Setup options are also available to repeat any ON or OFF command to assure that
the command is received by the Rain8. In the case of the Rain8-Net module there exists a two-way interface so the
PC always obtains positive status of the state of the valves and the need for special safety provision are reduced.
The Rain8-Wireless and Rain8-Power line have no mechanism to report valve status back to the PC so command
redundancy is a good idea. These safety setups are performed on the Setup6-Site page as shown in Figure 47.
Other xAP applications can interact with mcsSprinklers using the messaging providing in the Supplemental xAP
Interface section. Valves can be controlled and checked for status with BSC schema. Error reporting from
mcsSprinklers can be done with the Homeseer.Event/Event.log schema. Historical information that is normally
recorded by mcsSprinklers can also be made available for external database or other uses through reporting with
BSC schema. [Version Dependent} Centralized configuration setup can be accomplished with the Homeseer.Config
schema. Remote audio and speech recognition is done with the Voice schema.
mcsSprinklers will listen for BSC events and info messages that have been setup as the source of its information.
For example, the external inhibit (UID=09) will be seen as a xapbsc.event or xapbsc.info message with a target
unspecified or specified to be mcsSprinklers. The ON/OFF state value in this message will control the external
inhibit function. The reminder of the xapbsc.event or xapbsc.info messages will use either the Text or Level key to
update the value conveyed in the message. An example may be a wind speed measurement made with a local sensor
rather than one obtained from the WeatherUnderground internet site.
There is also a set of xapbcs.cmd messages that can be used to control mcsSprinklers actions much like the buttons
that control it from the General Status page. A button on the General Status page will also respond to a xapbsc.cmd
message with an ON/OFF control. The UID for these controls can be seen from the xAP Reporting page as shown
in Figure 36
Each of these message schemas for the indicated purpose can be enabled or disabled selectively. When other xAP
applications are present on the same computer then a xAP hub must run. If no others are being used the
mcsSprinklers can launch one. xAP also requires unique IDs for each xAP node so the ID is made configurable so
no conflict will occur.
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When the Basic Status and Control is selected then an additional browser link is provided that allows the selection of
which devices will report when its state changes and of these which will set the database key to allow xap-enabled
databases to maintain the history of the device. This page is shown in Figure 36.

Figure 36 xAP / MQTT Reporting Device Selection
Additional specification for the xAP environment is also contained on the Weather Page. In this case a set of local
sensors rather than internet sensors can be specified as a xAP source per Figure 31. These setup features also
provide for special control device and database options. These are shown in Figure 37.
Notification specified will result in xAP event messages before an area’s watering starts or a record of Rain8-Net
actions. The Display options will control how the browser status information is displayed and the content of the
xapbsc Display Text key. The database will default to Microsoft Access, but if MS SQL Server is available then it
may be used. Normally when SQL is used, the database entry is left blank so the default server will be used.

Figure 37 xAP Environment Options
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4.2.7.2 MQTT
MQTT is another standard external communication protocol supported by mcsSprinklers. xAP messages are routed
via xAP hub that resides locally on each computer running xAP. MQTT messages are routed by a MQTT broker
that can be anywhere on the LAN. The computer name of this broker needs to be identified to allow mcsSprinklers
to subscribe and publish to this broker. This is setup on the Devices/Rain8 page.
MQTT protocol can be used as a source of sensor data, manual control and to obtain status of changes in
mcsSprinklers devices. The MQTT broker is identified on the Weather Setup page under external interfaces. Once
a broker is identified then options for MQTT inputs are made available on Weather Setup, Area and other pages.
mcsSprinklers will publish changes in any of its devices on the three properties of state, value and string. To reduce
verbosity a filter is setup as shown on Figure 36. Only those devices with checkboxes checked will be published. In
the Figure 36 example only zone R17 will publish changes of its ON/OFF state. The topic in this example will be of
format “ComputerName/mcsSprinklers/e1/state” and the message payload will be either “ON” or “OFF”. If
commanding a zone to turn on and off remotely via MQTT then the topic will have a “/cmnd” inserted before the
“/state” part of the topic. (e.g. “ComputerName/mcsSprinklers/e1/cmnd/state”).

4.2.7.3 Homeseer
The interface to Homeseer is customized with virtual devices, browser display, and various other options. The
virtual devices are used to identify valves, pumps, restrict watering cycles, and control moding. The Browser
interface can be tailored for display characteristics that will yield similar properties to other Homeseer pages. The
valve and pump devices are identified in the Setup1-Rain8/Devices page as shown in Figure 21. The restrictions
interface on the Setup6-Site page as shown in Figure 51. The other interface parameters are on the Setup9-Other
page as shown in Figure 38.
mcsSprinklers normally obtains sensor information from its internet connection that is setup on the Weather Setup
page. This can be superseded with data from Homeseer Virtual Device Strings. When a device code is entered into
the section “HomeSeer Sourced Sensors” then the data will come from the Device String and data received for the
specific sensor from the Internet will be ignored.

Figure 38 Homeseer Interface Options
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4.2.7.4 Weatherhawk
The WeatherHawk is a IP-based weatherstation. If weather data is being obtained from this source then the IP of this
unit is specified as shown on Figure 35. Decoding of the WeatherHawk protocol is handle natively in mcsSprinklers

4.2.7.5 Davis Vantage Pro
Multiple means of interface Davis Vantage Pro exists including using files produced by other interface software.
For those that have a data logger then a direct IP connection can be made. In 2019 the IP data logger was
discontinued and WeatherLink introduced. In both cases the IP of the unit is used to extract the current weather
conditions.
Typically, the unit has multiple transmitters. When a sensor has been selected to be from the Davis then
mcsSprinklers will search from highest to lowest number transmitter
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5 Automated Control Strategy
5.1 Control Based upon Time vs. Soil Moisture Content
Traditional irrigation controllers determine when to initiate a cycle based upon some elapsed time since the last time
the cycle was run. This may be something like every three days or Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. These
controls also consider time of day so it may be possible to irrigate at 6 AM and 7 PM on the same day.
The duration between irrigation cycles is selected so that the soil does not become excessively dry. In peak summer
times this will be more often than in the spring and fall periods. Heat waves and cool periods also occur during the
seasons and these tend to result in soil moisture that is dryer than desired and irrigation at times when the foliage
does not require additional water. The timed programs can be adjusted to deal with these variations or left
unchanged and allow the plants to be exposed to the stress. The third choice is to allow the controller determine the
next irrigation cycle based upon the soil moisture content rather than based upon some time interval.
mcsSprinklers provides the flexibility to allow either a time-based control or a moisture-based control or a
combination of both. For time-based control the interval can be determined either based upon the weekly calendar
or upon a daily interval. The start time during the day can be specified. Actually, up to 24 different start times can
be entered to spread out the irrigation over the day. Each of these start times is called a Program so up to 24
programs can be run for the time-based stratgegies. One time can be entered for the moisture-based control.
Each Program can control multiple zones during an irrigation cycle. The time each zone is ON during the cycle can
be changed on a Program-to-Program basis. For example, two Programs can be defined where the first runs at 6
AM and three zones are each run for 20 minutes. The second runs at 3 PM and only runs one of the three zones for
10 minutes to provide supplemental water to a part of the site that has high sun exposure.
The setup of the Timed Program Control can be done in either of two ways. One is from the Timed Programs
selection from the menu. This will show a grid where each zone is listed in the rows and each Program time is listed
in the columns. See Figure 39.

Figure 39 Timed Programs Setup Matrix
In the example shown in Figure 39 there are four Programs defined and a blank column where the next program can
be entered. There are five zones in each Program. At 10 AM a cycle will start where the Front Lawn will be ON for
15 minutes, then the Front Shrubs will be ON for 5 minutes, etc. Another cycle will start at 11 AM. A third will
start at 12 Noon and this cycle will only turn ON the Herbs zone for 3 minutes. The last Program of the day will run
at 5 PM.
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The selection of the days when these programs will run is done on the Area Setup page per the Control Strategy
where the Control Strategy is Day-Of-Week, Even-Odd, or Interval. The Measured and ET Calculated control
strategies do not have Timed Programs since their cycle start times are a function of soil moisture rather than time.
The selection of zones for the Programs is done in the Zone Setup page where the zones that have been defined in
the Wiring Page are mapped into specific Areas. For the purpose of understanding the Timed Programs, an Area
can be thought of as an independent control box. Since each of eight Areas can have an independent control strategy
and 24 Programs can be defined for each Area, there is a total of 8x24=184 Programs available.
Setup and editing of aspects of the Timed Programs can also be done from the Area, Zone, and Zone Status pages.
The Area page provides the mechanism to add and change Program start times. See Figure 46. The durations for a
zone for each of its programs can be edited from the popup that is produced by clicking the clock icon for the zone
on the Zone Setup or Zone Status page. See Figure 27. Times can be entered in integer format for whole minute
durations. If resolution to the second is desired then the durations should be entered in the format mm:ss.

5.2 Watering Duration and Interval
The intention of an automated control strategy is to provide appropriate amounts of water at appropriate times to
maintain adequate soil moisture over a given area. In a basic situation this objective can be achieved by applying a
set amount of water at regular intervals. In more sophisticated situations this objective is achieved by applying
water when the soil moisture content becomes sufficiently low. In both of these situations there may be overriding
considerations such as local water conservation regulations that limit when water can be used for irrigation.
The basic automation is achieved using a control model similar to standard timer-based sprinkler controllers. These
controllers can be setup to water a zone on a regular interval or on a specific set of days of a week. The timed
controller will enable cycling of typically four to twelve zones in sequence. Multiple controllers can be used to
satisfy the needs of multiple distribution areas.
In a fixed-time / fixed-interval strategy the amount of water delivered is independent of the environmental
conditions that drive the actual amount of water that is needed to maintain the desired soil moisture level. Hotsunny days will extract more moisture from the plants and soil than cool-cloudy days. Wind also has a contributory
effect on moisture loss and the need for replacement of this loss.
The amount of water actually needed is a function of several parameters. The primary factors are moisture loss, soil
quality, foliage type, and efficiency of the sprinkler head distribution. All of these factors except moisture loss are
known at the time that irrigation valves and sprinkler heads are installed. The moisture loss changes continuously
based upon rainfall, solar radiation, temperature, wind speed, and some other less-dominant factors. The moisture
loss is generally characterized as Evapotranspiration.
The general watering requirement can be algorithmically described as

V = ( Eto x Kc x Kd x Ks x Fr

-

Pr )

Where Eto = Evapotranspiration
Kc = Foliage characteristic
Kd = Distribution efficiency
Ks = Soil porosity
Fr = Flow rate
Pr = Precipitation rate
V = Volume of water required

It is generally the intention to encourage the foliage roots to penetrate lower into the soil so they will have a strong
footing and be less sensitive to surface variation in moisture. This means that the objective of the irrigation
controller is to deliver moisture to a desired soil depth. This depth is achieved with traditional installations by
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saturating the surface with a sufficient volume of water that it will soak down to the desired level. This implies that
water delivery will be in bursts rather than a continuous misting.
Kc Foliage characteristic, Ke Distribution efficiency, Ks Soil porosity, and Fr Flow rate are factors for which
information is not readily available on an installation-by-installation basis. What is available, however, is an
approximation based upon experience, of how long a specific zone should be watered to saturate the soil to the
desired depth. This means the installer simply is required to provide the zone watering duration and the controller
can determine when to activate a watering cycle based upon the following formula:

I=

1
_____________
( Eto x Ke - Pr )

Where Eto = Evapotranspiration
Ke = Efficiency of moisture retention
Pr = Precipitation rate
I = Days per watering cycle
The Eto Evapotranspiration and Pr Precipitation rate can be determined from weather data from a nearby weather
reporting station and this data is available in real-time over the Internet. Ke Efficiency of moisture retention is
available as a tweaking factor should some adjustments be necessary for off-nominal conditions.
mcsSprinklers provides a factor that can be used to adjust Ke.. which is the Soil Factor. Smaller values of Soil Factor
will result in more frequent watering cycles. The default values for this factor is 0.75.
In a traditional timer-based controller both the interval and duration of watering are setup at time of installation.
With the ability to adjust to changing environmental conditions the interval can be dynamically changed and
unnecessary watering cycles avoided.
This same benefit can be achieved with use of moisture probes. Actual measurements of the moisture content are
made when a dryness threshold is reached and a watering cycle is scheduled. While this does have the advantage of
a more positive measurement it also has two downsides. The first is that moisture sensors require additional
hardware to be installed. The second is that moisture flow patterns in soil tend to change over time so moisture at a
strategically placed sensor will change over time, yet the watering needs for the area will remain consistent.
The ET can be used to determine the frequency of watering. Each watering cycle will be a specified number of
minutes. The following information from http://www.washoeet.dri.edu/preciprates.html provides a good aid in
determining the duration.
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5.2.1 Gross Estimated Runtimes for Small to
Medium Turf Areas
Bill Carlos, Horticulturist, University of Nevada Cooperative Extension
John C. Guitjens Ph.D., Prof, Environmental Resource Science, University of Nevada College of
Agriculture

The following suggested sprinkle runtimes and irrigation rates are for residential
turf areas. Site specific runtimes will vary because of lawn shape and slope,
nozzle size, and sprinkler head spacing. Runtimes are based on the
manufacturer information and names of products are used for illustration
purposes only. The impact rotor runtimes are longer because of a larger radius
and, therefore, a larger area, and a smaller delivery rate.
Small Lawn Areas
Pop-up Toro 570
is based on 30 pounds per square inch (psi) of water pressure, a delivery rate of 3.60 gallons per
minute (gpm) for a full circle nozzle, a sprinkler head of 15 ft, a spray radius of 15ft, and matched
precipitation rates (MPR).
Please note: run times will vary with ET rates.
Runtime calculation
Reference Evapotranspiration = Eto=0.35 inches per day = 0.029 ft per day of
water depth
•

Assume an irrigation efficiency = 85% (=0.85)

•

The area used here is square and the sprinkler head spacing 15 ft x 15 ft
= 225 ft2

•

The conversion of cubic feet to gallons = 7.48 gal/ft3

•

0.029 ft/0.85 irrigation efficiency =0.034 ft of water application depth

•

0.034 ft x 225 ft2 = 7.65 ft3

•

7.65 ft3 x 7.48 gal/ ft3 = 57.2 gal

•

57.2 gal/3.60 gal/minute = 15.9 minutes per day (approx. 16 minutes per
day)

Medium Lawn Area
RainBird Mini Paw, Impact Rotor Pop-Up Sprinkler
is based on 25 psi, a delivery rate of 2.60 gpm for a full circle rotor, a sprinkler spacing of 20ft,
and a spray radius of 20 ft.
Runtime calculation:
Reference Evapotranspiration = Eto=0.35 inches per day = 0.029 ft per day of
water depth
•

Assume an irrigation efficiency = 85% (=0.85)

•

The area used here is square and the sprinkler head spacing 20 ft x 20 ft
= 400 ft2

•

The conversion of cubic feet to gallons = 7.48 gal/ft3
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•

0.029 ft/0.85 irrigation efficiency =0.034 ft of water application depth

•

0.034 ft x 400 ft2 = 13.6 ft3

•

13.6 ft3 x 7.48 gal/ ft3 = 102 gal

•

102 gal/2.60 gal/minute = 39 minutes per day

Medium Turf Areas
Toro 340 Series Stream Rotors
is based on 35 psi, a delivery rate of 3.10 gpm for a full circle rotor, a sprinkler spacing of 15ft,
and a spray radius of 15 ft.
Runtime calculation:
Reference Evapotranspiration = Eto=0.35 inches per day = 0.029 ft per day of
water depth
•

Assume an irrigation efficiency = 85% (=0.85)

•

The area used here is square and the sprinkler head spacing 15 ft x 15 ft
= 225 ft2

•

The conversion of cubic feet to gallons = 7.48 gal/ft3

•

0.029 ft/0.85 irrigation efficiency =0.034 ft of water application depth

•

0.034 ft x 225 ft2 = 7.65 ft3

•

7.65 ft3 x 7.48 gal/ ft3 = 57.2 gal

•

57.2 gal/3.10 gal/minute = 18.5 minutes per day (approx. 20 minutes per
day)

Reference:
Rain Bird. 1999-2000 Catalog. Landscape Irrigation Products
Toro. 2000-2001, Irrigation Product Catalog

The watering schedule is setup in mcsSprinklers on the Setup4-Zones and Setup5-Areas setup pages. A Zone
represents the set of sprinkler heads that are controlled by a single valve. An Area represents a set of zones that use
the same watering schedule. mcsSprinklers supports multiple zones within an Area and multiple areas. Zones
within an area are scheduled in sequence and in the order used in the Setup4-Zones setup page. Areas are scheduled
in parallel, but this can be changed to sequential with a checkbox setting on the Setup5-Areas setup page under Zone
Sequence Control. Sequential Area would be used when you have insufficient water pressure to run 2 areas at the
same time.
The setup of a zone for automatic watering requires two user inputs. One is the time that a zone should remain on
when started and the second is the efficiency factor. These are the I and Ke from the equation above.
The setup of an area’s watering schedule includes the type of strategy, start time preferences, and water supply
considerations. Five strategies are available. Three are timed and two are based upon soil moisture. The
“Calculated ET” strategy determines moisture content based upon Eto and the “Measured” strategy determines
moisture content based upon a moisture sensor probe. Entries are available for moisture content thresholds that will
trigger the start of a new cycle. A value of 0 is reasonable for a calculated threshold while the value for the probe
will depend upon the interface parameters of the probe.
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The “Calculated ET” strategy depends upon sensor input to perform the hourly calculation of ET. These sensors can
come from local sources or the internet. Since sensor data is not 100% reliable mcsSprinklers provides some
options for how ET is determined. These are selected on the Other Setup page as shown in Figure 28 under Method
to Determine Hourly and Daily ET. When reliable data is available then the option to Calculate based on Weather is
the appropriate selection. When data is not available or reliability is poor then use of the historical averages are
best. When data is essentially good, but some protection for bad data is desired then the third option to provide a
limit on ET is used. In this case the weather sensor data will be used for the ET calculation, but when the ET varies
from the historical average then it will be limited. For example, if a 50% limit is used and the historical hourly ET
is 0.001 inch, then the computed ET value for the hour will be no less than 0.0005 and no more than 0.0015.
Every minute mcsSprinklers estimates the soil moisture content based upon current measurements or the ET which
is calculated hourly. These measurements are rainfall, solar radiation, temperature, and wind from the Internet and
moisture probe if it is available. mcsSprinklers also contains a monthly total ET database. A linear interpolation
based upon the day between two months to get the expected daily ET. The integral under the hourly ET curve for the
day will be the expected daily ET. A triangle function is used that starts at sunrise and stops at sunset with the peak
at solar noon and then pick off the hourly ET valves from the slope of this triangle. The use of the ET from the
weather calculation, from the historical database or from a blend of the two is a user option on the Other Setup page.
When the two calculation methods are blended the historical calculation forms a limit band with a user-specified
tolerance. Current calculations will allow the ET to vary within this band, but not vary beyond it. The General
Status page display of the Hourly ET value will show (CALC) or (LIMITED) depending upon the current
calculation being inside or outside the historical tolerance band.
The soil moisture calculation for a zone is suspended when a zone’s sprinkler valve is turned on. During this
watering period the estimated moisture content is proportionately increased until the watering is completed with a
resultant moisture level of 100% (1.0). This soil moisture level is available for viewing on the Zone Status page and
is available for use in one of the two soil-moisture control strategies.
mcsSprinklers contains a monthly total ET database. A linear interpolation based upon the day between two months
to get the expected daily ET. The integral under the hourly ET curve for the day will be the expected daily ET. A
triangle function that starts at sunrise and stops at sunset with the peak at solar noon and then pick off the hourly ET
valves from the slope of this triangle.
The setup of the automatic control strategy is done on Setup5-Areas page. A non-editable section is at the top of the
area that shows the zones that have been assigned to the area. This is shown in Figure 40.

Figure 40 Zone Moisture Trends in Area
The zone identification contains all information about the zone that has been previously entered. The graphic is an
aide to see the rates of moisture loss that are calculated based upon the zone soil and rain efficiency factors as well
as the Area’s min threshold when using the calculated control strategy.
Selection of one of the five strategies for any Area that will be used is required and when selected any additional
entries under it are needed. The first three are time-based strategies which are the traditional modes for irrigation
control. The next two are based upon the foliage’s need for water which is either measured or calculated based upon
Evapotranspiration. The last is for misting control that is triggered based upon temperature. This setup is shown in
Figure 41.
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Figure 41 Area Control Strategy Selections
Sequence control will usually be set so that only one zone at the site is running at a time. This is the situation
because of limited water pressure availability. If pressure is adequate for more than a single zone then the default of
one zone at a time can be increased. This can be done by either identifying the number of zones that can be running
at the same time or it can be done by identifying the flow rate that can be supported. In the latter case mcsSprinklers
will use the zone-by-zone flow rates setup on the Zone Setup Page to schedule the zones to come as close to using
the available flow capacity. In the case of pump-driven areas it is usually an advantage to keep the pump running
rather than having it cycle. The sequence controls for zones part of a single master sequence with simultaneous
zone per site are used for this selection. The other options are described in paragraph 10.5.3 and the setup is shown
in Figure 42.
In the case of mist control strategy the sequence control is not available. When the misting criteria has been
satisfied for an area then all zones of that area will be enabled and this will occur independent of any other Area
zones that may be running. When original model Etherrain is the used for a mist zone then care is needed to assure
only one valve per Etherrain module is assigned to a mist area since only one value per module is allowed to be
running. Likewise this Etherrain module cannot be used for other Area zones that may be active at the same time
misting is active. This constraint does not exist for Rev C and later EtherRain. The same constraint exists for the
ZWave GoControl.

Figure 42 Zone - Area Sequence Control Selections
Two forms of altering the normal back-to-back auto-mode scheduling of zones are provided. One is round-robin
control where the total time for all zones in an Area is modulated based upon the round-robin settings. If two round-
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robin cycles are selected then the zones in the area will be turn ON and OFF two times with the run time for the
zone split evenly between the two cycles. An additional delay at the end of the Area’s cycle can also be specified to
give additional time before the next cycles is started.
The other alteration is by inserting a fixed delay between when one zone completes and the next starts. This may be
used if the water supply needs time to recharge. The delay setup entries are made in the section shown in Figure 43.

Figure 43 Zone - Area Scheduling Delays
The pump entry is optional, but if a pump is involved then the control valve for this area’s zones needs to be
identified with the pull down. If it is wired such that control voltage will turn it ON, then Enable=on should be
selected. The Enable=off is used for inverse control.
If some form of holding tank, lake or well is used that has limited capacity then the discharge interval and recharge
interval can be specified. When the run time or recharge times are exceeded the area will be inhibited and an Area
inhibit notification will be provided.
If the ability exists to measure water usage while the Area has zones active then the source for the water meter
measurement can be entered. mcsSprinklers will read the meter as it controls zones and will then make this
information available on the General Status and Calendar views. The pump and water flow metering setup is shown
in Figure 44.
The monitoring of water use, when a meter is used, can be done by monitoring for an absolute daily amount that is
setup on the Zone Setup page or by monitoring exceeding an average that has been experienced in the recent past.
The averaging approach is setup as shown in Figure 44 where the duration of the average is specified and the
percentage over this average that will produce a message and possible email if setup.

Figure 44 Water Supply / Pump / Meter setup
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Another optional capability is the control of a valve that is used to dispense liquid fertilizer. This feature is enabled
when a valve is selected for the Fertigation control valve. When selected the Zone setup page will provide
additional fields to specify the percentage of time the Fertigation valve should be ON when the zone is ON. This
provides zone-by-zone control of Fertigation.
The other Fertigation settings on the Area setup page are used to alter the Fertigation percentages using adaptive
control rather than fixed percentage control and to identify a meter source if the liquid fertilizer container volume
can be measured. When the volume switch engaged then mcsSprinklers will provide a notification that a refill is
needed. The Fertigation setup is shown in Figure 45.

Figure 45 Fertigation Control and Instrumentation
The start times are also optional for the timed modes and not available for the measured and ET calculated modes.
If an area is watered multiple times within the same day then the start times for each of these cycles must be entered.
The times can be an absolute time using a 24-hour clock or values relative to sunrise or sunset.
Up to three Inhibit times applicable for only zone in the area can be entered. This provides the same functionality
as the between hours inhibit on the Restriction Page described in paragraph 5.6, but is applied on an area-by-area
basis. Time can be sunrise-relative. For example, a value of –2 will indicate two hours before sunrise.
Associated with each of the start times is a factor to apply to the duration for a zone. This allows different durations
to be used throughout the day. If two start times are entered and duration factors of 1.0 and 0.2 for a zone with auto
duration of 60 minutes, then the first cycle of the day will be for 60 minutes and the second will be for 60 * 0.2 = 12
minutes.
The Seasonal percentages also apply to a zone’s duration. These are applied on a month-by-month basis. A month
that has a 70% value for its seasonal percentage will reduce the zone’s duration by 30%. If it was setup for 60
minutes and the month’s seasonal percentage is 70% then the actual duration when a cycle is run will be 60 * .7 = 42
minutes. Note that the time slot factors also apply with the resultant time being the composite of the two.
When a control strategy based upon soil moisture is used then the scheduling automatically changes based up daily
and seasonal variations. When a time-based strategy is used this automatic adjustment does not occur.
mcsSprinklers provides a means to accomplish a similar effect on a monthly basis. In this case the watering times
are scaled by a percentage factor so when watering does occur it will occur for a shorter period as the seasonal need
for additional moisture is reduced. When a zip code is first selected the historical percentages for each month will
be inserted as the starting point. These can be manually changed and will remain until the zip code is changed.
The setup segment is shown in Figure 46 and Figure 47. The seasonal variations can be manually entered per Figure
46 or the entire group for all areas can be done with the radio setting of Figure 47. A global selection for 100%
removes the effect of seasonal variation. A global setting to Historical averages sets all values to their historical
ETo’s for each month.
The adjustment provided in Figure 47 in the range of -20 to +20 percent can be used to adjust the auto duration
program of all zones without affecting the seasonal variation. It can be considered a tuning adjustment which is also
available from the touch page interface via a slider.
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The Site Name is used to associate a picture filename as well as label the status device that represents the composite
of any zone being active. If the name is left blank the status device will be named “Sprinklers Active”. See Section
7.2 for more information on the management of popup pictures.

Figure 46 Adjustments in Timed Control and Seasonal Variation
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The Site page provides a global inhibit to prevent irrigation during certain times of the day. Time of day inhibits can
also be entered for specific areas. This becomes useful when using a measured or calculated strategy for some, but
not all areas. By using the time of day inhibits shown in Figure 46 the start time can be controlled.
These inhibit time boxes allow use of the “+” and “-“to indicate a time that is relative to sunrise. Numbers without
this prefix are absolute times using a 24 hour clock. A time of 2:30 PM would be entered as 14:30. When a zone is
otherwise available for irrigation, but inhibited due to the Area Time of Day inhibit, then the General Status
Between Hours inhibit will be shown.

Figure 47 Miscellaneous Scheduling Option Setup

Global site restrictions defined on the Site page provide scheduling inhibits that apply to the entire site. Each area
also has a set of area-specific inhibits that control only the scheduling of zones within the area. This setup is shown
in Figure 48. Use of area-specific inhibits may be appropriate, as an example, when drip zones are used that are not
affected by wind, but lawn zones are.
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Figure 48 Area-Specific Restrictions and Carryover

5.3 Suggestions for Calibration of Calculated Evaporation
There are many factors that affect the soil moisture content. mcsSprinklers attempts to simplify the setup for this
calculation; however it is still not a simple matter.
There are two primary considerations. One is how long should a zone be watered and the second is how often
should it be watered. The duration is based upon the volume of water that can be applied over a fixed area of crop.
This is dictated by the water flow rates and the efficiency of the irrigation heads at evenly dispersing the water.
mcsSprinklers does not attempt to calculate the duration, but will adjust the duration on a month to month basis to
account for seasonal factors related to soil moisture content. A nominal duration of 30 to 60 minutes is a reasonable
starting point. Observe the moisture content in the soil immediately after a cycle and make adjustments up or down
to achieve the desired result.
If allowed to run in auto mode, mcsSprinklers will always engage a zone for the duration specified. When the cycle
is complete it assumes that the moisture content is at 100%. This is true if the moisture content was 0 or 50% when
the cycle started.
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The adjustments to be made with the software settings related to how long does it take for the moisture to be
released from the soil. There are two factors that can be controlled on a zone by zone basis, one factor on an area by
area basis, and one factor that can be applied to the entire system. The zone-based factors are soil and rain
efficiency. The area factor is the minimum threshold. The system-wide factor is solar intensity.
A typical summer day will lose moisture from the soil due to Evapotranspiration at a nominal rate of about 0.25 inch
per day. This, of course, varies by location. Monthly averages for summer range between 5 and 10 inches within
the United States. The primary contributor to moisture loss is solar radiation and there is usually no readily
available sensor or source for this information. mcsSprinklers uses the internet-published UV index to make an
estimate in most case. It will also use the in-the-shade vs. in-the-sun temperature sensors to estimate it if those
sensors sources are available and selected. There is a degree of uncertainty and variance between locations that
some calibration of the solar effects is needed. This is most easily done with a container of water left exposed to the
environment for a 24 hour period. The measured evaporation vs. the calculated daily ET for the same period will
provide an insight if any changes to the nominal 1.0 solar factor are needed. An increase to 1.1 will yield roughly a
10% increase in moisture loss over a 24 hour period.
If your intention is to irrigate when 0.4 inch of moisture is lost then you will set the Area’s min threshold to 60%.
This means mcsSprinklers will try to keep the moisture content in the range between 60% and 100%. It depends
upon you to set the duration of a watering cycle and select a distribution system that will provide an average of 0.4
inches of water over all zones in the area. You can calculate the time needed based upon the gallon per minute
rating of your system or you can measure the effective moisture after a cycle has completed.
With the solar factor and the min threshold applied a reasonable nominal schedule should not be available. It is
often the case that exposure to sunlight, soil quality, or type of crop will vary between zones in an area. This is
where the soil factor can be applied. If the crop retains water better than grass then it should be adjusted downward.
If the soil is sandy then the efficiency factor should be adjusted upward
When the software is initially used it may be useful to run it in a timed mode (Day-of-week, Even-Odd, or Interval)
using your best judgment as to the frequency of irrigation that is appropriate. The Area Setup page will show a
graphic of the calculated moisture content over the past seven days. During this experimental period the objective is
see a saw tooth pattern where the flat spots at the top and bottom are minimized.. For example, assume a two-day
interval is being used. This means that the moisture level should go from saturated (100%) to dry (0%) over a two
day period. If this is happening then no adjustments are needed.
If it only goes down from 100% to 50% over two days then the moisture loss calculation needs to be tuned to yield a
faster moisture loss rate. The moisture loss is computed each hour based upon the average ET calculation over the
past hour. This calculation is driven primarily by solar radiation and this measurement is not directly available from
the internet in real time so estimates need to be made. The estimates can be adjusted with the Soil Efficiency factor
on the Zone Setup. Since the factor is associated with only one zone then different values can be used to account for
shade and soil type.

5.4 Zone Sequencing
Area irrigation is enabled by the control strategy and the restrictions applied to an area. Once an area has been
enabled then the zones will cycle based upon the order that the zone was setup in the Zone Setup page. If the Area
sequence control is set for use of a single master sequence, then the sequence order will be by Area. If the Area
sequence control is set for Area Sequence, then multiple areas can be active at the same time with the zone order
within an area being the order setup on the Zone Setup page.
A normal sequence will irrigate a zone for the duration setup for the auto program for that zone. This value is a
combination of three setup entries. The first is the Auto minutes on the Zone Setup page. The second is the
Duration Factor associated with an Area Setup page Start Time. These start times are only available in the three
timed control strategy and not available in the ET calculated or measured strategies. The third is also on the Area
Setup page and is the Seasonal Percentages that are entered on a month-by-month basis. For example, Auto Time =
50, Dur Factor = .8, Seasonal Percentage = 90 will result in a zone run time of (50 * 0.8 * 90/100) = 36 minutes.
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A zone is normally run for the full duration before the next zone is started. To reduce runoff from too much water at
one time, a round-robin sequence can be setup on the Area Setup page to split the area’s irrigation into shorter time
bursts. This is setup using the InterZone Scheduling delays. If, for example, an Area has three zones with 6 minutes
run time per zone with a round-robin setup for 6 cycles. This means that the total of 18 minutes in the area will be
run with 6 cycles of 1 minute each in the order Zone 1, Zone 2, Zone 3, Zone 1, Zone 2, etc. Progress in the roundrobin cycle can be observed on the Zone Status page such as shown in Figure 49. In this figure it shows that B1
Status is “Round Robin” and it has 4 minutes left to complete. This means the zone is not currently active, but it
will be cycling with other zones in the same area in a round robin fashion. B2 is the zone that is currently running in
the area. Zone B3 is also round robin and is have 5 minutes remaining to complete.
The scheduling model used by mcsSprinklers starts at midnight and goes for 24 hours. At midnight of the next day
a control cycle will start for the times and conditions setup for that new day. A carryover provision exists, if
selected on the Area Setup Page as shown in Figure 48, will allow zones that did not complete the day’s scheduled
irrigation to continue to run past midnight until completion. This carryover is intended to deal with situations where
a scheduled irrigation did not complete due to some temporary inhibit conditions that delayed the schedule. It is not
intended to allow full irrigation schedules to shift into the next day. This means that a normal irrigation cycle will
start sometime after midnight, but generally not just before midnight.

Figure 49 Round Robin Scheduling Status
Additional timing variation can be achieved with the round-robin by adding a delay between each zone’s control. A
delay can be added between each zone, independent of round-robin scheduling as well.
Zones are scheduled for irrigation per the Control Strategy, but this schedule is affected by inhibit conditions. It is
possible that one or more inhibits are active throughout the entire scheduled period for a zone. When a zone has
multiple start times (i.e. multiple programs) and a program is not run due to inhibits then this program will be
skipped. When all programs within a day have been skipped due to inhibits then a carryover into the next day can
be setup to allow the zone to be run at the first available time in the next day. This setting is part of the Restrictions
and Carryover on the Area Page as shown in Figure 48.
Situations can occur when rainfall causes a zone to calculate moisture levels greater than 100%. For periods of
continuous rain a zone may record up to 200% soil moisture level. When the rain stops and evapotranspiration starts
the moisture accounting will either go immediately to 100% or it will gradually decrease based upon the calculated
moisture loss. If the soil conditions are such that 100% is truly saturation then the option to snap to 100% is the
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appropriate setting. If the soil conditions will actually hold more than the assumed 100% then a gradual decrease is
the appropriate setting.

5.5 Syringing
Syringing is the light sprinkling of water on turf usually done during the hottest part of the day to prevent wilting.
During the course of the day, the sun evaporates tremendous amounts of water from the soil and plant tissue.
Evaporation through plant tissue is called Evapotranspiration. During the hottest days of the year the
Evapotranspiration rate often exceeds the plants ability to draw water in from the soil. The result of this water deficit
is wilt. Often times during clear sunny days you can see the turf turning shades of blue and gray. These are signs that
the turf grass plants are in need of water and if water is not applied at that time the grass will die. This is most
important as Annual Bluegrass is a very shallow rooted winter annual and if it dies it will not recover until new
seeds germinate in the fall. To reduce the stress from this water deficit syringing is implemented. Syringing is not
actually replacing the water in the soil but instead it reduces the wilting cycle by cooling off the turf and temporarily
stopping wilt until rainfall or hand watering can be initiated.
Control for syringing is done from a combination of the Zone Setup page shown in Figure 26 and Other Setup page
shown in Figure 50. Syringing can be selected on a zone by zone basis on the Zone Setup page where the number of
minutes to run during the syringing cycle is specified. The actually running of the once-per-day cycle is controlled
by time, temperature threshold, or ET threshold.
The syringing cycle will obey all Restriction and Area Page restrictions except the Between Hours restriction and
Start Time designators. When run it will act as a manual control cycle, hence have precedence over the auto control
cycle. Other zones that may be in an auto cycle at the syringing time will be delayed until all syringing is
completed.

Figure 50 Syringing Control Options

5.6 Watering Restrictions
It may be possible to run the sprinklers on a schedule that is close to optimal for the interest of the foliage, but this is
not the only realistic consideration. It really does not make sense to water in the middle of a downpour, nor does it
make sense to water in the evening when there may be recreational use of the area.
It may also be the case that local regulations limit when water can be used for irrigation.
These perturbations to an ideal cycle are easily expressed in terms of when not to water. Selection of specific days
of the week in which not to water provides a lifestyle input. Input for the time-of-day when watering should not
happen provide a second form of the lifestyle preferences.
The time-of-day also has scientific significance. Water should be applied at a time-of-day when it has an
opportunity to soak into the soil. When applied in the middle of a sunny day most of it will be burned-off rather
than soaked-in. In many climates surface water will encourages undesirable fungus growth. The length of time that
surface water is present should be minimized to combat fungus. This means that the best time to apply water is at
sunrise so it will have time to soak and remaining water quickly burned-off. There are two ways to control when
watering will occur. . The first is with start time preferences as shown in Figure 44. The second is to limit when
watering cannot occur per the setup shown in the Between Hours selections of Figure 51.
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It is also desirable to restrict the normal watering cycle to conserve either water or money. Any wind over a light
breeze will affect the location where the sprinkler water falls. Wind cannot be controlled, but when it is windy it is
smart to not run the sprinklers.
For similar reasons it is also does not make sense to run the sprinklers when it is raining. Not only is it a
conservation/cost issue, but it also reflects on being a good neighbor and not doing something that appears dumb.
Going beyond this it also makes sense to take advantage of Mother Nature. If she is going to be providing the
necessary rainfall in the near future then just wait for her and save your water for a non-rainy day.
Rain restrictions take three forms: Prior actual rain, actual rain today, or forecasted rain. Selecting the
corresponding checkbox can employ any of the three. A minimum rainfall level that must be achieved can further
qualify them. These are in units of the rain sensor (in or mm) and are entered into the text boxes. Actual rain is
determined from the rain sensor. Forecasted rain is determined from the icon for each of the future day’s forecast.
Most forecast sites do a new day rollover sometime around sunset. This means that the forecast can change in the
evening and a restriction may active or be removed as the accounting is rolled. To deal with this is may also be
advantageous to set a time restriction for the evening hours.
Most jurisdictions water conservation rules can be accommodated with a setting that will not allow an even-day or
odd-day watering. In other cases the ban-period period may be extended to two or more days.
To prevent excessive cycles the Max Cycles In Day option can be used to put an upper limit. This would normally
come into play if the calculation for evaporation or the measurement sensor produces excessive control demands.
(i.e. the sensor is stuck)
If some type of rain moisture pad, security interlock or other form of discrete input is available then it can be used to
inhibit irrigation. The source of this discrete needs to be identified as well as the polarity to use to indicate an inhibit
condition. The external inhibits can be obtained from a variety of sources. This includes internet sources for XML
and text file sources on the local network or computer. The setup of these sources is done on the Weather Setup
page.
If irrigation water consumption is being measured or being estimated based upon flow rates then this parameter can
also be used as a means to restrict irrigation. There may be water cost rate schedules that may make use of water
beyond some threshold prohibitively expensive. A limit can be selected to be within the current day, week or month
period or it can be set to be a fixed interval or one, seven or thirty days. For example, if a consumption limit is set to
1000 gallons for the month and on the 20th of the month this level has been utilized then no more auto-schedule
irrigation will be allowed for the remainder of the month.
The interval selected for water consumption restriction is the same interval that is used for the Site status device
where the water consumption is displayed. If no interval is selected then the default display will be for water use
within the last 30 days. If no restriction is needed, yet different intervals desired on the display then setup a
restriction with a level that will not be achieved.
It is possible that a normal day’s irrigation cycle will not complete before midnight due to exercise of restrictions
that limit the amount of time that is available to run during a day. If a timed control strategy is used for a zone that
does not complete then a notification message will be delivered at midnight to indicate that the zone did not
complete during the day and it will be run the following day at the first available time. When this situation occurs
for the other control strategies no message will be delivered since the scheduling is not based upon a specific day’s
control.
All of these restrictions and preferences can be specified in mcsSprinklers. Most of them are collocated on the
Setup6-Site setup page. It is shown in Figure 51. Note that Area-specific restrictions can also be defined per Figure
48.
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Figure 51 Site Watering Restrictions Setup

5.7 Water Use Management
5.8 Water User Monitoring
Water use monitoring can be setup and when the daily use is beyond the threshold a notification will be delivered.
This notification will be in the message log and email if setup. Three levels of monitoring can be setup. These are
at the zone, at the area, and at the site.
The Zone Setup page provides provisions for entry of a maximum expected water use for each zone. If a value is
entered and the measured water use for that zone exceeds the maximum then a notification will be provided. This
form of notification will not provide water-leakage type information since measurement at the zone level is only
made when the zone is ON. This capability depends upon an external water meter to measure water flow for the
area.
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The Area Setup page provides an entry for a maximum flow for the area. The flow maximum is associated with the
water meter for the area and it is monitored at all times. The notification in this case will detect line breakages
assuming that the meter is only monitoring irrigation water.

5.9 Water Use Measurement and Display
The volume of water being utilized for irrigation can be measured and/or calculated by mcsSprinklers.
Measurements are provided by external water meter sensor(s). Calculations are based upon flow rate information
for a zone.
If calculations of water use are to be maintained by mcsSprinklers then the flow rates for each zone need to be
entered on the Zone Setup page as shown in Figure 26. mcsSprinklers will accumulate the water use based upon the
run times for each zone. This water use can be viewed as a running total as a status device on the General Status
page. Day-by-Day and hour-by-hour visibility of the water use can be viewed from the calendar popup when the
water flow status device calendar icon is clicked.
If water flow meters are available then they can be used to measure the water use during the time a zone is active. In
this case the Calc entry on the Zone Setup page should be left blank. The average of the use over the last 30 days
will be shown for reference and this value will be used to project future water use while a zone is running. A Max
flow per day value can be entered. When this value is exceeded a message will be recorded and email notification
performed if email is setup.
Provisions exist for one water meter per area. If only one water meter exists then the same meter source location
should be used for each area.
When a zone is turned ON mcsSprinklers will take a snapshot of the water meter reading and then accumulate the
water meter readings as long as the zone remains ON. If multiple zones are ON at the same time then mcsSprinklers
will assume each zone has an equal consumption.
The water use can be viewed on the General Status page in the Area and Site status devices as a rolling total over the
past 30 days. The raw water meter readings are also shown for each meter when a meter is present. An example can
be seen in Figure 52. In this example one meter was present at the site. The current meter reading was 1125
gallons. The site had consumed 1416 gallons over the past 30 days. Of these 170 gallons were in Area 1, 180 in
Area 4, and the remainder in Area 5.
When the calendar icon is clicked for an area or site then the daily water use values will be displayed as shown in
Figure 70. Further detail on an hourly basis is seen by clicking on the calendar day. If visibility for a specific zone
is desired then the calendar can be access from the General Status page zone status calendar icon as shown in Figure
56.
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Figure 52 Measured Water Consumption
If there is a storage or pressure tank that is being used at t he site and mcsSprinklers should assure that the tank has
sufficient water prior to running a zone then the Water Tank parameters should be setup on the Site Setup Page. The
model for management of the tank is to establish a full volume, the minimum volume at which irrigation should be
allowed and the rate at which the tank is being filled from its water source. mcsSprinklers will account for water
that is being used based upon measurements or flow rates setup and will account for the refill rates. When the tank
level goes below the minimum threshold then irrigation is inhibited. It will remain inhibited until the tank is refilled
to the 50% level between the minimum and full settings. The current level of the tank can be observed from the
Water Tank status device on the General Status Page.

5.10 Fertigation
Fertigation is the application of liquid fertilizer through the irrigation system. mcsSprinklers controls fertigation
based upon setup information contained on the Zone Setup and Area Setup pages. The Zone Setup provides the
nominal factor that determines how long a fertigation valve will remain ON with respect the full run time of the
zone. If the Zone Setup page has Fertigation factors of 0.5 and 1.0 then the first zone will enable the fertigation
valve for 50% of the run time for the zone and the second zone will enable the fertigation valve for 100% of the
zone’s run time.
The identification of the valve to be used for fertigation is identified on the Area Setup page as shown below. The
pink arrow shows the segment of the Area Setup that applies to fertigation.
The fertigation can be controlled based upon a fixed percentage of the zone run time or it can be controlled based
upon a variable percentage. The variable control will increase the percentage when the time between irrigation
cycles increases and will decrease it when the time becomes short.
A fertigation instrumentation source is provided. This is intended to provide a measurement that will allow
mcsSprinklers to provide a notification via message and email when the fertigation media has reached a low level.
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mcsSprinklers maintains a database that will show minutes of fertigation for each zone as well as for the total
minutes the fertigation valve is ON. Status information is available from the page as shown in Figure 53 and from
calendar popup such as are shown in Figure 54 and Figure 55. The general status shows a level indicator icon for
the fertigation supply/valve and provides the number of minutes that the fertigation valve has been ON over the past
30 days. When the value is ON then the icon is animated to show consumption.

Figure 53 Fertigation Valve on General Status Page
To the left of the level indicator and the zone valve icons are calendar icons. When clicked then a calendar popup is
shown. The calendar provides a nominal 90 day view of past and projected behaviors.
One calendar view is displayed when the calendar for the zone valve icon is clicked. When any day’s cell is clicked
on the calendar then a detail popup will show the daily detail for the selected day. A second calendar view is shown
when the calendar icon next to the fertigation valve is clicked. In this case the calendar shows the icon associated
with the fertigation valve for any day that the fertigation valve was ON. There is also a level-indicator icon where
the level is angled. This is the projected day when the next fertigation will occur.
When any day’s cell is clicked then the detail for the day pops up.
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Figure 54 Fertigation Data on Calendar Detail for Zone Valve
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Figure 55 Fertigation Calendar Detail for Fertigation Valve
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6 Manual Control Options
While the focus of mcsSprinklers is to provide a fully automated irrigation solution, it also integrates the automatic
modes with a manual control capability. The manual control will override the automatic control when this mode of
operation is enabled. This means that the “Don’t Water” and “Start Time” restrictions imposed on the automatic
control are not obeyed for manual control.
Seasonal/Emergency actions take priority over individual zone Manual Control actions. When mcsSprinklers has
been put into Seasonal Shutdown it will continue to perform all data collection operations, but there will be no valve
activation performed by either automatic or manual actions.
A zone will remain under manual control until the zone has been watered once. Manual control for that zone will be
deactivated. Automatic control will resume if it has not been disabled by the checkbox on the web page or toggled
via the Alias Device.
The following elements of mcsSprinklers are involved with manual mode operations:
1. Browser Control
2. Handheld Remote Control
3. Power line Remote Control

6.1 Web Browser
Two browser views can be used to control manual operations. The General Status page will provide a clickable
button for each valve and pump as well as master controls for Seasonal and Manual modes. Figure 56 shows these
controls for two zones.

Figure 56 Manual Controls from General Status Page
The Seasonal or Emergency Shutdown button is used to totally disable all control functionality of mcsSprinklers.
When it is clicked its label and function will change to restore normal control operations. This is the only place
where this master control can be energized.
The ON and OFF buttons in the right-most column are used to individually turn a zone ON or OFF at the soonest
possible time. This time will normally be immediately, but could be at some later time if other zones are scheduled
for watering before this zone. When the zone does start then it will continue for the number of minutes previously
entered for the manual duration. This setup is on the Setup4-Zones page as shown in Figure 23.
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When a zone is manually turned ON then the manual mode master button at the top of the page will be relabeled to
an Exit button. When the Exit button is clicked then all zones that have been manually started will be stopped
immediately. Individual zones can be manually stopped with the OFF button associated with the zone.
The second browser page that provides manual control ability is the Zone Status page with an example shown in
Figure 59. There are several elements integrated into this view. Those that relate to manual control operations are
the four center buttons on the top row and the checkbox and textbox in the left column associated with manual
control of a specific zone.
The Stop button has the same function as the Exit button on the General Status page. It will stop the watering off all
zones for the remainder of the day. This Stop button will change to a Restart button when a manual stop has been
performed.
The “Inhibit Tomorrow” button has a similar function to the “Inhibit Today” button, but it applies to all zones that
would otherwise be activated tomorrow so that they will not be activated tomorrow. The Inhibit Tomorrow button
affects only auto mode operations. When tomorrow arrives the manual mode operations can be used to override the
inhibit introduced by Inhibit Tomorrow. The override can also be done with the “Inhibit Today” button which will
have changed to “Allow Today” if the day became inhibited due to the “Inhibit Tomorrow” selection the prior day.
Both the “Inhibit Tomorrow” and “Inhibit Today” buttons can be configured to only function on selected Areas as
illustrated in Figure 48. When the inhibit function has been disabled on the Area page then the zones of that area
will continue to irrigate based upon the Area’s control strategy even when either “Inhibit Tomorrow” and “Inhibit
Today” are activated. This could be useful if certain Areas will always be run when others are subject to the manual
inhibit control buttons.
There is a status device on the General Status page that reflects the currently active inhibit condition based upon
yesterday’s use of “Inhibit Tomorrow” or today’s use of “Inhibit Today”. If you change your mind when tomorrow
arrives then the OFF control on the General Status page for the Inhibit Tomorrow Carry forward status can be used
to re-enable auto mode control. The ON control of this device can also be used to inhibit the current days auto
cycle.
When a zone has completed a watering cycle today then the Zone Status page will present a third Auto Mode control
button “Rest Watered Today”. Use of this button will reset all zones so that it appears as if not watering cycles have
occurred today. For the three timed control strategies there will also be a checkbox for each zone “Reset to Allow
Cycle Today” that will allow selective zones to be reset rather than all zones. The selective update is actioned with
the “Update” button after the checkbox(es) has been checked.
A full manual cycle can be started with the “Stat All Manual” button. Individual areas can be manually started with
the “Run Area …Now” button. Individual zones can be manually started by checking the “Enable Manual Control”
checkbox on the zone and when all desired zones have been checkboxed then the “Start Manual” button clicked..
Unlike on the General Status page, the number of minutes for manual control can be entered at the same time the
manual control action is taken.
Controls are also provided on the General Status page to give access to manual control. This includes the individual
zones as well as the area and complete set of zones. Figure 57 shows the OFF and ON controls provided on the
General Status page for the composite areas and total of all zones. Manual control can also be performed from the
Zone Status page as shown in Figure 59. In this case the desired manual control zones are selected with checkbox,
the durations can be edited, and then started with Start Selected Manual button at the top of the page. All zones can
also be run in manual mode with the Start All Manual or Manual Run Site Now buttons.
In the Homeseer case it is possible to manually force an Auto program. This is with the Auto button from the HS
Device Management page as shown in Figure 58. In this case the durations setup for Auto will be used and if round
robin is setup on Area Page then the round robin scheduling will be done. Upon completion of a forced Auto cycle
the watered today status will reflect that the watered zone has completed it auto schedule for the day and the soil
moisture will be set to max for the zones watered. The forced Auto can ru n an Area or can run the entire site. Any
Site or Area restrictions will still be shown on the status displays, but will be ignored during the forced Auto cycle.
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Figure 57 Composite Controls Available on General Status for Manual Control

Figure 58 Homeseer Device Control

Figure 59 Zone Status Page View
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The Sprinkler Control page provides a more complete view of the sprinkler status. It, along with VR, is the
mechanism by which manual watering times can be specified. This view also enabled multiple zones to be
scheduled for a manual cycle. In this case each zone to be enabled for manual control is indicated with a check in
the enable manual control checkbox and the Start Manual button clicked to accept this request.
When the Area Sort button is used to provide zone organization by Area then additional controls are provided to
start all zones within a specific area and to set the soil moisture levels for an area or for the entire site.

6.2 Remote with IPhone/IPad/IPod/Android
A general interface capability for remote access exists with browser-oriented interfaces that can be used with remote
devices where firewall access has been provided to the mcsSprinklers HTTP server. Specialized Apps that run on
Apple or Google phone or tablet platforms are also available. A landscape view provides the ability to gesture
swipe through each zone or each area to provide manual control as well as observe current status. See Figure 60 .
An up/down gesture toggles between Area and Zone views. The left/right gesture cycles through each zone or area.
The zone identification is the zone picture on the center left and its scheduling information is in the middle right.
The top contains the most recent message feedback. The bottom contains buttons that affect the operation. The
WAN button is used to toggle between WAN vs. LAN server for the zone picture. If accessing from a remote
location over the internet then the WAN should be selected. When a button is selected it will appear as depressed.

Figure 60 Phone App Landscape Remote
A portrait view is used to observe the next scheduled zone. See Figure 61. The swipe gesture has no effect as the
next scheduled zone is not dependent upon user action. A Pause button is provided for the case where user inhibit of
this and any other zones can be performed.
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Figure 61 Phone App Portrait Remote
The installation of the Apps requires three pieces. One is the App itself that is available from Apple’s or Google’s
marketplace that goes under the name iViewer 4 and was developed by Command Fusion.
http://www.commandfusion.com. The Android iViewer client is not as mature as the one for Apple products. A
designer application is available from Command Fusion downloads and it is the mechanism by which the
mcsSprinklers landscape and portrait views are downloaded into the phone or tablet. A screenshot of the designer
with the upload service prompt is shown in Figure 62. The two views are available in the Command Fusion
Designer Project File “mcsSprinklers.gui” that can be found in the \bin folder of the mcsSprinklers install.
A user is welcome to customize the layout of the two views prior to transferring to the phone or tablet, but the
customization will be only cosmetic and not functional. For example, a new button could not be added since
mcsSprinklers would not know about the function of that new button.
A dedicated port is used to communicate between the PC and the client. This port is setup on mcsSprinklers Other
Page and it is also setup with settings on the client. The third location is on the download of the landscape and
portrait skins from the PC to the client. Port 8019 has been used during testing. Note that mcsSprinklers or the
download service of the designer can be connected to the port to the client, but not both at the same time. When
downloading the skins to the client, mcsSprinklers should not be running.
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Figure 62 Command Fusion Gui Designer for Upload
The process to follow to setup the application consists of:
1. On some PC open CommandFusion guiDesigner after download from commandfusion.com
2. Select File and navigate to mcsSprinklers install folder \bin\CommandFusion\mcsSprinklers.gui
3. Under File, select start Upload Service or click F12.
4. On IPhone/IPad/Ipod, download iViewer (version 4) APP
5. From Settings select iViewer to get to application-specific settings
6. Select File URL to be PC LAN IP where guiDesigner is installed
7. Select Reload GUI layout
8. Exit settings and start iViewer
9. On the PC the Activity icon in upload services will blink and the GUI will appear on iViewer APP.
10. At some convenient time return to Settings and deselect the Gui Reload so that it will no longer transfer the
GUI on each start of iViewer. The Upload Service on the PC can be stopped and the guiDesigner on the
PC can be exited.
11. On Android the same process is followed as the Iphone/Ipad/IPod starting but step 6 access to application
settings is from the iViewer application with the grid or vertical elipse icon in the tray at the bottom.
Different Android OS versions may have different approach to changing application settings.

6.3 Remote with Palm pad or Power line Controller
Manual control of the sprinkler valves from a Browser or with Voice can be achieved without any additional setup.
In the case of the handheld remote additional setup is required to associate a remote control code with a zone. This
association is done from the Setup7-Remote Control page. This page is shown in Figure 64. In this example remote
codes N2 and N10 are associated with the Garden and Lawn zones, respectively. The use of the handheld remotes
ON and OFF buttons will now have the same functionality as the individual zone ON/OFF buttons on the browser
pages.
In addition to this association there also needs to be a mechanism by which the PC can recognize the remote control
codes that are being transmitted. The W800 interface is able to perform this function. It can be run on any PC on
the Local Area Network including the local PC. If from the local PC then selecting the checkbox can automatically
start it shown on Figure 35 of the Setup9-Others page.
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The normal use is with the internal interface using the com port assignment made on the Setup7-Remote page per
Figure 63. There are three text box entries available. If the W800 is connected to a serial port on the same computer
as mcsSprinklers then the W800 IP text box is left blank and the port number is placed in the W800 port box. This
will be a number such as 1, 2, etc. If the W800 is interfaced via the LAN then the IP and port are entered in these
two boxes such as is shown in Figure 63.
RF transmissions such as from a palm pad actually send the same command multiple times with each push of the
button. It is done to assure that at least one reaches the receiver. To assure that only one is received the extra ones
are filtered-out for a short period of time. This filtering interval is the Debounce Period entry. The value of 1000
means that the same button press will be ignored for one second. If the value is reduced to 500 then two of the same
button pushes within one second will be accepted.

Figure 63 W800 Port Selection for Internal W800 Connection
The same remote functionality is achieved with an X10 mini/maxi controller that provides a set of buttons that can
be activated to send codes over the power line. In this case the W800 interface is not needed. The CM11A that is
used to drive the power line will also function to listen to commands.
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Figure 64 Remote Control Setup Page

6.4 Remote with Wireless Handheld PDA
It is possible to control mcsSprinklers valves with a small handheld computer such as a Palm. A special browser
page is used to provide just the essential information necessary to accomplish this control. The URL to access this
page is the URL of the computer and port where mcsSprinklers is running with the page parameter of “handheld”.
For example http://192.168.0.31:8008/handheld. The page presented is a condensed version of the General Status
page where no graphics are presented and only devices that have control buttons are listed. The layout is shown in
Figure 65. The screen width is tailored for a 320 pixel wide screen and no graphics are included so as to minimize
the resources needed in the PDA. The four buttons in the top row can be used to sort the rows per the column title.
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Figure 65 Handheld Remote Control Browser Page
When accessing mcsSprinklers from a PDA or other remote host the LAN firewall becomes a consideration. The
firewall must allow this communication. In some cases it is possible to setup a rule to allow mcsSprinklers.exe to
pass through the LAN or WAN firewall. In some cases it will require an advanced setup where the specific browser
port (default 8008) needs to have the exception. See http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-8/windowsfirewall-from-start-to-finish

6.5 Crestron Control
mcsSprinklers can be used in conjunction with a Creston system that has been configured for use with Rain8Net
modules. Automatic water-saving control and remote internet access will be provided by mcsSprinklers and the
Crestron touch screens can also be used for manual control of the zones or as an alternate automatic scheduling
mechanism for a sequence of zones.
In this configuration the Crestron RS232 output is directed to a Serial COM port on the PC on which mcsSprinklers
is running. This port is selected as the Crestron port on the Remote Setup Page per Figure 66. Note that a crossover
RS232 cable will be required between the Crestron Processor and PC so that the RxData and TxData lines are
swapped.
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Figure 66 Crestron Interface Port Selection

6.6 Voice Control
Voice control has been depreciated as of mcsSprinklers version 2.17.
Voice can be used to command a zone on or off and obtain status of the currently running zone or the next zone
scheduled. A sprinkler zone is identified by its named location. These location names were previously completed
on the Setup2-Wiring page as shown in Figure 23.
The syntax of the voice commands is itemized in Table 2. Examples of their use are also shown in the Voice
column on the Setup7-Remote Control page per Figure 64. When duration is specified it must be in minutes. Single
minute increments up to 20 and then five-minute increments up to 95 are accepted.
Table 2 Voice Recognition Commands
Objective
Obtain status of active zone, or next scheduled
zone and any inhibits that are active
Turn off a sprinkler zone
Turn off a sprinkler zone
Turn on a sprinkler zone for a 20 minutes
Turn on a sprinkler zone for a 20 minutes

Voice Command
Sprinkler Status
Turn Off ZoneName
Turn ZoneName Off
Turn On For 20 Minutes ZoneName
Turn ZoneName On For 20 Minutes

The voice command can come from either a microphone on the local PC or on one from another PC on the LAN. In
the LAN-activated configuration the xapmcsVoice.exe program must be running on the computer with the
microphone.
A voice command can also request status. The computer will respond will identification of any zone that is
currently running and the projected next start time of the other zones.
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7 Status Reporting
Status is available from the two browser pages from which manual control is performed, from the run list page and
via computer generated speech in response to the voice status request. A tray icon is also used to provide a quick
status from the local desktop. The icon appears as a colored base with water drops spewing upward. The base is
green with one or more zones are being irrigated. It is yellow then a Message Page entry has been made for
notification. It is blue at all other times.

7.1 General Status
The General Status page provides current status for over 70 aspects of the scheduling. Most of the status fields will
be obvious by their name. The Predicted Rain and Predicted Evaporation are a composite of 3 days of
rain/evaporation data and these are the values used to base calculated control strategy actions. ET is a one-hour
Evapotranspiration index. Max Light and One Day Rain reflect the maximum solar intensity and maximum one-day
rainfall that was measured in the last 30 days. If none is measured then this value will typically be 0.5 inch. The
Forecasted levels are based upon these maximums.
The top segment of the status reporting is shown in Figure 56. This page has column header buttons that can be
clicked to sort the order of the reported status. Each status line contains a graphic or textual representation of the
status in the first column and a description of the status being reported in the others. Often the status field is blank
and it indicates an inactive situation. The color of the zone valve and the pump change to red when a
communication failure occurs. This applies to the Rain8-Net since it provides a positive feedback of status. When a
zone is delivering water then the status icon is animated. The tray icon also changes color to green when a zone is
being watered.
The calculation of ET is dependent upon internet data with particular attention given to UV (S78) and Temperature
(S69). If these values are not updated with internet data then the moisture calculations will not be accurate and
could result in incorrect watering cycles if the Area is using the Calculated ET control strategy. Status devices S87
and S88 provide feedback as to when the last Forecast data and Weather data has been received.
The General Status page also provides clickable access to additional information. Icons that precede a name
indicate that a picture is available for viewing about that name. See 7.2 for more information about pictures. Icons
in the status column that look like a calendar can be clicked to provide the 90-day history of that item. See section
7.3 for more information about the history presentation.
Figure 67 illustrates the method for producing a customized General Status view. This allows selected status
devices to be hidden so the status views will show only those pieces of information that are of interest. When the
“View All / Hide Selected” button at the top of the page is toggled the Hide (H) column will be presented. This
column contains checkboxes to allow rows to be selectively hidden. After all desired customizations have been
made then the “Save View” button is clicked to retain the settings. When the “Hide Selected” button is clicked then
only those rows with unchecked Hide column checkboxes will be shown. See Figure 56 for view of the General
Status after customizations have been exercised.
The General Status view also provides a method to tailor the touch screen page view for the professional version.
The touch screen shows six measurements such as temperature and rainfall. The selection of the six to be viewed
from the touch screen page is made from the “T” column of the General Status page. The first six selected sensors
from the checked “T” column will be used on the touch screen page.
Note that when the Hide column is visible the General Status page will not refresh automatically. This allows
undisturbed editing of the checkboxes.
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Figure 67 General Status Customizations

7.2 Reference Pictures
mcsSprinklers provides the facility to manage drawings and pictures that are provided by the user. These pictures
will provide a visual for the site, for an area, for a zone, or for wiring. The picture is presented as a browser popup
window and is produced when a camera/picture icon is clicked. As an example observe the popup window and the
picture icon for device S46 in Figure 68.
During startup of mcsSprinklers it will look in the relative folder path “ \HTML\mcsSprinklers\Pictures\” where the
base folder is the install folder of mcsSprinklers which is typically “C:\Program Files\mcsSprinklers”. Any .jpg,
.png, or .gif file that it finds in that folder that has the same name as the name of a wiring harness, site, area, or zone
will be used as picture icons on the General Status, Zone Setup, or Wiring setup pages. If the touch screen view is
going to be used then only .jpg files should be used to identify the zones and areas.
The Site name is entered on the Site Setup Page. The Wiring Harness names are entered on the Wiring Setup Page.
The Area names are entered on the Zone Setup Page. In the example of Figure 68 the Area 2 name entered on the
Zone Setup page is “Backyard”. The file “Backyard.jpg” exists in the folder “C:\Program
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Files\mcsSprinklers\HTML\mcsSprinklers\Pictures\”. Note there was also a file of the name “Front” and one of the
three accepted file types in the same folder since device S45 Area 1 name is Front.
The search for picture files only occurs during startup because it also reads the file contents to determine its size.
The processing time to perform this size analysis is undesirable to be repeat for each setup change. This means that
after the site, wiring, area, and zone names have been entered there will be a restart of mcsSprinklers needed before
the associated pictures will be recognized.
mcsSprinklers will also allow the pictures to be identified as part of the setup on the Wiring, Zone and Other setup
pages. In this case they can be located anywhere on the LAN and mcsSprinklers will provide a browse capability to
locate them. It will then move them and rename them into Pictures folder. In this case no restart of mcsSprinklers is
needed after pictures are identified.

Figure 68 Reference Picture Popup

7.3 History Calendar
The Zone and sensor history is viewed in a calendar format for the last 90 days plus future days up to the next
projected watering day for the zone. The calendar is a popup that is accessed by clicking on the calendar icon for a
zone or sensor from the General Status page or Zone Status page. The number of days to display is a user
preference item that can be changed from the Other Setup page.
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The calendar presents a seasonal view of the irrigation history. More detailed information is shown when the day in
the calendar is clicked. A broader annual trend is viewed by clicking the “Annual” button at the bottom of the
calendar. A sample annual trend chart is shown in Figure 69.

Figure 69 Annual Trend Popup

The sensor calendars will show the daily sensor measurement. Depending upon a sensor this will be the cumulative
or the maximum sensor value for the day. A monthly value is also presented in the header of each calendar month.
When the day in a cell is clicked then an hour-by-hour accounting of the sensor is provided in a detail popup. These
two popups are shown in Figure 70.
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Figure 70 Sensor Calendar with Popup Detail
The zone calendars have three options available. The status option show irrigation days, rainfall days, and forecast
using icons. Figure 71 shows a typical zone calendar in the status mode. A green sprinkler icon is shown for each
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day the zone was run. A blue raindrop will be shown for each day where rainfall occurred. The future days will be
shown with the weather icon and/or blue sprinkler icon for the projected next irrigation day. The mid-day current
weather condition icon will be shown in lieu of the raindrop icon when no rain was recorded for the day if the icon
source is selected on the Weather Setup Page. When a calendar cell in the area reserved for an icon is clicked a
detail popup is presented. The information in this popup shows the statistics for the zone for the selected day as well
as the total time that the zone has operated.
The zone calendar includes a radio button selection to change the zone view from status to either run minutes or
water use for the zone. The calendar’s presented for these other two modes will use a format similar to the sensor
calendar.
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Figure 71 Zone History Calendar Popup
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7.4 Zone Status
The zone status page is shown in Figure 59. Ten pieces of information are provided for each zone. At the top in the
Area header bar is the area to which it belongs and the Control Strategy for this area. This information is only
provided on the Area Sort.
The Zone header contains the Device Code and Name of the device, the zone’s watering status with both a color dot
and description, number of minutes for which it has been watered during the week and the calculated moisture level
of the soil in this zone.
The control status is shown by a color dot and text description. The colors can be as follows:
• Blue – watered earlier today
• Green – watering now
• Yellow – to be watered within the next day
• Red – not to be watered within 24 hours
When blue, the zone is prevented from watering again today, but the web page will show a checkbox that resets this
condition for any Blue dot zone. This checkbox can also be reset via use of the Alias device setup on the Area Tabs.
The day and time of the next predicted water time is shown for each day. If the control strategy is time-based then
the prediction should be accurate. If the control strategy is closed loop then the accuracy will be greater as the next
watering time approaches. It is also dependent upon the quality of the parameters provided to calculate soil moisture
and the quality of the weather forecast.
Zones can be deselected from automatic control with a checkbox entry. It will retain this “disabled” status until the
checkbox is cleared.
The two rows in the left column are used to enable and disable automatic and manual control respectively.
Automatic control times are done in the Area Tabs of the setup page and can be changed from the web view in the
text box on the first row of the zone information. The number entered is an integer number of minutes. Manual
control times are done with the text box on this web view.
The prefix to the automatic control time text box is the predicted time when the zone will next be run based upon the
current parameters defined for sprinkler control. Below this predicted next watering time is the actual last watering
time.
If the zone has been watered today then another checkbox will appear to the right of the last watering time. If this
checkbox is checked, then this zone will again be enabled for watering today.
On the right is a graphic showing the moisture level over the last seven days. It is scaled with the control threshold
as the minimum level and 100% as the maximum. The current moisture level graphic is also shown.

7.5 Run List
The run list is a view that shows the projected watering time for all enabled zones. It is sorted in order of run time to
provide a quick view of the sequence that is projected based upon the control strategies and current conditions. The
page can be seen in Figure 72.
The Status indication will typically be green when a zone is running and yellow or light blue depending upon how
far into the future the projection is. The zone name includes a clickable icon to get to the calendar view of the zone
for a history of that zone’s activity. The remaining columns show the information about the zone and its projected
next watering time.
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Figure 72 Run List Page

7.6 Priority Messages
When mcsSprinklers is trying to provide notification of an unusual situation then it will provide a popup from the
tray icon. This occurs when internet data update has stopped, a change in the active redundancy occurs, irrigation
could not complete for the day, or a significant unexpected software event.
The log of message since the start of the mcsSprinklers session can be viewed by either of two means. One is via
the messages option when the tray icon is clicked. The messages can also be viewed from the browser interface by
selecting the Messages link at the top of each page. A page similar to Figure 73 will be shown.
The messages are also contained in the mcsSprinklers subfolder HTML\mcsSprinklers\Data\StartupTrace.txt and
can be copied for other reference. This file is created at each mcsSprinklers startup so if a copy is desired then it
must be made before a restart.

Figure 73 Priority Message Page
Priority messages can be viewed at any time. An Email notification can also be provided when such a message
occurs. This notification is setup on the Other Page with the notification setting shown in Figure 75. When the
message is delivered it will contain the message in the subject of the email and the entire contents of the log in the
message body. The same email can also be sent to mcsSprinklers.com to assist in product support by selecting the
CC checkbox on the email notification section. Email messages are limited to one per 60 minutes. The message
will provide notification of potential action necessary. A more complete accounting of items needing attention can
be viewed from the Message Page.
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mcsSprinklers delivers Email directly to your Email server. Some Email servers require authentication with user
name and password and some use POP for the login. If your Email Server requires either of these then the
appropriate fields in the email notification need to be entered. One approach to assess what is required is to observe
how your email client is setup (e.g. Microsoft Outlook) to send and receive email. The same settings used there will
be used here. If you use Outlook you can view the settings starting at the Outlook menu, Tools/Options/Mail
Setup/Email Accounts/View Existing/Select Account/Change to bring up the form such as shown in Figure 74.
Note that for mcsSprinklers the Outgoing server (SMTP) is the one of interest. mcsSprinklers does not accept
external email so the Incoming server name is not needed in the mcsSprinklers setup. Different versions of Outlook
and different email clients will have different methods to setup the email account, but the SMTP server and logon
information is usually included as part of its setup.

Figure 74 Typical Outlook Email Settings
The “Send a Test Email” button can be used to try the settings that you have entered. If success you will receive an
email message. If there was a problem then the information provided by your Email server will be visible from the
Messages Link or Messages Menu item.
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Figure 75 Email Notification of Major Events Setup

7.7 Reminders
Reminders can be setup on the scheduled calendar on the Other Page (see Section 9.5) or they can be done on the
Reminders page. Each day of the year can have a new configuration loaded and/or have a reminder note provided.
Messages/Log notification will be provided. It is also possible to have email delivered. An example Reminder Page
is shown in Figure 76

Figure 76 Reminders Page
New reminders are added at the bottom row. To remove a reminder the date field should be set to a blank.

7.8 Log of Valve Control
Each valve control action is logged in a database and this log can be reviewed to provide evidence if a zone has been
run. The log is accessed from the “Log” browser link at the top of each page. It will show the sequential record of
each valve action over the past week. Figure 77 shows a typical log. The order can be sorted using the Time, Valve,
Location, or Status buttons. The view can be restricted to less than seven days by entry of a Since date and using the
Log Since button. The entire log can be deleted with the Clear Log Button.
The Control Log selection as part of the Miscellaneous Options on the Site Page is available to toggle the
inclusion/exclusion of the STATUS_REQUEST and response in the log. This selection is shown in Figure 47.
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Figure 77 Log of Prior Week Valve Actions
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8 Interface Details
8.1 Module Control
8.1.1 Rain8-Net
The Rain8-Net is managed directly via a serial port on the local PC. A valve command is delivered, the Rain8-Net
acknowledges the commanded valve state, and mcsSprinklers status devices are updated. Three retries will be
performed should the expected acknowledge not be received. After three retries the valve status will be set to Fail.
In a Homeseer configuration the fail status will be observed as Unknown status.
For Rain8Net devices connected through IP/Serial adapters, mcsSprinklers will cycle power on these devices when a
connection is lost and cannot be reestablished. To take advantage of this capability there needs to be a device such
as an appliance module that can be controlled by X10, UPB, xAP or Homeseer device.

8.1.2 Rain8-Wireless
The Rain8-Wireless is managed via a local serial port, via xAP-X10 command, or the Homeseer X10 interface
should this Homeseer interface support RF X10. In all cases the command is delivered and mcsSprinklers status
updated at time of command. There is no confirmation of the commanded state.

8.1.3 Rain8-X10
Rain8-X10 control operations are the same as the Rain8-Wireless.

8.1.4 Rain8-X10-2
When the Rain8-X10-2 is connected to the local PC port managed by mcsSprinklers then the Rain8-X10-2 module
should be configured to provide an acknowledge on command. mcsSprinklers will expect the status acknowledge
from the Rain8 and retry and report fail status as is done with the Rain8-Net. mcsSprinklers status is only updated
on receipt of Rain8-X10-2 status.
When the Rain8-X10-2 is controlled by another interface then it should be configured to provide status only when
polled. This will reduce the potential for power line collisions that can occur when the controlling interface is not
expecting the immediate status response. In these cases, mcsSprinklers will issue a Status Request thirty seconds
after the command was issued. While other power line activity may be occurring at this time, there will not be any
other mcsSprinklers power line commands at this time. mcsSprinklers status is updated on command as is done with
the Rain8-X10, and if the response to the Status Request is different than the command then the mcsSprinklers status
will be updated to the reported status.

8.1.5 EtherRain
The EtherRain is connected to the local PC via a LAN connection using an IP address. The EtherRain module is
managed as a set of eight valves. When communications are lost to the module then all eight valves are considered
failed. Two retries are used for each communication attempt before failure is declared.

8.1.6 MQTT Topic
MQTT Topics are transmitted on LAN using a MQTT broker on the LAN to route the published topics to those
devices that subscribe to them. mcsSprinklers will publish ON/OFF payload on the user-entered Topic to control a
valve. Optionally it will accept a status response topic that provides the acknowledge that the command was
executed.
The MQTT control is general with enhanced provisions when using a device such as a Sonoff 4CH Pro that has
mcsTasmota firmware installed. In this case the valve control device (e.g. Sonoff) will provide independent
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monitoring of mcsSprinklers operations to protect with a valve being ON too long or irrigation not occurring within
a specified interval. The monitoring modes are:
Off – No monitoring will occur by mcsTasmota
OnOnly – Monitoring for valve being ON too long
On – Monitoring for both ON and OFF durations being too long
Auto – Monitoring for both ON and OFF with OFF times modified by mcsSprinklers predicted times
When On or Auto is setup then an additional parameter for the OFF failover time is setup on the Layout or Zone
Setup page. The monitoring for a valve ON too long will be based upon the Auto time setup on Layout of Zone
Setup page. An additional two minutes is used for monitoring to avoid timing conflicts between mcsSprinklers and
mcsTasmota.

8.1.7 Homeseer Virtual Devices
When the Homeseer interface is used for X10 or other virtual devices then mcsSprinklers will use the status
provided by Homeseer. mcsSprinklers status will be updated on command and changed if Homeseer provides a
later change of status. Commands going through the Homeseer interface will occur no faster than one command per
3 seconds. This is done to minimize the chance of power line bandwidth overutilization.

8.2 Alternate Sensor Interface
8.2.1 Weather Data
Weather data can be obtained from a variety of sources that are selected on the Setup8 - Weather Page. These can
be from the Internet from Weatherbit, US National Weather Service, WeatherUnderground, and OpenWeatherMap.
It can be obtained via the LAN using xAP message schema Weather.Report or xAPBSC and MQTT Topics. It can
be obtained from the LANs file system using a text file in a comma-separated-values format. It can also be obtained
from Homeseer virtual devices when interfaced via Homeseer.
Weather information is expected from the xAP interface using the Weather.Report schema for both localized current
weather and the more general Forecast. Should either of these sources become stale, mcsSprinklers will initiate the
collection of data from the Internet. The xAP priority exists because some environments use xAP to obtain data
from the internet and the priority schema reduce the internet access traffic.
Forecast data will be obtained no more often than once per 30 minutes. OpenWeatherMap or WeatherUnderground
data will be obtained on 5-minute intervals except when Wind in selected as a restriction criterion and then it will be
done on 1-minute intervals. The WeatherUnderground data will be obtained from the primary source when
available. After three “no reports” from that site the secondary and then tertiary site will be used.
Since weather and forecast data is obtained from the internet there must be a connection to the internet that allows
mcsSprinklers to access the reporting sites. This means an always-on internet connection must be available and any
firewall must allow mcsSprinklers to pass data. The reporting sites selected for Current Weather and Forecast are
also expected to update their information on a regular basis. Should any barrier to successful updates occur for one
hour of Current Weather or two hours of Forecast then mcsSprinklers will provide notification. In a Homeseer
environment status will be provided by changing the status of the Last Weather or Last Forecast status devices. In
the Standalone environment it will popup a message from its tray icon. When this situation occurs, it may be useful
to observe the contents of the files starting with “~” in the C:\Program Files\mcsSprinklers\Data\mcsSprinklers or
C:\Program Files\Homeseer 2\Data\mcsSprinklers folders on the computer. These will contain the last downloaded
data from the internet sites.
When internet weather data becomes stale then mcsSprinklers reverts to using historical ET values for the calculated
control strategy. When only the OpenWeatherMap or WeatherUnderground data becomes stale then mcsSprinklers
will use the current temperature, humidity, and wind speed from the forecast site. The loss of internet data will only
affect the calculated control strategy and the status showing in the General Status page.
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8.2.2 Local Sensor Data
Weather data will be used for the primary sensors unless an alternate is provided. In a Homeseer configuration the
alternate is identified by virtual device code. Any non-blank device code will become the source of the sensor rather
than from the weather data report. The Homeseer Device String is expected to contain the data. HTML tags can
exist in the Device String content and these will be removed by mcsSprinklers.
xAPBSC.Event or xAPBSC.Info schema messages can be used as external means. The Target address will be blank
or resolve to mcsSprinklers address for it to be accepted. The sensor value can be contained in either the Text or the
Level key of the BSC message.
MQTT subscription to any topic from a single MQTT broker can be used. The numeric value of the received
message will be used. The MQTT broker is identified by its network name.
The Weatherhawk weather station is interfaced using the LAN and a HTTP protocol supported by the Weatherhawk.
This is done via the IP addresses setup for the Weatherhawk.
Other weather instruments are typically interfaced using the computer’s file system and a text file. The software
interfacing the weather instrument will produce a comma-separated-values text file with the current conditions
reported by the instrument. mcsSprinklers will periodically read the first line of this text file and extract the data in
the column specified in the Setup8-Weather for CSV input. Column 1 is the first column number. Data will be
time-stamped by mcsSprinklers when it is input. Any timestamp produced to the weather instrument interface
software is ignored. Multiple lines are also ignored so it is not possible to import historical data into the
mcsSprinklers database but can only input current conditions.
The preferred method to accept csv data is with a one-line file. It is also possible to accept a larger file and use the
last line of the file. Provisions exists to process multiple lines to sum data over an hourly interval should it be
necessary. The options for these capabilities will be provided when the sensor is selected to have a csv source.
The csv file can be local to the computer, the LAN or retrieved via http or ftp protocol for a remote location. If the
start of the file name is http: or ftp: then it will be retrieved via IP interface. If running on a Linux system then the
file path can be relative to the root of the data drive and this is indicated by not using a slash at the start of the path.
For all other Windows and Linux cases the file name should be the full path.

8.2.3 Inhibit Device
A user-controllable inhibit device is available as a Homeseer virtual device or as a xAPBSC.Event/xAPBSC.Info
message. The Homeseer Device Status is used with values that resolve to ON (2) to cause the inhibit restriction
condition to occur. The xAP BSC message State key is used with a value of ON to activate the inhibit condition. If
the inhibit via xAP is connected to something like a rain sensor then some form of periodic messages are
recommended to assure that mcsSprinklers will be aware of the unit’s status.

8.2.4 ET Radiation Sensor
The primary contributor to the ET calculation is solar radiation. If the ET sensor is specified then it will be used.
The expected ET sensor value is the daily ET which will increase throughout the day and then reset to 0 at midnight.
If both a Temperature Sensor and Solar Sensor are identified then the solar radiation will be based upon these. The
Solar sensor in this context is the “in the sun” temperature while the Temperature Sensor is the “in the shade”
temperature.
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8.2.5 Water Meter
The water meter is associated with a pump within an Area. The water meter sensor can still be used when no pump
device is indicated. If a single meter exists for the site then this same meter address should be used for each Area so
the water use for all zones will be measured.
The water meter input is expected to measure the daily water use in terms of gallons or liters. It can also measure
the running total that does not reset at midnight.

8.3 Alternate Control Operations
8.3.1 Homeseer
Homeseer presents a virtual device interface that is user-controllable and this interface can be used via the Homeseer
user interface or scripting. Any control that is available on the mcsSprinklers General Status page will be available
for control via Homeseer. Any status on this same page will be available to Homeseer as a Device Status or Device
String depending upon the control and context. The Device Value will also be populated with the numeric value of
the device scaled by 100.
The scripting interface for a Homeseer user is via the plug-in object. The object of interest for the Professional level
is hs.GetPluginEx("mcsSprinklersP") when iterating or hs.Plugin(“mcsSprinklersP”) otherwise. mcsSprinklersS or
mcsSprinklersB is used for other levels. For standalone the object is CreateObject("hspi_mcsSprinklers.hspi").
Manual control of valves can also be done via their device code per the rules of the remote setup.
A typical use to determine number of minutes remaining on the current program schedule where the device S53 is
the site status device.
Set mcs = CreateObject("hspi_mcsSprinklers.hspi")
sMinutesToGo = mcs.RemainingMinutes(“S53”)
For HS3 the plugin access function has been changed to PluginFunction rather than GetPluginEx. For example,
sMinutesToGo =
hs.PluginFunction(“mcsSprinklersP”,””,”RemainingMinutes”,”S53”)
The interface method prototypes are listed below.
Public Sub ForceNewDay()
'reset all internal state information to a start of new day state
Public Property SoilMoisturePercentage(sDC As String) As Integer
'Return 0 to 100 percentage of moisture in zone
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Public Property Get NextSprinklerZone(jArea As Integer) As String
'Find the next zone in each area to be watered today
'Return the next one independent of zone if jArea = 0
'Otherwise return the next one
Public Property Get CurrentSprinklerZone(iArea As Integer) As String
'Return the currently active zone of an area
Public Property Get PreviousSprinklerZone(iArea As Integer) As String
'Return the previously active zone of an area
'If Area input = 0 then find the most recently changed valve
overall
Public Sub SetManualControl(sDC As Variant, iDuration As Variant)
'set manual control duration of selected device
Public Function ScheduledMinutes(sDC As String) As Long
‘Return number of run minutes for auto program of selected zone
'Selected device can be valve or area or site status devices
Public Function RemainingMinutes(sDC As String) As Long
'Return number of run minutes remaining for selected zone that is
active
'Selected device can be valve or area or site status devices
'Return 0 if not active
Public Function RemainingMinutes(bNoHTML as Boolean) As String
'Return number of minutes remaining in currently running zone
'or time when next zone is projected to start
'Can be formatted with Icons in HTML based upon bNoHTML
'Also includes the device code and zone name
Public Function OverallStatus (bStripHTML As Boolean) As String
‘Return a descriptive string for overall site status
‘This is intended to be available for other display devices
Public Function LoadSettings(sFile As String) As Boolean
‘Return true if load was successful
‘Used to command a configuration change from a file in the
\Config\Alternate folder

8.3.2 xAPBSC.Cmd
xAPBSC.Cmd schema can be used to control any button that is available on the General Status page. The UID’s for
this control can be observed on the xAP Reporting page from a Browser. The subaddress or ID can be wildcarded
per xAP rules if desired.
Only devices that have been checkboxed on the xAP Reporting page will be processed. The same is true when using
xAPBSC.Query to obtain current status from mcsSprinklers. Only devices that have been explicitly selected will
respond to the Query.
xAPBSC can also be used to control valves if the valves are checkboxed. The control, however, will only be
allowed if an alias has been setup on the Remote Page for the valve.
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8.3.3 xAP-X10 / Homeseer-X10
The Remote page of mcsSprinklers is used to associate relationships between an X10 valve and an X10 address that
can be used manually control this valve. xAP-X10 or Homeseer X10 events are used to signal mcsSprinklers to take
the desired control action. The alternate X10 address is referred to as the Alias.
If Homeseer is used to command the same X10 address as the valve then mcsSprinklers will attempt to override the
control action at its next 1 minute control cycle. xAP-X10 commands received for valves that are controlled by the
serial port managed by mcsSprinklers will be accepted for the Alias. Direct valve control will be ignored.

8.3.4 MQTT / Homeseer
The Interfaces/Devices/Rain8 Setup, Weather Setup, Site Setup, Area Setup and Remote/xAP-MQTT Reporting
pages of mcsSprinklers re used to associate relationships between mcsSprinklers and Homeseer devices using
MQTT. The assumption in this section is that mcsMQTT Homeseer plugin is being used with Homeseer.
The Interfaces/Devices/Rain8 Setup page is where the MQTT broker connection is defined. If no external MQTT
broker is being used then the IP address will be the same as the IP address of the Homeseer server.

Figure 78 MQTT Broker Selection
The Weather Setup page is used for the cases where HS devices will be providing weather input to mcsSprinklers.
In these cases the sensors from HS will be identified by using the MQTT radio for the source selection. Similar
selections of MQTT as the source can be made for inputs used for restrictions on Area and Site pages.
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Figure 79 Sensor from MQTT source
The xAP/MQTT Reporting page is used to identify which zones and other actions can be controlled from an MQTT
source. For zones the MQTT State checkbox is used to identify the ones that are to be enabled for external control.
The Topic that is expected to remotely control a zone takes the form
/HostName/mcsSprinklers/state/cmnd/ZoneName.
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Figure 80 Zone Selection for MQTT Control
On the Homeseer side mcsMQTT is used to complete the associations of what has been setup in mcsSprinklers. The
example below illustrates one zone R2 named Bult and one Rain sensor. The same pattern applies all zones to be
controlled and all inputs to be used.
With Homeseer mcsMQTT plug-in the Association tab will show the zones that have been identified in
mcsSprinklers. The topics will all have “mcsSprinklers” as the second component of the MQTT topic so it can be
used to filter these from other MQTT topics managed by mcsMQTT. Use the “a” checkbox to create a shadow
device in HS that will show the zone status and be able to remotely control the mcsSprinkler zone.
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Figure 81 mcsMQTT Setup to Control a Zone

Figure 82 HS Device Created to Shadow Zone
For sensor and inhibit data being sourced by Homeseer the mcsMQTT checkbox on Association tab is used to show
the Homeseer devices. The “a” checkbox is again used to create a shadow relationship so updates in HS will be
reflected via MQTT in mcsSprinklers. The Topic used as the Publish message is the same as the Topic that was
setup in mcsSprinklers as the source of the MQTT sensor/inhibit.
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Figure 83 Viewing Homeseer Devices as Sensor/Inhibit via MQTT

Figure 84MQTT Topic Setup for HS Sensors/Inhibits
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9 Redundancy and Backup
Dual computer redundancy has been depreciated as of mcsSprinklers 2.17.
mcsSprinklers is designed with considerations for use of redundancy and automatic reversion to backup sources and
control. It can be configured to operate on a single computer or cooperatively on two computers. It can accept
weather and forecast data from external sources and when not received from those sources it will obtain them locally
from the internet. Internet weather data can be obtained from up to three sources and when these sources are not
reporting then it will use the data from the forecast.
It also provides a self-monitoring capability for backup operation on a single PC or embedded platform. In the selfmonitoring case, which is enabled with checkbox entry, the system looks for the mcsSprinklers process to disappear
and will then restart it. mcsSprinklers performs its scheduling based upon a midnight to midnight interval. A restart
at midnight option is also provided to assure each day starts with a clean slate and any anomalies will not propagate
between days.
Testing can be done on the backup and monitoring operations with use of the “Test” button in the “Redundancy
Backup Mode” section. When this button is clicked then mcsSprinklers will not send its health data and the backup
mechanisms will kick-in after sufficient timeout. This will typically be from 10 to 15 minutes after the “Test”
button is clicked. It can be clicked again to re-enable transmission of health data.
After a setting is changed for monitoring or backup then mcsSprinklers should be restarted to assure a proper startup
sequence for the backup functions. This is not necessary and should not be done when the “Test” button is used.

9.1 Single PC Configuration
In a single PC configuration, a backup is achieved by monitoring the operation of mcsSprinklers. When the monitor
detects incorrect operation it will restart the PC, restart mcsSprinklers or halt mcsSprinklers to allow it to be
restarted by other mechanisms. This mode of operation is selected with the Redundancy Backup Mode radio button
set to “Monitored” per Figure 85. For this operation to be effective a shortcut to mcsSprinklers.exe must exist in the
Window’s startup folder.
The monitoring is performed using xAP communication of a Role schema that is monitored by
xapmcsMonitorRole.exe. xAP communications require a xAP hub to be running and this is satisfied by
xapmcsHub.exe. Both of these applications are started when the Monitored mode is selected.

9.2 Dual PC Configuration
The multiple computer reduncancy configurations have been depreciated as of V 2.17.

9.2.1 Control Moding
When mcsSprinklers is installed on two computers on the same LAN they can be configured to operate in either an
active/standby or and active/active mode. In active/standby then the primary computer is controlling the valves and
the standby computer is doing the same internal computations and observing the behavior of the primary computer.
When the primary computer appears to have failed then the standby computer will then take over control of the
valves. In an active/active mode then both computers are controlling the valves at the same time. There are
tradeoffs between the two modes that will be discussed later. The Active/Standby (Standby Backup setting) is the
recommended if dual hardware interfaces (e.g. two CM11A for power line interface) are used. Active/Active or
Active/Standby is appropriate if single hardware interfaces exist.
The setup for dual PC operation is done on the Other Page in the section “Redundancy Backup Mode” as shown in
Figure 85. Note that the blue color for most of these setup items. The blue indicates that the setting needs to be
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made individually on each of the two computers. The blue color appears when a Standby or Active backup mode is
selected.
One of the computers needs to be identified as the primary. The primary is where the non-blue configuration
information is retained. This means that all the setup, excluding the small segment shown in blue in Figure 85 is
stored on the primary computer and referenced by the secondary computer using the network file sharing capability.
This means that the mcsSprinklers folder (e.g. C:\Program Files\mcsSprinklers) must be a shared folder on the
primary computer. The setup of file sharing is dependent upon the Windows operating system version.
The path to the primary computer needs to be entered as the full network path such as is shown in Figure 85.
The Takeover user-entry is the time for the secondary computer to wait before it assumes primary control.
Internally the monitoring is done on five-minute intervals so any value under 10 will produce unreliable results with
primary control switching often. When in Active Backup (Active/Active) mode the takeover time does not have any
operational significance since both computers are always actively controlling the values. What is does affect is the
time it takes for the status device 73 to report a failed redundant computer. This status is shown in Figure 86. This
notification will also show up as a priority message as is shown in Figure 73.

Figure 85 Dual PC Setup
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Figure 86 Redundancy and Moding Status Devices

9.2.2 Independent Applications to Support Redundancy
mcsSprinklers contains interface drivers for the power line CM11A, RF output CM17A, RF input W800, Voice, and
internet for forecast and weather. All of these interfaces are also available as independent applications that are
interfaced to mcsSprinklers via the LAN using a xAP message protocol.
With the use of external interfaces then additional levels of redundancy and backup exist. For example, assume the
X10 power line interface is setup on the Rain8 page to use xAP as the interface rather than an internal
communication port. This then allows the Power line Interface application to be run independently and this same
application can be used by both the primary and secondary computer. This works well in an active/active
configuration to avoid potential X10 power line collisions that reduce the reliability.
It is also possible to run these impendent interfaces on a third computer or to run them on multiple computers which
each computer having the redundant interfacing hardware. The way the system is configured is determined by the
failure modes that one is trying to overcome.
When running in active/active mode then it is important that both computers see the same inputs. This included
internet data and manual control inputs. If a W800 is used to accept handheld remote control inputs from a palm
pad then this same input should be seen by both computers. To support this configuration there should be one W800
that is interfaced as an indecent application. This application can be run on any computer, and can be launched
automatically by mcsSprinklers if it is on the same computer as mcsSprinklers. This is the checkbox entry for
“Handheld Remote”.
The same rationale applies for the Forecast and Weather internet data. If the internet data is available from the
independent application then mcsSprinklers will use it. If two mcsSprinklers computers are running, then both will
see the data at the same time. If these independent applications are not run then each mcsSprinklers will recognize
the data is not being received and will go to the internet to obtain the data. The two computers may or may not be
scheduling in the same manner depending upon the success of the internet connection.
Status devices 72 and 73 show the current redundancy mode. These can be viewed in Figure 86. Device 72 reflects
the computer on which the page is being viewed and device 73 reflects the reported status from the other computer.
When the other computer fails to report in the user-specified takeover time then the status of device 73 will show a
failed condition. Other than the failure condition a status of “irrigation standby” may also be observed when
configured for active/standby operations.
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9.2.3 Associated xAP Interface
The xAP LAN protocol imposes some needs on the configuration when redundancy is applied. When xAP is used
then one xAP hub must be running on each involved computer. If one does not already exist then it can be launched
by mcsSprinklers by checking the Start Hub checkbox.
Furthermore, each application that uses xAP as a communication mechanism needs to have a unique identifier. The
default for mcsSprinklers is FF000800. The default for the secondary mcsSprinklers is FF000900. These can be
changed as necessary to assure that each application has a unique identifier.

9.3 Data Backup to Alternate Drive
Backup of user data in the subfolders \Config, \Data, and \Pictures can be done at each midnight to an alternate disk
drive. This will include the database if using Access or SQLite, but will not include SQL Server or MySQL
database files.
The user data is copied and compressed in each of the three subfolders and then copied to the specified disk path in a
subfolder named by the date.
If at some time there is a need to restore data from a backup subfolder, then mcsSprinklers should be stopped and
the decompressed files from the desired date copied to the respective folder(s) in the mcsSprinklers install location.
These will the subfolders \Config, \Data\mcsSprinklers, and \html\mcsSprinklers\pictures.
No backup will be done if no path is specified.

9.4 Multiple Rain8Net Networks
When using the power line to provide distribution of commands to the Rain8X10 or the Rain8UPB there is usually
no need to have more than a single power line interface for mcsSprinklers to manage. In the case of a large wired
network using the Rain8Net then situations may arise where more than a single Rain8Net or Rain8 WiFi master will
be put into service. This is especially true if the Rain8Net is in the Rain8 WiFi configuration where multiple WiFi
IP addresses are being employed.
The multiple network configurations are supported by one of two methods. One is with multiple ports on the host
PC and the other is with distributed interfaces using the LAN and xAP. When using multiple ports on the host PC
then the setup is simply the identification of the number of masters and the port for each master on the Rain8 setup
page. The only special consideration is that each Rain8 modules must have a unique modules address event though
it is interfaced to different ports.
The multiple network configurations using the xAP interface within mcsSprinklers is supported with an instance of
xapmcsRain8Net for each Rain8Master or WiFi IP address. Each instance of xapmcsRain8Net can run on the same
computer as mcsSprinklers or they can be run on different computers within the same LAN. When run on the same
computer then each instance will have its own folder from which to execute. To create the folder structure for
xapmcsRain8Net then a new folder should be created and xapmcsRain8Net copied to that folder. An HTML folder
should also be created within this new folder. The files, excluding subfolders, from the mcsSprinklers\HTML folder
should be copied to the new HTML folder. This is repeated for as many instances as needed.
To automate the startup process a shortcut can be added to the Windows startup folder for each instance of
xapmcsRain8Net. There will also be a shortcut to mcsSprinklers so that all software components will start at the
same time. One instance of xapmcsHub must also be run on each computer on which either xapmcsRain8Net or
mcsSprinklers is run. A shortcut to this in the startup folder is also appropriate.
Once the folder structure is setup then each instance of xapmcsRain8Net is configured to give each its unique
identification and define the Rain8Net modules that it will interface. When first run an icon like
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will appear in the tray. The setup can be accessed by clicking on the icon and selecting Browser. to bring up the
page shown in Figure 87
A unique HTTP Server Port, xAP Identification, and Serial connection are needed for each instance. The default
server port is 8016 so it is best to change the HTTP port for all but the last one configured so remote administration
can be achieved with multiple instances running.
The Serial connectivity is the same type of setup as with mcsSprinklers where either an IP address and port or just a
local serial port can be selected.
The xAP UID should be unique, but the first two characters must be FF and the last two 00. The instance number
can be any alphanumeric text. The text entered will also appear in the tray icon the next time xapmcsRain8Net is
started.
The tray icon can be hidden or left showing in the tray. Remote administration can be gained from a browser with
the URL set to the computer network id followed by the server port and /status. (e.g.
http://mycomputer:8016/status)
After the Rain8Net modules to be interfaced are connected then the “Find Rain8 Modules” button can be clicked in
the same manner that was described for mcsSprinklers or the module numbers can be entered into the text box for
the Rain8 Net module setup.
After the “Save Changes” button is clicked then a listing of the valves for all modules entered will show at the top
of the page. Each valve that will be used should be indicated with a checkbox in the “Used” column. A name in
Location column can also be entered to help identify it. It can be the same name entered on the Wiring page of
mcsSprinklers, but need not be.
ON and OFF buttons will appear for any valve that is indicated as being used. These will provide local control of
the valves independent of mcsSprinklers. They are primarily a diagnostic aide since control will normally be done
via mcsSprinklers.
The “Send All-Off Command” button will command all the valves to the OFF state. The “Query Rain8Net
Modules” button will refresh the status from the modules.
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Figure 87 xapmcsRain8Net Setup

The tray icon also provides an I/O window popup that can also be used for diagnostics to observe the raw
communications with the Rain8Net modules. This is similar to the Rain8/W800 I/O popup of mcsSprinklers.
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After each instance of xapmcsRain8Net is configured then it can be put into service with mcsSprinklers. The two
setup items in mcsSprinklers necessary to integrate into this configuration that are contained on the Rain8 Page of
mcsSprinklers and shown in Figure 88 and Figure 89. The Rain8-Net interface is selected to be External via XAP
Address with a text box entry of “mcs.Rain8Net.>”. The modules are identified by entering their module number in
the text box of Figure 89. The “Find Rain8 Modules” will not be effective since the modules are not locally
connected to mcsSprinklers internal port.

Figure 88 Rain8Net Configured for Multiple Masters/IPs

Figure 89 Rain8 Net Manual Entry of Module Numbers
When mcsSprinklers commands a valve of a module that is interfaced through xapmcsRain8Net it will send a
message over the LAN. The module that recognizes the command will act upon it and provide a status response
when the valve hardware indicates the desired position has been achieved.
If a status response is not received by mcsSprinklers within 15 seconds then it will reissue the command up to two
additional times. Three no responses or the unexpected response will cause mcsSprinklers to show the valve as
failed on its status display. This is the same behavior as if the valve was connected internally by mcsSprinklers.

9.5 Configuration Backup and Selection with Email Notes
mcsSprinklers maintains configuration setup information for the currently active setup is retained in the file
…\Config\mcsSprinklers.ini. Each time a configuration change is made it saves a backup copy of the prior
configuration in the same location with a numeric suffix added to the filename. Up to 10 backups are saved in this
manner. Restoration of one of these backups can be performed from the Other page, Configuration Administration
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section, Restore Configuration from Auto Backup selection as shown in Figure 90. The date of each of these
backups will be shown in reverse chronological order.
It is also possible to develop more than one configuration, save the configuration, and then restore it. For example,
there may be a springtime configuration, a summer one, and a third used to winterize the system. After all the
settings are made as desired for a specific configuration then it is saved by giving it a simple name (i.e. not a file
path or file name) and clicking the Save button from the Configuration Administration section. The configuration
can be restored using the Load Configuration pull down from the same area.
The configurations can be manually loaded at any time or they can be scheduled for any day of the year to be loaded
at midnight. The automatic scheduling could be used for situations where seasonal adjustments are necessary that
go beyond the normal range of parameters provided by mcsSprinklers. To use the automatic scheduling of
configuration changes there will need to be a set of configurations saved. Access to schedule these is from the
calendar icon shown in Figure 90. Use of this icon will bring up the annual calendar. Clicking any cell in the
calendar will make a second popup visible where the scheduled configuration file can be observed, changed or a
new one entered. See Figure 91. Two user entry fields are available on the popup. One is a pull-down selector to
select the configuration to be loaded. The second is a text box where a reminder note can be entered that will be
emailed on the scheduled date. Either or both can be used.
The Reminders Page is another means to view and enter the configuration and reminder scheduling. See Section
7.7.
It is also possible to “undo” the last Load Configuration selection by selecting the “Restore to Before Last Loaded
Configuration” button. When this is done the configuration that was active immediately before the Load
Configuration operation will be restored.

Figure 90 Configuration Save and Restore
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Figure 91 Automatic Configuration Load Scheduling
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10 Setup Reference
10.1 Setup1-Devices
10.1.1

Module PC Interface

The interface to the Rain8 modules can be either directly connected to a COM port on this PC or available on any
PC that is on the same network. The radio button selection determines the interface location for each type of Rain8
Module and the box is used to enter the COM number or the Xap address.
The Xap address can be wild carded such as *.CM11A.* to indicate that any CM11A xAP node should respond to a
command. An explicit target, such as mcs.CM11A.MyPC can also be used to specify as particular node on the
network that is responsible for the power line interface with the CM11A.
The Xap Serial is used when the serial port is connected via xAP protocol using the xAPBSC schema. The Netiom
is one device that supports this type of connection.
The Homeseer interface applies to the mcsSprinklers as a Homeseer plug-in and the interface is achieved using the
ExecX10 Homeseer scripting method.
It is generally the case that internal COM ports are dedicated to a specific application and the same port cannot be
used amongst applications. In the case of the Power line and Wireless interfaces they can share the same port if
desired.

10.1.2

Interface Test

When the RF button is pressed then an ON, 5-second delay, and then OFF is sent to device address A1. The same is
done when the Power line button is clicked except the commands are delivered on the selected power line interface.
These buttons are intended to provide a means to test the connectivity of the Rain8 modules to the PC.

10.1.3

Homeseer Devices

Devices that are to be controlled by the Homeseer generic X10 or IO interfaces are itemized in this list. Commas
are used to separate device codes. For example] 3,]45,A5,B15.

10.1.1

MQTT Broker

When using MQTT for either sensor input or valve control a broker is needed to route the MQTT messages. It can
be identified to IP or by network host name. Normally port 1883 is used but can be changed. The broker can be
setup to allow anonymous traffic or with more security using username and password. Similarly, it can be setup
using encryption with encryption certificates identified.

10.1.1

MQTT Topics

When MQTT is used to communicate to valves then each valve will need a Topic that is sent by mcsSprinklers
when it wants to turn a valve on or off. mcsSprinklers will also listen to status returned from the valve device. Two
entries are provided. The first is the Topic for the acknowledge that the commanded postion was achieved. The
second is if the valve device sends periodic status updates.
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10.1.2

Rain8 Net and Rain8 WiFi Master Modules

A typical Rain8Net or Rain8Wifi configuration will have one port on the PC with one or more Rain8 modules daisychained. It is also possible to use multiple ports on the PC with each connected to one or more Rain8 modules. This
second configuration is most appropriate with the modules need to be physically separated.
The communication protocol is also specified in this section for how mcsSprinklers obtains valve status from each
Rain8Net module. Each command sent to the Rain8Net is always confirmed and retried when necessary. Valve
status is optional and can be after each command or every minute. If communications interface is robust then the
polling every minute will assure proper synchronization between the hardware and software. If the interface does
not maintain timing between commands very well then unexpected mcsSprinklers recovery actions can be observed.

10.1.3

Rain8 Net and Rain8 WiFi

The All-off button will turn all valves connected to the Rain8-Net off. The Find Modules button will scan the
Rain8-Net for all modules connected. A new window will show the current address being searched. At any time the
search can be aborted by clicking the same button that now has an Abort label. Rather than searching it is likely
easier to just enter the module IDs using a comma to separate each if more than one module is being used.
When communicating with the Rain8Net there will be some delay before a response is received. The value selected
is the threshold before a retry is attempted and then eventually a failure declared. If the Rain8Net is connected via
an IP/Serial device and communications are via IP then a reset of the IP/Serial device can be specified when there is
an inability to establish a connection to the device. To use this capability the IP/Serial device needs to be plugged
into a device to which power can be controlled. The control can be via X10, UPB, xAP xAPBSC schema or
Homeseer device code. The address or device code is entered into the reset device field and the delay field will
contain the time it takes for the IP/Serial device to power up and complete its initialization.

10.1.4

Rain8 UPB

The All-off button will turn all valves connected to the Rain8-UPB off. The Module number box identifies the
Rain8UPB modules that are connected. The module ID's are defined when the EPROM is programmed. They will
be 1, 2, etc and correspond to UPB DIDs 1 through 8, 9 through 16, etc. The Network ID text box is used to enter
the UPB NID.

10.1.5

Rain8 Wireless and X10 Power line Interface
Module Assignments

Rain8 Wireless and Power line modules are organized into lower bank and upper bank configuration where the
lower bank is associated with unit addresses 1 to 8 and the upper bank with addresses 9 to 16. Each unit is also
associated with a house code. The map of the type of interface vs. the house and bank is made by selecting the type
of module radio button at the intersection of the House row and Bank column.

10.1.6

House

This is the identification of the house code for the module.

10.1.7

Bank 1 to 8

Select the radio button that identifies how a Rain8 module has been programmed. It is the intersection of the
selected house code and lower bank.

10.1.8

Bank 9 to 16

Select the radio button that identifies how a Rain8 module has been programmed. It is the intersection of the
selected house code and upper bank.
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10.1.9

Rain8 Wireless Valve 8 Configuration

Rain8 Wireless can be configured to allow value number 8 of the module to be slaved to the other 7 valves or to
operate independently. When independent, the module will control 8 valves. When slaved it will control 7 valves
plus a pump.

10.1.10

Address

Address of Valve 8 of the module

10.1.11

Valve 8 in Module

Radio button is used to identify how the module has been programmed. When independent is selected then the
module supports 8 valves. When slaved, the last valve will be on when any other valve is on and off when all other
7 valves are off.

10.1.12

EtherRain Modules

EtherRain modules are identified by IP address and port. All modules are assumed to have the same username and
password setup during configuration with the Quicksmart admin utility. Once the number of modules are selected
then rows will be available to enter the IP address and port for each module. While identification by both module
name and static IP are supported, the static IP will provide a more reliable operation.
Two firmware versions are available for EtherRain. Starting with Rev C it is possible to control multiple
simultaneous valves within the same module. Prior version will only allow one valve per module to be on at the
same time.

10.1.13

Raspberry Pi Relay Configuration

The Raspberry Pi contains a GPIO connector on which connection to relays can be made. The RPi output does not
have sufficient current capacity to drive irrigation valves. The RPi has had two GPIO pinout connector has 40 pins.
26 of these are connected to the RPi processor for use as configurable inputs and outputs. mcsSprinklers uses only
the output configuration to provide the logic levels to control relay-driven irrigation valves. The setup provides both
the connector pin and the processor pin nomenclature. Any pin with a checkbox will be used as a zone for
mcsSprinklers control. The others will not be used by mcsSprinklers.

10.1.14

IP Relay Configuration

A relay modules such as that shown in Figure 18 is setup by identifying its IP address and TCP port. Each module
contains eight relays that are able to control eight valves. The hardware output contains connectors that consist of a
command, normally open, and normally closed contacts. When wiring to a valve the On state is the relay is
energized so the normally open contact will be used. The normally closed contact will not be used.

10.1.15

Rain8 EPROM and Timers

All Rain8 modules need to be programmed to identify as a minimum the address to which it will respond.
Programming is done one module at a time with a direct connection to the PC and without any transformer or valves
connected to the Rain8.
The programming of each Rain8 unit, independent of model, is done off-line via the Communication port identified
in the programming port text box. The same port that is used for Rain8 Wireless or Rain8 Net can be used here, but
the others will be disconnected when programming of the timers is started.
There are differences in the programming of the Timer EEPROMS so the type of unit needs to be identified. This is
done with the three-option radio button in the Module Type group.
When reading the EEPROM, via the “Read Timeout Timers” button the House/Bank or Net address fields are
populated based upon the contents of the EEPROM that was read.
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When programming the units the address or House/ Bank code entries need to be entered before the “Download”
button is clicked. In the case of the Power line and Wireless versions a House code and upper/lower bank
specification needs to be entered before downloading timer values. Note that when the download does occur the
House code will be programmed into the unit as well. For the Rain8 Net the address in the range 1 to 255 is entered
into the provided text box.
The right part of the Timers group contains a row for each Rain8 valve. The text boxes are used to enter the timeout
values to be programmed into the EEPROM. They are in decimal minutes and different units have a different range
of values that are valid.
The Download and Read button can be used at any time the unit it connected to the Programming Port to either
download or confirm the contents. Note that the Communication port provides the power to the Rain8 when it is
being programmed so no connection to the 24VAC transformer is needed during programming.

10.1.16

Programming Port

The COM port number is entered into the box. This is the port to which a Rain8 module is connected to allow its
memory to be read and changed.

10.1.17

Module Type

Identify the type of Rain8 module that is connected to the programming port. The section is made with the radio
buttons.

10.1.18

Module Address

The Rain8-Net uses a numeric address in range 1 to 255. The other units use an alphabetic house code in the range
A to P plus and identification of the bank. The selection made for the Wireless and Power line modules will have a
corresponding entry in the above table when the unit is deployed.

10.1.19

Rain8-Net Timer Disable

All Rain8 models can use timers as a safety measure. With only the Rain8-Net can these timers be disabled to allow
a valve to remain on for an indefinite time. The checkbox is used to make this selection for the Rain8-Net model.

10.1.20

Rain8-Wireless Valve 8 Use

The Rain8 Wireless model can be configured as 7-independent and 1-slave or 8 independent valves. When
configured in the 7/1 mode then the slave valve will be ON when any of the other 7 is ON and OFF when all the
other 7 are OFF.

10.1.21

Rain8-X10-2 Status Response

The Rain8 2 Way can deliver a status response following each command or it can deliver this response only when
requested using an X10 Status Request command. In a shared environment where the X10 interface is not managed
by mcsSprinklers then the unit should be configured for poll status response only. In this case it will operate much
like a 1-Way Rain8 X10 with the ability to poll. When managed directly by mcsSprinklers then the immediate
status response is used to update the actual valve status only when an acknowledge is received rather than update
upon command sent.

10.1.22

Rain8 Timers

Timer values for each valve are entered in the text box. Maximum values are 250 minutes. Minimum values are 1
minute. A value must be specified except in the case for the Rain8-Net module when the timers are disabled.
Direct control of the Rain 8 series of irrigation controllers is provided via mcsSprinklers. The setup of the Rain8 is
done on the “Rain8” Tab.
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All Rain8 devices can be programmed with a timeout for a zone. When programming the timeout, a single Rain8
unit is connected to the Communication port for programming. Programming cannot be done in a multiple
configuration or via mechanisms other than a direct connection to a serial port.
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10.2 Setup2 - Wiring
10.2.1

Homeseer Room

In the Homeser configuration the device property for the valves can be set to the wire harness name of the generic
‘Valve’ can be used to identify the device’s room.

10.2.2

Wire Harness

A wire harness represents a bundle of wire routed between the valve head and the Rain8 module. Any of the wires
in the hardness that are used will be assigned to a control valve. A harness can be given a name to assist with later
identification. This name is not use later in the setup

10.2.3

Wire Color

Wire colors in the standard wire harness are listed. If physical wire colors are different then the color codes
relationships will need to be edited. This accounting is only provided for convenience as the wire number does not
have any effect on the irrigation capability. It will only be useful for later maintenance.

10.2.4

Control Valve

The pull down contains all the Rain8 modules that were identified on the Rain8 Setup. The particular valve to
which the wire is connected is selected with the pull down. Care should be taken so he same value is not assigned to
two wires.

10.2.5

Location

The location box is used to identify the valve with a friendly name. This name will be displayed on status pages and
will be the name used in voice control.
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10.3 Setup3 - Layout
The layout page allows the valves that are defined in the wiring setup to be assigned to Areas or used for pump or
fertigation control. When the valve is assigned to an Area, then its run time can be entered for the auto programs,
manual operation or syringing. The layout page is shown in Figure 25.
Three columns of information are shown for each valve defined in the system. The column title button can be used
to sort the valves by physical name, assignment or auto program time. The defined valves will be shown in a row
with a light or medium gray background. The undefined valves will be listed in a blue background.

10.3.1

Identification

The Picture column shows the information that was entered on the Wiring Page that identifies a valve. If a picture is
available it will be shown. The textual description under the picture contains the physical valve identification and
the zone name associated with this valve.

10.3.2

Assigned Use

Each defined valve can be assigned to an Area, used to control a pump or fertigation valve, or left unassigned. The
radio buttons in the matrix are used to identify the assignment. When used for pump or fertigation then the same
valve can be assigned to multiple areas. The example in Figure 25 shows how the 8th valve of a Rain8Net module is
assigned as the pump for Areas 1, 2 and 3. The zone valves that are assigned to an area can only be assigned to a
single area. The first four valves are assigned as zones individually in Areas 1, 2 and 3.
The assignments made here will also be reflected in other setup pages. Zone assignments will be seen on the Zone
Setup and Area Setup pages. The Pump and Fertigation assignments will also be visible on the Area setup page.

10.3.3

Minutes

Three base irrigation times based upon the irrigation mode are shown in the Minutes column. The Auto time is the
number of minutes that the valve will be turned on for the first time that a valve is activated on a day that the Area
control strategy enables the valve. If there are multiple times used during the day for the same valve then a clock
icon will show to the left the Auto entry. Another popup page such as is shown in Figure 27 will be shown if the
clock icon is clicked. This page will allow other times to be viewed and changed. Other views of the daily program
can be seen on the Timed Programs Page and the Area Page.
The Manual time is the maximum number of minutes that a valve will be allowed to run when the zone is manually
enabled. A valve is manually enabled from a variety of locations including the Zone Status, General Status or
remote mechanisms.
The Syringing time is the number of minutes that a valve will be activated when the syringing stress conditions have
been satisfied. The syringing conditions are setup on the Site Page.
The values for the duration of three modes can also be setup on the Zone Setup Page. The Zone Setup Page will
also allow for additional information that zone operations.
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10.4 Setup4 - Zone
The valves identified in this area group will be controlled by the control strategy of the associated area. This control
strategy is defined in the Area Setup Page. Up to twelve zones can be grouped into an area. When an area is
scheduled for watering then each zone, in the order entered, will be sequentially watered.

10.4.1

Valve

The control valve for the zone is entered with the pull down. Selections available are those that have been defined
in the Rain8 Setup and Wiring Setup pages.

10.4.2

Auto Minutes

The number of minutes of watering for the selected valve is entered in the text box. This will be the number of
minutes the valve will remain ON when an automatic watering cycle occurs. Integer values are used to indicate
minutes. If durations with resolution to approximately one second is desired then the value is entered in the format
mm:ss.

10.4.3

Manual Minutes

The number of minutes of watering for the selected valve is entered in the text box. This will be the number of
minutes the valve will remain ON when a manual control via the Web page, Voice, or RF Remote is actioned.
Integer values are used to indicate minutes. If durations with resolution to approximately one second is desired then
the value is entered in the format mm:ss.

10.4.4

Syringing Minutes

The number of minutes of watering for the selected value for the mid-day syringing cycle. This is typically under
five minutes and is activated based upon the Syringing control on the Other Setup page. Integer values are used to
indicate minutes. If durations with resolution to approximately one second is desired then the value is entered in the
format mm:ss.

10.4.5

Soil Efficiency and Rain Factors

The Soil Efficiency and Rain Factor entries allow tweaking of the soil moisture content algorithm. Soil Efficiency
relates to the ability of the soil to retain water with is a result of a combination of soil type and crop type. Higher
values indicate that the soil will tend to retain moisture or the crop is efficient in holding moisture and does not
allow moisture loss through its structure. A nominal value is 0.75. The Rain Factor relates to the degree that
rainfall is allowed to reach the zone. A nominal value is 1.0 and a value of 0 indicates that the zone is covered and
rainfall will not reach the soil level.

10.4.6

Fertigation Factor

The fraction of time (from 0.0 to 1.0) to be applied to the zone’s Auto Minutes for control of the fertigation valve
that is identified on the Area setup page. The fertigation valve is slaved to the zone valve when turned ON and the
turn OFF will be determined by the factor.

10.4.7

Calc Flow

The entry is used to estimate water consumption when a metered source is not available. The number entered
represents the gallons per minute or liters per minute of water use when the value is ON

10.4.8

Max Flow

The max flow value is used in conjunction with a water meter. When the meter measurement for the zone exceeds
the max flow value then a notification will be provided.
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10.5 Setup5 – Area
10.5.1

Zones in Area

This section is for information only to show which zone have been defined for the specific area. The information
about the zone includes the Harness ID, Wire Color, Value ID, Zone Name, and in the Homeseer case, the device
code. For each zone two pieces of historical information is shown. The 30 day rate is the rate at which a watering
cycle occurs. In non-timed modes this will be the soil moisture loss rate. Bar chart that shows the calculated
percentage of moisture in the soil for a zone over the past seven days. This may be useful trend view to help adjust
factors on the Zone and Area pages that characterize a zone’s soil moisture.

10.5.2

Area Control Strategy

One of six control strategies needs to be selected. The first three are variations of watering at fixed times. The next
two schedule watering based upon sensor information. In the case of the interval method a starting day value can be
entered that will allow different areas to be done using the interval methods, but occur on different phases of the
interval. The last is misting control that is triggered based upon reaching a temperature threshold. The number of
valves to control within an Area is selectable by user based upon a count or based upon a water flow capacity for all
Areas except misting. When misting is active then all zones of the misting Area will run simultaneously for the
duration setup for each zone.
To support the Measured method there are three types of information that are entered to characterize the desired
operation. The soil sensor scale are three values that represent the 100%, 0% and the level at which an irrigation
cycle will be started. The sensor that will be providing the soil moisture readings can be from a xAP or Homeseer
virtual device source. This is selected with a radio button followed by entry of the source address. There is usually
a delay between when irrigation occurs and when the moisture sensor registers the increase in moisture. A fixed
delay is specified to prevent a second irrigation cycle from starting before the sensor registers the increased
moisture. When the Calculated method is used then the sensor information will be collected from local sensors or
the Internet based upon the weather station selected on the Other Setup page. The threshold entry in the box is the
calculated ET value based upon these sensors at which an irrigation cycle will start.

10.5.3

Area Zone Sequence Control

Three sequence options are available. The first runs all zones of the site in sequence with the number on the same
time selectable by site. The second treats each area’s zones independently with a maximum number of zones on at
the same time selected by area. The last allows user to externally control sequencing while restrictions and pump
control continue to be managed by mcsSprinklers.
In a setup where a single limited-pressure water source is available the selection will be normally to be make zones
part of a single master sequence. If each area has a pump or the single source capacity can support multiple zones at
the same time then the Zones in area sequence will be the normal selection. The Zones in area parallel selection is
most appropriate for water features such as fountains where these features will all be started at the same time.
In a setup were adequate water pressure and flow rates are available then zones can be scheduled to run
simultaneously to utilize the available flow. This can be done by identifying the number of zones that can be
running at the same time or by the flow rate that can be supported. In the second case the zone-by-zone flow rates
from the Zone Setup Page are used to support the scheduling.
For misting Areas sequence control is not available. Misting will occur based only on termperature limts and
independent of any other zones in other Areas that may be active.

10.5.4

Interzone Scheduling Delays

A zone will normally be allowed to run for the auto duration specified. This total duration can be split into equal
time segments so the zones in the area are watered in a round-robin fashion until the total duration has been done.
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The number of round-robin cycles is a text box entry. A delay between each round-robin cycle can also be added to
assure that adequate time for water absorption exists between each cycle.
A fixed delay between each zone can also be added to account for other factors that dictate that irrigation is spaced
over time rather than continuous.

10.5.5

Area Water Supply

This setup is used when control or monitoring of the water source is needed. When no entries are made then the
assumption is that the water supply is always available.

10.5.6

Pump Control Valve

The pull down is used to identify the Rain8 valve that is to control the water source. If the water supply is enabled
when the Rain8 valve is turned ON then the Enable=on selection is made. If the polarity is reversed then the other
radio button selection is made.

10.5.7

Well or Water Storage Discharge and
Recharge Times

If irrigation is limited by capacity of well or other holding tank then provisions can be specified as to how long an
area can be continuously be running and then how long to wait for recharge.

10.5.8

Flow Volume

If a water meter is available to measure water flow when the area is active then select the source of the reading from
this meter. It can be a xAP address, UPB Counter Input DID, or Homeseer device code where the Device String
contains the meter reading. If the same meter is used for multiple areas then include the meter in each area.
The meter will be read when a zone is turned ON and when turned OFF to determine the consumption by that zone.

10.5.9

Water Leak Monitoring

Monitoring for excessive water use with a valve is turned on is setup by identifying the period of time in the recent
past for which the average water use will be established. The second setup parameter is the percentage about this
average that is needed to be considered excessive and for which notification is desired.

10.5.10

Fertigation Valve

Select valve that is used to control fertigation unit. The valve has previously been identified on the Wiring setup,
but not assigned to any zone.

10.5.11

Fertigation Control

Select fixed percentage to use exactly the run time percentages setup on the Zone setup page for fertigation or
variable to adjust this value based upon frequency of irrigation so more is applied as the irrigation period increases.

10.5.12

Fertigation Instrumentation Source

If the media container has a sensor to indicate low volume, then the source of this sensor is entered. This will allow
mcsSprinklers to provide the notification when the media needs to be refilled.

10.5.13

Area Start Times and Duration Factors

For timed control strategies watering will occur starting at midnight if no other restrictions are in force. The default
start time can be changed with an entry in the Time 1 box. If more than one cycle is needed in a day then Time 2
through Time 24 boxes can be used to achieve up to 24 cycles in a day. The numbers entered for the time can be
absolute times or times relative to sunrise and sunset based upon the radio button selections.
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For ET and measured control strategies the irrigation will start when the threshold is reached or it can be delayed to
a specific time. Depending upon when the threshold is reached this could be be later in the current day or the next
day. Only one start time can be specified for these control strategies.
A zone will be watered for the auto duration specified for the zone. The duration can be changed so each cycle
within a day can have a different duration. 24 time slots are available. A factor of 0.5 will decrease the Zone
duration by 50%. A factor of 1.5 will increase it 50%.

10.5.14

Area Inhibit Times

The Area inhibit times perform the same function as the Restriction page between hours inhibit however, they only
apply to the zone in a specific area. For the span of time between the From and To entries no watering will occur for
the area. The times are entered in the format of HH:MM or just HH if no minutes are used. The times are based on
a 24-hour clock with values of 0 and 24 being equivalent. The inhibit times will prevent a zone from starting. A
zone or area that is already started before the inhibit period can be allowed to complete based upon settings.

10.5.15

Area Restrictions

Minimum days between watering will assure that an automatic watering cycle will occur no faster than the specified
time. The maximum days values will assure the foliage will be watered at least as often as the specified interval.
The maximum days does not override other restrictions.
Both the min and max considerations are most appropriate for the calculated ET and measured soil moisture control
strategies. With timed strategies the interval between watering will be well-defined by the control strategy except in
cases where restrictions may be such that watering times are skipped.
The Wind and Temperature restrictions are the same as the site restrictions for these parameters but apply only to a
single area. When the weather conditions satisfy the thresholds then a zone that is currently running in the area will
be stopped. A zone in the area will not be started if the weather threshold inhibits the irrigation. The Zone Status
page indication will show the zone to be “Delayed” and the General Status page will show an area-specific
restriction for this area.

10.5.16

Area Miscellaneous

The carryover allows a zone that was inhibited during all scheduled periods of a day to be scheduled for irrigation
on the following day independent of the control strategy scheduling. If, for example, an even-odd strategy is being
used and the zone did not complete on the scheduled even day, then if carryover is enabled it will be scheduled to
run on the next (odd) day.
Situations can occur when rainfall causes a zone to calculate moisture levels greater than 100%. For periods of
continuous rain a zone may record up to 200% soil moisture level. When the rain stops and evapotranspiration starts
the moisture accounting will either go immediately to 100% or it will gradually decrease based upon the calculated
moisture loss. If the soil conditions are such that 100% is truly saturation then the option to snap to 100% is the
appropriate setting. If the soil conditions will actually hold more than the assumed 100% then a gradual decrease is
the appropriate setting.
Manual inhibit controls exist to keep irrigation from occurring on the current or next day. These controls can be set
to be ignored such as may be desirable for drip scheduling that may not disturb the rationale why near-term
irrigation should be prevented.
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10.5.17

Seasonal Percentages

The values associated with each month will be multiplied by the Automatic watering times entered on the Zone
Setup page and this product used as the actual watering time. It is intended to account for seasonal variation when
using a timed control strategy. The control strategy is setup on the Area Setup page. 100 percent is nominal for
summer. When a new zip code is entered, the percentages will change to default to monthly average ET for the zip
code. They can be changed and the values will be retained until the next zip code change. Seasonal percentages are
not used for areas under mist, ET calculated or measured control strategies.
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10.6 Setup6 - Site
10.6.1

Watering Restrictions

Watering restrictions limit times when watering will be performed. If no restrictions are selected then the watering
schedule will be based solely on the Control Strategy setup page.

10.6.2

Don’t on Day of Week

For any day of the week where the checkbox is checked there will be no watering performed.

10.6.3

Don’t Between Hours

Limitations on the time of day that watering can occur is specified as a pair of times using a 24-hour clock. No
watering will occur between each pair of times entered. The times can be entered as just an hour or as an hour and
minutes using a colon separator (e.g. 10 or 10:14). A checkbox is provided to identify if the between hours
restriction applies to any zone or applies to the start time for an area. When checked then any area that has started
before the inhibited times will be allowed to run to completion during the restricted times. When it is not checked
then no irrigation will be allowed during the restricted times.

10.6.4

Don’t Even Odd Days

Checks in either of the two checkboxes can be used if watering is not to occur on even-numbered days or oddnumbered days. This may be useful if local regulations dictate such restrictions.

10.6.5

Min Days Between Watering

Entry in this box can be made to assure that watering does not occur too often. This is typically useful to encourage
plant roots to travel deeper.

10.6.6

Don’t with Wind

Wind will typically disturb the watering efficiency. To avoid this situation watering can be restricted to periods
without excessive wind. The threshold is entered in the first box. The period for which this average speed must be
maintained is entered in the second box. Too low values in either of these boxes could result in a repeated starting
and stopping of the watering valve.

10.6.7

Don’t with Temperature

The average temperature over the past one hour is used as the decision criteria. When it is under the user-entered
value then watering in all zones will be suspended. A blank entry is used to not employ this restriction.

10.6.8

Max Cycles per Day

Entry in this box is used to place a threshold on a watering cycle. It is appropriate for measured and calculated
control modes where the watering period is determined by sensors. These sensors could fail or provide bad readings
and could cause excessive watering.

10.6.9

Don’t with precipitation forecast and actual

Entries in this area are used to conserve water when either rainfall is forecast or significant rain has occurred
recently. A line is enabled with a checkbox. If the optional entries on each line are left blank then values of zero
will be used for rainfall probability or amount of rain that has fallen.
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10.6.10

Don’t with Evapotranspiration

Moisture loss is calculated based upon sensor inputs. When the moisture loss is calculated to be less than some
threshold then a cycle can be selected to be inhibited. A value of 0 for Days is the current day only. A value of 1 is
for the max daily ET from yesterday through today.

10.6.11

Record inhibit reason in Message Log

Each minute an evaluation is performed to enable a zone. When a zone is inhibited due to a restriction then this
restriction can be recorded in the message log for later reference. The message log does not persist beyond
mcsSprinklers sessions.

10.6.12

Don’t With Homeseer Device

Virtual device code that will inhibit watering when on.

10.6.13

Water Holding / Presssure Tank

The water tank is modeled as a full level, a low level at which irrigation should be inhibited and a rate at which the
tank is being filled. If a water tank is not being used then the full level should be set to 0 to indicate the lack of such
a tank.

10.6.14

Syringing Options

These settings define under what condition the syringing cycle, as defined in the Zone Setup page, is started. The
cycle is run up to once per day and behaves like a manual control operation other than being started automatically.
It can be triggered based upon a time of day, temperature or ET reaching a threshold or temperature reaching a low
limit.

10.6.15

Manual Mode Update Options

Time of last valve action and soil moisture content are always managed in the auto control modes. In the manual
mode the time and/or soil moisture can be left unchanged or can be updated as is done in the auto mode. One may
not want to update these when an auto control strategy depends upon them such as min days between watering.

10.6.16

All Zones Watering Duration Adjustments

These options provide a mechanism to change the auto program durations for all zones.

10.6.17

Seasonal Percentages

Each area can adjust the watering duration based upon the monthly calendar. These percentages can be manually
changed on each area page or globally changed to either historical ETo rates or to 100%. 100% will have the effect
of no duration adjustment based upon calendar.

10.6.18

All Zones Adjustment Percentage

The percentage applied here in the range of -20 to +20 is applied to the watering times for the auto program that
have been setup on the Zone Setup page, coupled with the Area Setup page seasonal duration factors to arrive at an
actual zone watering time.

10.6.19

Miscellaneous Options

These options provide zone control selections and command redundancy or safety.
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10.6.20

Site Name

The name entered here can be used as the filename of a picture or drawing of the site layout off all areas and zones.
This picture then can be viewed by clicking on picture icon on the General Status page for the device with the
entered site name.
In the Homeseer configuration this site name can be selected to be used as the Floor device property of all
mcsSprinklers devices.

10.6.21

Valve Safety

A command is normally given once for each control action to be taken. It is possible to repeat the command to
assure that the valve controller does recognize it. As added safety it possible to send OFF commands every hour
and/or every new day to all valves that are currently suppose to be off.

10.6.22

Pump Safety

A pump is normally controlled the same as a valve with a single command to turn on and then a single command to
turn off. It is not desirable that a pump be on when no valve is open such as might occur if the valve has failed or if
the pump off command was not acted upon. When the pump safety is enabled then the pump off command will be
delivered every 60 seconds when no zone in the pump’s area is on.

10.6.23

Control Log

A log of valve control actions is maintained and can be viewed from a browser link. This log will include the ON
and OFF commands. If desired it can include the STATUS_REQUEST and STATUS_ON/STATUS_OFF used for
the Rain8X10-2 to assure that the command was accepted.

10.6.24

Zone Starting Notification

The Starting Zone device code (S66) contains the zone idenfiication of the zone that has just turn on. This device
will also pulse ON if a notification time is setup. This can then be used as a trigger for something such as a
Homeseer event.

10.6.25

Soil Moisture Calculation Synchronization

Soil moisture of zones in an area will tend to drift due to timing between irrigation of the first and last zone. This
drift can be overcome by synchronization of the soil moisture content of all zones in the area upon completion of the
Area’s irrigation cycle. This will only apply if the factors of the zone for moisture loss rates are the same.

10.6.26

Rules for Inhibits when Zone is ON

When an inhibit becomes active when a zone is running the zone will normally pause until the inhibit has been
lifted. This behavior can be changed to allow the zone to complete.

10.6.27

Rules for Site Inhibits for Mist Areas

The site inhibits can be ignored or honored based upon this setting.
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10.7 Setup7 - Remote Control
Remote Control Activation Setup
Manual control of individual zones can be achieved with a Browser, Voice, or RF Remote Pad. The Browse control
will be via use of the button provided on the browser page. The voice uses the syntax illustrated in the third column
of this table where the valve name used is the one setup on the Wiring Setup Page. When the voice command does
not include the number of minutes then it will default to the manual minutes defined on the Zones Setup page. The
RF Remote Pad address to zone relationship is entered in the last column of this table.

10.7.1

W800 for Handheld Wireless Input

If a W800 is interfaced to this computer and is to be used for handheld remote input then enter the serial com port on
which the W800 is installed. A handheld remote may be a palm pad or other X10-type wireless device. The entries
in this section indicate where the W800 is interfaced and the sensitivity to multiple button pushes.

10.7.2

Crestron Serial

Remote control of Rain8Net valves can be achieved with a serial port connection to a Crestron processor and
associated Crestron system components. The port number used on the PC is entered in the setup text box. A
crossover RS232 cable is needed between the Crestron and PC to make the physical connection for this form of
external control.

10.7.3

Voice Recognition and Reporting

Voice recognition can be enabled to accept voice commands to control valves or to request the status of pending
valve actions. If not checked then VR and TTS are not enabled. When enabled then voice commands per the
sample patterns shown on the browser page can be used to active controls or obtain current and pending status.

10.7.4

Direct Valve Control

Valves can be remotely controlled by using the direct X10 device code or an alias device to perform the control.
This option disables the remote control by use of the same X10 codes as the valve. This would be selected to
prevent extraneous X10 commands from controlling the irrigation.

10.7.5

Disable Alias Valve Control

Valves can be remotely controlled by using the direct X10 device code or an alias device to perform the control.
This option disables the remote control via the alias devices. This would be selected so remote is only enabled
during specific times thus preventing unexpected irrigation control.

10.7.6

Remote Control Activation Setup

This section allows an X10 code to be associated with a zone. This X10 code is called the alias device. It is
normally an RF to allow the irrigation field to be walked and the zones controlled. It can also be a power line X10
as well.

10.7.7

Zone

The zone name is the same as the name entered in the Wiring Setup page. It is used to identify the desired valve as
part of the voice command.

10.7.8

Valve

The valve ID is the same as the valves selected in the Rain8 Setup page. It is used here only aid in identification of
the desired value.
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10.7.9

Voice

Two forms of voice syntax are shown to illustrate the command expected. The general form is the word Turn
followed by On, Off, or the zone name. The third word in the command phrase will be the zone name or on, or off
depending upon the second word. In the case of an ON command an optional number of minutes can be spoken
followed by the word minutes. Voice control has been depreciated as of V2.16.

10.7.10

RF Code

The RF address that is associated with the zone is entered in the box. When this RF code is received then the zone
will turn ON for the manual minutes or turn OFF, depending upon the RF command. The manual minutes are
entered on the Zone Setup page.
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10.8 Setup8 - Weather
10.8.1

Time and Weather Setup

Sunrise, sunset and weather information are based upon location. The Latitude and Longitude is used to determine
the location for time and weather. Zip code is used to access historical ET data.
ET Calculations require a measure of the solar radiation which is generally not directly available. mcsSprinklers
estimates this value based upon other weather-related information. A calibration factor is provided to allow
refinement of this estimate for a specific location. The nominal value is 1. If increased to 1.5 then the ET will be
approximately increased by a factor of 1.5. This will yield moisture loss at 1.5 times the initial estimated rate. Zone
rather than Site oriented adjustments to soil moisture loss can be done with the factors on the Zone Setup page.

10.8.2

Alternate Weather Source

Current weather conditions can be obtained from the internet from one of multiple providers. These providers
typically require registration and then provide an access token. They also impose constraints on daily number of
downloads that can be enforced by mcsSprinklers to assure license conditions are not violated.
For most sites a single station is used. For WeatherUnderground Personal Weather Stations multiple sites can be
specified. The WeatherUnderground station codes are entered based upon viewing the below link and navigating to
your location.
http://www.wunderground.com/weatherstation/ListStations.asp?selectedState=WA&selectedCountry=United+States
.

10.8.3

Alternate Forecast Source

Weather forecast data can be obtained from internet. Most providers will require an access code. This code in
entered as part of the Weather Source data entry. Most providers have a download rate limit. If this limit exceeds
the normal 24 downloads per day then the limit should be entered so license terms are not violated. See paragraph
4.2.6 for registration information.

10.8.1

Alternate Rainfall-Only Source

Daily rainfall is an important measure when determining soil moisture. Unfortunately, this information is not
readily available over the internet. Either because the provicer for current weather does not provide it or provides it
in increments that are affected by timing of the downloads. Other providers have download limits that limit the
desired 30-minute download rate. To overcome restrictions a rainfall-only provider can be specified and the daily
download count specified so that license conditions are not violated. The max value placed in the download limit
will determine the rate at which rainfall data is collected. It will also be collected just before midnight to assure the
daily total has been gathered. Most providers will require an access code. This code in entered as part of the Rainonly Source data entry. See paragraph 4.2.6 for registration information.

10.8.2

Local Weather Source

When a local weather station is available it can provide the most customized current conditions information.
Weather stations can be interfaced via an IP LAN connection for the Weatherhawk or Davis weather station or via a
comma-separated data file for most other weather stations that support a PC interface. If the IP interface is used,
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then the IP address is entered on the setup. If a data file is used, then the path to the data file is entered and this can
be aided by browsing the file system.
Source data from files can be either XML key where the entire file is processed or it can be data in a row/column
format where either the first row or last row of data is processed. If XML then the key is expected to be
alphanumeric. If in a fixed column or in a delimiter separated relative column then the numeric column or position
is specified.

10.8.3

Weather Sensor Source

Various internet and local weather station sources of weather sensor and forecast can be used. In some case one
source may provide more reliable data that another source. Each sensor source that is to be used by mcsSprinklers
can be individually selected from the available sources that have been identified from the various optional sources.
In some cases, only the sensor source needs to be selected. Where additional parameters, such as the column
position of a data file source are needed an entry position will be made available to make that entry.

10.8.4

Method to Download Internet Data

Internet is normally used to download weather data. If there is a need to restrict this ability then it can be disabled
with a single setting. This will, however, stop the availability of this data. Notifications are provided if for any
reason a download could not be accomplished. Separate timeouts are provided for weather and forecast times.
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10.9 Setup9 - Other
10.9.1

Version Options Displayed

mcsSprinklers runs in either of three set of capabilities enabled with the highest level available dependent upon the
license obtained. Selection of a lower version is primarily intended for trial mode evaluation and can also be
advantageous during the interview process to allow essential setup to first be performed and then the more advances
setup later.

10.9.2

Configuration Administration

Setup configurations can be saved and restored to accommodate different control configurations. An auto backup is
produced each time a configuration change is made. This time-tagged backup can be restored as well.

10.9.3

Load Configuration

Saved configurations can be loaded that exists on either the host computer or the client computer.
A pull down selection of all previously saved configurations on the host computer is presented or a file system
browse button is available for finding the files on the client computer. When one is selected the current
configuration will be restored to the selected one. If configurations are available on the client (browser’s computer)
then they can uploaded to the host by browsing the client file system for the desired ini file.

10.9.4

Save Configuration

Configurations can be saved on the host computer and each is identified by a user-entered name. After the name is
entered the Save button is used to actually perform the save of the current configuration.

10.9.5

Restore Configuration from Auto Backup

Each time the Save Changes button is used to record a change to the current configuration a backup is automatically
made. The configuration can be restored from this prior state by selecting it from the pull down. Up to ten backups
will be saved.

10.9.6

Update mcsSprinklers Version from Web or
Local Backup

mcsSprinklers updated are often available. The latest available is shown on the Version column for “Web” in this
section. This is updated each midnight or with use of the Refresh button on the same row. If the Update button is
used then the current version will be replaced by the one from the web site. The current one will become a backup
and can be reloaded by selecting to restore from local on the desired row of this section. Each version update will
result in a restart of mcsSprinklers.

10.9.7

HTTP Browser Interface

Browser interface to mcsSprinklers is via a specific port to provide maximum security. A few ports have specific
purposes, but most are available.

10.9.8

Browser Display Options

The colors and general style of the browser user interface presentation can be altered to better suit user preferences.
The overall style is controlled by the style sheet. Individual foreground colors and the overall background colors are
independent of the style sheet. The icon size on the General Status page can also be adjusted as well as the overall
width of the tables in which the data is formatted.
The General Status and Zone Status pages have information that can change over time. The Refresh setting in this
section is used to identify the interval at which the browser page will update for these two status pages.
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The browser size and position can be explicitly controlled by setting the four browser window settings. This will
assure that the browser will always be the same each time a mcsSprinklers page displayed. If they are left blank
then the browser will appear per the Windows default position and size algorithm.
A MCS or Homeseer logo exists in the page title area in the upper right of each mcsSprinklers page. Clicking on
this logo will redirect the browser to the URL entered into the setup. If the URL entry is blank the redirection will
be to the General Status page of mcsSprinklers. The use of a user-specified URL will enable convenient exit from
mcsSprinklers to other browser pages.
The touch pages contain a picture of the zone with overlaid text that contains the zone identification. This
identification can be set to include the zone device code and location or just the location.
In a Homeseer configuration the Rain8Net/UPB device codes are special characters that are at times awkward to
view. Rather than showing these code for identification a Z## nomenclature can be used where the ## is a
sequential number.
The popup charts that show annual trends for sensor and computed values can be displayed in HTML or .NET
charting. The .NET capability exists with .NET 3.5 and later and is a more pleasing display format. For platforms
that do not have these resources of a Homeseer environment where this capability is not supported then a basic
HMTL format is provided.

10.9.9

Popup Calendar Characteristics

A calendar view is generated by clicking a calendar icon. It will show a user-specified number of historical days
and future days until the next scheduled irrigation time. The calendar can have scroll bars applied which is
appropriate for longer history.

10.9.10

Sensor Units of Measure

Allow to change from English units to metric units when the checkbox is checked. This applies to the display of the
data as well as the download.

10.9.11

Email Notification

Email can be delivered when major events occur. These events consist of loss of internet weather or forecast and
change in redundancy configuration and unexpected software operations. The email address to deliver the
notification is entered into the text box.
The delivery of email will use the same SMTP server for which your Email is provided. The access information to
use this server needs to be entered. To confirm a proper setup a button is provided to send a test email.
When email is delivered a copy can also be sent to mcsSprinklers.com to provide input for support.
Some may have difficulty using the internal email function due to setup demands of their service provider. There is
a free SMTP product that can be loaded on the same computer where MCS runs. It is available at
softstack.com/freesmtp.html. Their instructions say to put localhost in the smtp blank of the client but 127.0.0.1 in
both the SMTP and POP3 boxes may yield better results. The destination email also needs to be setup there.

10.9.12 Login Username and Password for Internet
(WAN) Access
Access to mcsSprinklers via a browser from within the household or LAN is allowed with no special security
provisions other than knowledge of the browser URL that should be used. The assumption is that any user that has
local access also has authorization.
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When the access is from an external location over the internet then authentication can be requested to prevent
unintentional access to the setup and control of the irrigation system. A username and password is used to provide
this authorization. The username is visible and the password is encrypted on the mcsSprinklers setup. If no
username is entered in the setup then no authentication will be requested from users over the internet.

10.9.13

Redundancy Backup Mode

A single computer configuration is enabled by selecting either or both self-monitoring or restart at midnight. In this
case a second application “RESTART” will be started that monitors the behavior of mcsSprinklers and will restart if
it exists, fails to produce heartbeat or at the start of each day.
A dual computer configuration is enabled by selecting either Standby Backup or Active Backup on both computers
where mcsSprinklers is installed. The transition from standby to active is made when the active computer fails to
report for the specified takeover period. Most setup information is maintained on only one computer and this is
designated as the primary. The path to the mcsSprinklers install on the primary computer is used by the secondary
computer to access the setup information.

10.9.14

Homeseer Devices

Figure 92 Homeseer Setup Options
mcsSprinklers uses House codes to identify a device while Homeseer uses a reference number. The valves are
associated with one House code while the status devices are associated with a second one. Defaults House codes are
R and S, respectively. A Homeseer device can be controlled as a valve protect device to accept the transient
ON/OFF loads as zone valves are switched can be specified. This device will turn OFF before any zone value is
turned OFF and will turn ON after the zone valve has been set to the ON position. This can also be used to simulate
a master valve for the entire site. This valve protect device, if used, can be specififed as a number if it is a device
reference number or as a House/Device code otherwise.
The Remote setup page assumes an X10 RF type device to be used for remote activation. If other virtual devices are
used for this purpose then the alternate HS interface is indicated via checkbox.
On/Off as conveyed in the Homeseer DeviceStatus is the normal valve control mechanism. If 0/1 using the
DeviceValue is to be used then this is indicated via checkbox. This only applies to Homeseer versions prior to HS3.
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The predicted time of the next irrigation cycle for each zone is available on the Run List, Zone Status and other
mcsSprinklers browser pages. This information can also be placed in a set of additional Homeseer devices and then
can be used for other display options or events. If selected a second device will be created for each zone and will
contain the time when the next irrigation cycle is expected to start.
The DeviceValue stored in the predict devices reflects the run status vs. inhibit reason status. Inhibits can be occur
at Site or Area levels. There may be only certain inhibits of interest in this status. To mask out those not desired
then the Bit Mask is used with data entered in binary with leading zeros optional. An example is shown when only
the Site rain inhibit is of interest. The full Bit Mask definition is shown in Table 3.

Table 3 Predict Device Bit Mask

Status Bit
INHIBIT_AREA_VIRTUAL
INHIBIT_AREA_DELAY
INHIBIT_AREA_NOTIFY
INHIBIT_AREA_STARTTIME

Position
27
26
25
24

INHIBIT_AREA_TIME
INHIBIT_AREA_SOAKING
INHIBIT_AREA_TOMORROW
INHIBIT_AREA_DAYOFWEEK

23
22
21
20

INHIBIT_AREA_WELL
INHIBIT_AREA_RAIN
INHIBIT_AREA_WIND
INHIBIT_AREA_TEMPERATURE

19
18
17
16

INHIBIT_SITE_WIND
INHIBIT_SITE_HOURS
INHIBIT_SITE_SEASON
INHIBIT_SITE_VIRTUAL

15
14
13
12

INHIBIT_SITE_TANK
INHIBIT_SITE_WATER
INHIBIT_SITE_RAIN
INHIBIT_SITE_ET

11
10
9
8

INHIBIT_SITE_FORECASTLAST
INHIBIT_SITE_FORECASTWITHIN
INHIBIT_SITE_TEMPERATURE
INHIBIT_SITE_EVENODD

7
6
5
4

INHIBIT_SITE_DAYOFWEEK

3
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INHIBIT_SITE_SETUP_INCOMPLETE
UNUSED
ON_STATUS

2
1
0

The soil moisture is available in the zone devices on the General Status and the Zone Status pages. This
information can also be placed in a set of additional Homeseer devices and then can be used for other display
options or events. If selected a second device will be created for each zone and will contain the percentage of zone
soil moisture.

10.9.15

Homeseer Notification Options

mcsSprinklers maintains its log of valve actions and is visible from the Run Log link. The valve actions can also be
sent to the Homeseer log. The internally managed hardware (i.e. Rain8Net) valve actions will not normally be
available to the Homeseer log, but this option can be selected. The Homeseer log can also be the repository for
changes in the reason an Area is inhibited.

10.9.16

Homeseer Display Options

The browser pages can be formatted without header content for display in dedicated applications. When this option
is selected it will suppress the contents at the top of each display page. It can also be formatted using a custom
header.

10.9.17

Database Options

SQL, mySQL, SQLite or Access options are available. If Access or SQLite is used then enter full path to the
database .mdb/db file. If SQL or mySQL is used then enter the name of the SQL table. Different version of
MySQL and MS SQL Server have different connection mechanisms so this will affect the information entered
during setup.
MS SQL Server has provisions for security based upon the Windows login credentials or based upon a
username/password explicitly for the database instance. If the Windows login credentials are used then the
username/password fields are left blank on the mcsSprinklers setup. MySQL requires the database to have a
username/password.
For MS SQL and MySQL the database is identified by a simple name such as “mcssprinklers”. For Access and
SQLite the database is a file path. It will be type “.db” for SQLite and “.mdb” for Access. Note that MySQL, in
particular, is sensitive to the case of the names used and the expectation is that lower case is used.
The SQL Source identifies the instance of the MySQL or MS SQL server. In some versions this can be left blank so
the default server on the network will be used. In other cases and especially in the express versions of MS SQL an
explicit instance name needs to be specified. In earlier Express versions the instance id is sufficient (e.g.
SQLEXPRESS). In later versions both the computer/network name is needed and the instance (e.g.
MYCOMPUTER\MYINSTANCE). Later versions have tigher security. If mcsSprinkres and MY SQL are on the
same computer and integrated security it used then the setup of SQL Source will append
“;Trusted_Connection=True” (e.g. MYCOMPUTER\MYINSTANCE;Trusted_Connection=True). If the database is
on another computer then the integrated security cannot be used.

10.9.18

Help

Help is available in document form and in context of the setup being performed. Debugging options also exists to
assist in troubleshooting unexpected behaviors.
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10.9.19

Context Help

When the mouse hovers over the dark headers of each setup page a popup window will appear to provide
information about the setup options within that area. This popup can be disabled with the mouse over header
checkbox.
Expert mode makes all possible setting visible on the setup page. When not checked then only settings that are
necessary based upon interview responses are shown on the setup pages.

10.9.20

Debug Data Files

Debug information can be logged to text files. The general debug will contain scheduling and control information.
For most analysis activities there are four pieces of information that are needed. One is the mcsSprinklers.ini file
that contains the configuration. The second is StartupTrace.txt file that constraints the information shown on the
Message Page. The third is the detail debug information that is in the General Debug file. This debug file has a file
name that contains the date at which the file was created. A new file is created with each restart, each new day, and
upon use of the Write button. The last piece of information is a description of what the observed failure is, the
approximate time it happened and the actions taken that caused it. If the observed failure happened with the
software as you are now running it then you need to flush the debug information to a file. You do this with the
Write button in the Debug area. This will flush the buffered debug information to a General Debug file and create a
new General Debug file.
The GeneralDebug file of interest will be the one that was just closed and not the one that was just created since then
new one contains only future debug information. When sending debug information be careful to send a file that
spans the time when a failure is observed. The file name will contain the time it started and the File Last Modified
Date will show the last time data was written to the file. These are both visible in Debug File section. For all except
the currently active file these two dates will show the date range for which the data was collected.
The easiest way to provide the necessary files is to use the Email button on the Other Page on the row that the debug
file of interest. This email to yourself will contain the mcsSprinklers.ini, StartupTrace.txt and selected
GeneralDebug files so all that needs to be done is forward this email and include a description of the problem.
The folder size where debug files are located can be limited to not exceed available memory capacity. This is
especially important on the embedded platforms where memory is limited. This user setting defaults to 100
megabytes. It is also possible to use an external drive to collect this data and in that case the path is entered to this
drive.

10.9.21

Version Options Displayed

The degree of configurability is based upon the license obtained. To simply the configuration it may be desirable to
reconfigure to a version that has fewer setup options. Only those versions available for the license obtained will be
displayed. If the version is changed then mcsSprinklers should be restarted.
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10.10 Setup10 – xAP / MQTT Reporting
When the “Basic Status and Control” checkbox or the MQTT broker is identified in the Local Interfaces section of
the “Weather Setup” page is checked then the xAP Reporting page is made available via a browser link at the top of
page. The xAP/MQTT Reporting page will itemize all the control and status devices maintained by mcsSprinklers
and include checkboxes that allow selection of which status information should be reported upon change of the
mcsSprinklers device. The BSC checkbox, when checked, will generate a xAP BSC schema message for each
change in the value of the device. The MQTT State/Value/String checkboxes will publish changes in these three
properties of the mcsSprinklers device. This page is shown in Figure 36.
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10.11 Setup11 – Picture Entry
10.11.1

Pictures

Pictures of the zone that a valve controls can be selected and these pictures will be available during the setup and
during general monitoring of the irrigation. The source pictures can be any size and can come from any location on
the client’s computer network. The Browse buttons are used to locate the original pictures. mcsSprinklers will
copy, resize and label these pictures for service via the browser through which access to mcsSprinklers is made.
Note that the picture image upload is dependent upon network and processor speeds so allow sufficient time before
attempting to view the pictures.
Use of pictures is optional. When a display of a picture is available the camera icon will appear in the applicable
context.
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11 Rain8 Hardware Setup
11.1 Rain8 Net
The Rain8net is a modular 8-zone sprinkler controller module that is driven by a RS232 serial port. Additional units
may be daisy chained to provide control and 24 VAC power to as many as 2040 irrigation zones from a single COM
port.
A 12 position terminal strip is found on all modules. Connect the 24 VAC to only one module; the remaining
modules are powered by means of the 8-conductor network cable.
There is a single RS232 connection between the controlling computer and the "master" Rain8. The 24VAC power
and network communications are transferred from master to slave-to-slave etc.
If the Rain8Net is used in a multi-master configuration, such as when the valve clusters are in locations where it is
easier to run two connections from the PC than to run a connection between the two valve clusters. A remote
connection such as using an IP/RS232 adapter may be a situation where this is appropriate.
The network connection for the slave units is an 8 conductor RJ45. Each slave has a pair of these modular jacks to
pass on data and power to the next one in a daisy chain. Each slave also has a RS232 connection that is used only to
assign the address during the initial configuration.

11.1.1

Equipment List

Initial Module

1.
2.
3.

Rain8net controller with detachable terminal block in place.
24VAC transformer
RS232 Cable with DB9 Connectors

Expansion / Slave Module(s)

1.
2.

Rain8net controller with detachable terminal block in place.
Network cable, item 10004

Interface Components

Serial Surge Protection

11.1.2

Installation

Controller Location

•
•
•

Select a mounting location that is close to an electrical outlet and the valve wires that will connect to it.
The controller should not be exposed to water. If used outside, it is necessary to provide a weather proof
housing for your Rain8. http://www.wgldesigns.com/r8outdoor.html
Mount your controller to a smooth dry surface by means of the enclosed Velcro strips.

Wiring the Valves

•

If the maximum distance is less then 600 feet, use a single 20 gauge, plastic insulated wire for each valve.
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•
•
•
•

Each valve has two wires. One wire is designated as the common. All of the common valve wires can be
connected together to one wire going to the controller.
All connections should be made using wire nuts in grease caps to prevent corrosion.
Only one valve should be connected to each zone.
The rated output is 24 VAC at .25 amps (250ma), per zone. Some valves require a greater current then .25
amps to initially open and drop back to a lower value. This will present no problem as long as the drop back
value is .25 amps or less.

Connecting the Valve Wires to the Controller

Determine which valve is to be connected to each zone. Insert each valve wire into its respective position on the
terminal strip and gently tighten the setscrew.
Connect the common wire from the valves to the terminal labeled “common”.
Connecting the Counter/Switch Wires to the Controller

Connect the rain sensor or flow meter to terminals identified as “input” and second “24VAC”( #12).
Connecting the Transformer (Master unit only)

Connect the 24-VAC transformer to the two terminals labeled “24 VAC”. Note that this is required only on the first
module installed as the power for additional units is supplied by means of the network connections.
Wiring the RS232 connection (Master unit only)
Connect the RS232 cable’s RJ11 plug to the RJ11 jack labeled “RS-232” on the left side of the module. The other
end of the cable with the DB9 connector attaches to your computers serial port. The maximum allowed distance for
this connection is 1000’.

It is strongly recommended that a RS232
Serial Surge Protector be installed on
outdoor installations of the Rain8net
Available from http://www.tmanufacturing.com

Adding additional modules
As many as 254 additional 8 zone modules may be added by daisy chaining the modules “Rain8 Network Jacks”. See Figure 93.
Individual Rain8net modules are shipped set to an address of “1” and the default run timers disabled. For most eight zone, single
module applications this is the desired configuration and the hardware installation is complete.
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Figure 93 Rain8 Master and Expansion Wiring
Prepare to Configure the Rain8 module (only if you are installing multiple modules)

Please note that the Rain8 terminal strip is removable. Gently unplug the portion with screw heads from the socket
mounted on the PCB. Remove the Rain8 from the wall and bring it to the location of the PC that will be used for
programming.
Connect the DB9 cable and adapter into the RJ11 jack on the Rain8 labeled “RS-232”. The DB9 end is plugged into
a serial port on your PC. It is not necessary to provide power for the unit as it can derive what it needs for
programming from the serial port.
It is very important that no attempt is made to program modules that are still connected to the network.

11.1.3

EPROM Programming for use with
mcsSprinklers

Setup of the Rain8 EPROM is done from the Rain8 Setup page of mcsSprinklers. Figure 94 shows the setup
parameters that are available. It can also be done with a Rain8Cfg.exe utility that is available from
http://wgldesigns.com.
•

At this point there is no need for anything to be connected to the Rain8 other than the serial cable. The power
for the unit is derived from the serial port.

•

Select the PC serial port that is connected to the Rain8

•

Select desired address (1 – 255) for this module. Each module that is programmed must have a unique address.
Convention is to start at 1 and proceed upward.

•

Select the Enable Rain8 Timers checkbox so the Rain8 will turnoff each zone as a safety precaution

•

Enter the timeout amount for each of the 8 valves. This value will be a few minutes longer than the longest that
a zone will be run at any one time

•

Click on the Write EPROM button to save the setup

•

Click on the Read EPOM button to confirm the setup
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Figure 94 Rain8Net EPROM Setup
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11.2 Rain8 Wireless
The Rain8wireless is an 8-zone irrigation controller capable of accepting X10 RF codes to control each zone.

11.2.1

Equipment List

Initial Module

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Rain8 Wireless controller with detachable terminal block in place.
24VAC transformer
RS232 Cable with DB9 Connectors
Coax Cable
Antenna and mounting bracket

Expansion / Slave Module(s)

1.
2.

Rain8 Wireless controller with detachable terminal block in place.
Network cable

Interface Components

CM17A X10 RF PC Interface

11.2.2

Installation

Controller Location

•
•
•

Select a mounting location that is close to an electrical outlet and the valve wires that will connect to it.
The controller should not be exposed to water. If used outside, it is necessary to provide weather proof housing
for your Rain8. http://www.wgldesigns.com/r8outdoor.html
Mount your controller to a smooth dry surface by means of the enclosed Velcro strips.

Connecting the Antenna

•
•
•

Connect one end the RG6 coaxial cable to the F connector on the Rain8 module.
Connect the other end to the quarter wave whip antenna.
The antenna should me mounted on the furnished bracket at a location clear of interfering RF noise and metallic
items like air handling ducts.

Wiring the Valves

•
•
•
•
•

If the maximum distance is less then 600 feet, use a single 20 gauge, plastic insulated wire for each valve.
Each valve has two wires. One wire is designated as the common. All of the common valve wires can be
connected together to one wire going to the controller.
All connections should be made using wire nuts in grease caps to prevent corrosion.
Only one valve should be connected to each zone.
The rated output is 24 VAC at .25 amps (250ma), per zone. Some valves require a greater current then .25
amps to initially open and drop back to a lower value. This will present no problem as long as the drop back
value is .25 amps or less.

Connecting the Valve Wires to the Controller
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•

Determine which valve is to be connected to each zone. Insert each valve wire into its respective position on
the terminal strip and gently tighten the setscrew.

•

Connect the common wire from the valves to the terminal labeled “common”.

Connecting the Transformer & Interface

•

Locate the two terminals labeled “24-vac in”. Connect the two transformer wires to these terminals.

Prepare to Program the Rain8 module

•

Please note that the Rain8 terminal strip is removable. Gently unplug the portion with screw heads from the
socket mounted on the PCB. Remove the Rain8 from the wall and bring it to the location of the PC that will be
used for programming. Disconnect Antenna coax.

•

Connect the Rain8wireless RJ11 RS232 jack on the left side of the housing to a serial (COM) port on your PC
with the WGL 10002 cable.

•

Important! At completion of programming, disconnect serial cable before reconnecting terminal strip and
antenna.

11.2.3

EPROM Programming for use with
mcsSprinklers

At this point there should be nothing connected to the Rain8 other than the serial cable. The power for the unit

is derived from the serial port.
Setup of the Rain8 EPROM is done from the Rain8 Setup page of mcsSprinklers. Figure 94 shows the setup
parameters that are available. It can also be done with a Rain8Cfg.exe utility that is available from
http://wgldesigns.com.
Setup of the Rain8 EPROM is done from the Rain8 Setup page of mcsSprinklers. Figure 95 shows the setup
parameters that are available. It can also be done with a Rain8Cfg.exe utility that is available from
http://wgldesigns.com.
•

At this point there is no need for anything to be connected to the Rain8 other than the serial cable. The power
for the unit is derived from the serial port.

•

Select the PC serial port that is connected to the Rain8

•

Select desired address for this module. Each module that is programmed must have a unique address. The
address consists of an X10 House code in the range “A” through “P” and one of two banks of eight unit codes.

•

Select the Enable Rain8 Timers checkbox so the Rain8 will turnoff each zone as a safety precaution

•

Enter the timeout amount for each of the 8 valves. This value will be a few minutes longer than the longest that
a zone will be run at any one time

•

The Rain8 Wireless can be configured so the 8th valve will turn ON when any of the other seven are ON.
Since mcsSprinklers manages the pump, the selection for this setting should be to configure to use valve 8 as a
valve.
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•

Click on the Write EPROM button to save the setup

•

Click on the Read EPOM button to confirm the setup

Figure 95 Rain8 Wireless EPROM Setup

11.2.4

Check Out

To test these new settings, unplug the RS232 cable and return the Rain8 to its original location. Plug in the
terminal and connect the antenna. Verify the 24-vac transformer is plugged in. Connect the antenna coax cable.
Using the settings of the module configured at E1, sending the X10 signal E1-ON with a X10 PalmPad HR12A
would cause the valve connected to terminal 1 to open. Sending it an E1-OFF it would close. If nothing were done,
it would turn itself off at the end of three minutes. If the EPROM was configured with a different X10 code then
selected the one used rather than E1.
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11.3 Rain8 X10
The Rain8 is an 8-zone irrigation controller capable of controlling irrigation zones using X10 power line protocol.
A CM11A is connected to the PC that host mcsSprinklers to provide the power line commands to the Rain8 X10.

11.3.1

Equipment List

Initial Module

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Rain8 module
110 to 24-vac, 20VA transformer
Modular cable, black
RS232 serial cable, DB9 both ends.
PSC05 power line interface

Expansion / Slave Module(s)

1.
2.
3.

Rain8 module
Modular cable, black
Modular cable splitter

Interface Components

1.
2.

CM11A X10 Power line PC Interface
5 for 1 splitter 80069

11.3.2

Installation

Controller Location
•
•
•

Select a mounting location that is close to an electrical outlet and the valve wires that will connect to it.
The controller should not be exposed to water. If used outside, it is necessary to provide a weather proof
housing for your Rain8. http://www.wgldesigns.com/r8outdoor.html
Mount your controller to a smooth dry surface by means of the enclosed Velcro strips.

Wiring the Valves

•
•
•
•
•

If the maximum distance is less then 600 feet, use a single 20 gauge, plastic insulated wire for each valve.
Each valve has two wires. One wire is designated as the common. All of the common valve wires can be
connected together to one wire going to the controller’s “common” terminal.
All connections should be made using wire nuts in grease caps to prevent corrosion.
Only one valve should be connected to each zone.
The rated output is 24 VAC at .35 amps (350ma), per zone. Some valves require a greater current then .35
amps to initially open and drop back to a lower value. This will present no problem as long as the drop back
value is .35 amps or less.

Connecting the Valve Wires to the Controller

•

Determine which valve is to be connected to each zone. Insert each valve wire into its respective position on
the terminal strip and gently tighten the setscrew.
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•

Connect the common wire from the valves to the terminal labeled “common”.

Connecting the Transformer & Interface

•

Locate the two terminals labeled 24-vac on the Rain8 module and connect an appropriate length of 18 gauge, 2
conductor zip cord to the transformer screw terminals. The same is done for the 24VAC power connection for
all expansion Rain8 units.
Warning!
Make sure that 24VAC terminal 11 on one unit connects to terminal 11 on the next and 24VAC terminal 12 to 12 in
a similar manner. Your Rain8 modules and transformer will be damaged if the wires connecting between units are
reversed.
•

Connect the Rain8 to a PSC05 power line interface using only the WGL furnished black modular cable. An
alternate power line interface, the Smarthome powerlinc 1132B, can be used rather than the PSC05. In this
case, connect it to the Rain8 module using only the RJ11 to RJ45 (wide plug) cable that came with the
1132B.

• Up to 5 Rain8 modules may share a single power line interface.
•
PSC05 interface
•

A 2 for 1 splitter is provided in this package for two Rain8s sharing one Interface for 16-zone operation. PSC05
or TW523 only.

•

A 5 for 1 splitter (item 80069) is available for installations of up to 40 zones.

Powerlinc 1132B interface
•

A 5 for 1 splitter (item 80071) is available for PowerLinc installations of up to 40 zones.

•

Use the enclosed black modular cable to connect from the splitter to each Rain8 module.

Figure 96 Rain8 X10 Power line and Valve Connections
Prepare to Program the Rain8 module
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•

Please note that the Rain8 terminal strip is removable. Gently unplug the portion with screw heads from the
socket mounted on the PCB. Remove the Rain8 from the wall and bring it to the location of the PC that will be
used for programming.

•

Connect the DB-9 connector on the Rain8 to a serial cable, with the other end plugged into a serial port on your
PC. It is not necessary to provide power for the unit as it can derive what it needs for programming from the
serial port.

11.3.3

EPROM Programming for use with
mcsSprinklers

Setup of the Rain8 EPROM is done from the Rain8 Setup page of mcsSprinklers. Figure 97 shows the setup
parameters that are available. It can also be done with a Rain8Cfg.exe utility that is available from
http://wgldesigns.com.
•

At this point there is no need for anything to be connected to the Rain8 other than the serial cable. The power
for the unit is derived from the serial port.

•

Select the PC serial port that is connected to the Rain8

•

Select desired address for this module. Each module that is programmed must have a unique address. The
address consists of an X10 House code in the range “A” through “P” and one of two banks of eight unit codes.

•

Select the Enable Rain8 Timers checkbox so the Rain8 will turnoff each zone as a safety precaution

•

Enter the timeout amount for each of the 8 valves. This value will be a few minutes longer than the longest that
a zone will be run at any one time

•

Click on the Write EPROM button to save the setup

•

Click on the Read EPOM button to confirm the setup

Figure 97 Rain8X10 EPROM Setup
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11.4 Rain8 X10 II
The Rain8II is an 8-zone irrigation controller that responds to ON and OFF X10 commands that are unique to each
zone. This product supports the standard X10 Status Request codes for true 2-way operation. A CM11A is
connected to the PC that host mcsSprinklers to provide the power line commands to the Rain8 X10 II.

11.4.1

Equipment List

Initial Module

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Rain8II module
110 to 24-vac, 20VA, wall-mounted transformer
Black modular cable
RS232 serial cable, DB9 both ends.
PSC05 Power line interface

Expansion Module(s)

1.
2.
3.

Rain8II module
Black modular cable
Modular cable splitter

Other Interface Components

1.
2.

CM11A PC Power line Interface
5 for 1 splitter 80069

11.4.2

Installation

Controller Location

•
•
•

Select a mounting location that is close to an electrical outlet and the valve wires that will connect to it.
The controller should not be exposed to water. If used outside, it is necessary to provide a weather proof
housing for your Rain8. http://www.wgldesigns.com/r8outdoor.html
Mount your controller to a smooth dry surface by means of the enclosed Velcro strips.

Wiring the Valves

•
•
•
•
•

If the maximum distance is less then 600 feet, use a single 20 gauge, plastic insulated wire for each valve.
Each valve has two wires. One wire is designated as the common. All of the common valve wires can be
connected together to one wire going to the controller.
All connections should be made using wire nuts in grease caps to prevent corrosion.
Only one valve should be connected to each zone.
The rated output is 24 VAC at .25 amps (250ma), per zone. Some valves require a greater current then .25
amps to initially open and drop back to a lower value. This will present no problem as long as the drop back
value is .25 amps or less.

Connecting the Valve Wires to the Controller

•

Determine which valve is to be connected to each zone. Insert each valve wire into its respective position on
the terminal strip and gently tighten the setscrew.

•

Connect the common wire from the valves to the terminal labeled “common”.
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Connecting the Transformer & Interface

•

Locate the two terminals labeled 24-vac on the Rain8 module and connect an appropriate length of 18 gauge, 2
conductor zip cord to the transformer screw terminals. The same is done for the 24VAC power connection for
all expansion Rain8 units.
Warning!
Make sure that 24VAC terminal 11 on one unit connects to terminal 11 on the next and 24VAC terminal 12 to 12 in
a similar manner. Your Rain8 modules and transformer will be damaged if the wires connecting between units are
reversed.
•

Connect the Rain8 to a PSC05 power line interface using only the WGL furnished black modular cable. An
alternate power line interface, the Smarthome powerlinc 1132B, can be used rather than the PSC05. In this
case, connect it to the Rain8 module using only the RJ11 to RJ45 (wide plug) cable that came with the
1132B.

• Up to 5 Rain8 modules may share a single power line interface.
•
PSC05 interface
•

A 2 for 1 splitter is provided in this package for two Rain8s sharing one Interface for 16-zone operation. PSC05
or TW523 only.

•

A 5 for 1 splitter (item 80069) is available for installations of up to 40 zones.

Powerlinc 1132B interface
•

A 5 for 1 splitter (item 80071) is available for PowerLinc installations of up to 40 zones.

•

Use the enclosed black modular cable to connect from the splitter to each Rain8 module.

Figure 98 Rain8 X10 II Power line and Valve Connections
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Prepare to Program the Rain8 module

•

Please note that the Rain8 terminal strip is removable. Gently unplug the portion with screw heads from the
socket mounted on the PCB. Remove the Rain8 from the wall and bring it to the location of the PC that will be
used for programming.

•

Connect the DB-9 connector on the Rain8 to a serial cable, with the other end plugged into a serial port on your
PC. It is not necessary to provide power for the unit as it can derive what it needs for programming from the
serial port.

11.4.3

EPROM Programming for use with
mcsSprinklers

Setup of the Rain8 EPROM is done from the Rain8 Setup page of mcsSprinklers. Figure 99 shows the setup
parameters that are available. It can also be done with a Rain8Cfg.exe utility that is available from
http://wgldesigns.com.
•

At this point there is no need for anything to be connected to the Rain8 other than the serial cable. The power
for the unit is derived from the serial port.

•

Select the PC serial port that is connected to the Rain8

•

Select desired address for this module. Each module that is programmed must have a unique address. The
address consists of an X10 House code in the range “A” through “P” and one of two banks of eight unit codes.

•

Select the Enable Rain8 Timers checkbox so the Rain8 will turnoff each zone as a safety precaution.

•

Enter the timeout amount for each of the 8 valves. This value will be a few minutes longer than the longest that
a zone will be run at any one time

•

The Rain8 X10 II is a two way X10 device that is able to provide its status immediately after a command is
received or provide its status only when explicitly polled for a status response. When using mcsSprinklers as
the only X10 controller then the configuration of “Ack on Cmd and Poll” will provide the most efficient user of
the power line bandwidth. The “Ack on Poll Only” can be used in all cases where compatibility with other X10
controllers is a concern.

•

Click on the Write EPROM button to save the setup

•

Click on the Read EPOM button to confirm the setup
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Figure 99 Rain8 X10 II EPROM Setup

11.4.4

Troubleshooting with the Status LED

This Rain8 features a status LED visible from the bottom on the module just the left of the RJ11 interface jack.
No LED

The Rain8 is not running. Verify 24VAC transformer is connected to the last two terminals on the
detachable terminal strip.
Steady LED

Everything is working okay. No incoming X10 commands.
Regular flashing LED

No power line interface detected. Check modular cable and verify correct type. Verify interface plugged
in to outlet and connected to Rain8.
If is still flashing try replacing cable or interface module.
Intermittent flashing LED, 1 – 2 seconds OFF

Normal operation.
Incoming X10 command detected with a house code and unit code that is enabled. The specified zone will
now have 24VAC between in and the common terminal(s).
Intermittent flashing LED, very short OFF
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Incoming X10 signal detected with house & unit codes that are not enabled. No zones will be active.
Verify Rain8 configuration matches transmitted X10 address.
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11.5 Rain8 UPB
The Rain8upb is a modular 8-zone sprinkler controller module that is driven by a UPB power line interface (PIM).
It is configured as either a master or expansion unit. The difference being that only the master is connected to the
PIM and 24VAC transformer.
A system UPB configuration consists of a UPB PIM connected to the PC running mcsSprinklers, a UPB PIM
connected to the master Rain8 UPB module, 24VAC transformer connected to the master Rain8 UPB module,
optional expansion modules that are connected with daisy chained RJ45 wiring.

11.5.1

Equipment List

Initial Module

1.
2.
3.

Rain8upb master module
110 to 24-vac, 20VA, transformer
3 piece RJ11 – DB9 cable assembly

Expansion / Slave Module(s)

1.
2.

Rain8upb controller with detachable terminal block in place.
Network cable, item 10004

Interface Components

1.
2.

Rain8 Master UPB power line interface (PIM).
PC UPB power line interface (PIM)
(PCS PIM-R, Simply Automated UMC-DB9 or HAI 36A00-1)

11.5.2

Installation

Controller Location

•
•
•

Select a mounting location that is close to an electrical outlet and the valve wires that will connect to it.
The controller should not be exposed to water. If used outside, it is necessary to provide a weather proof
housing for your Rain8. http://www.wgldesigns.com/r8outdoor.html
Mount your controller to a smooth dry surface by means of the enclosed Velcro strips.

Wiring the Valves

•
•
•
•
•

If the maximum distance is less than 600 feet, use a single 20 gauge, plastic insulated wire for each valve.
Each valve has two wires. One wire is designated as the common. All of the common valve wires can be
connected together to one wire going to the controller.
All connections should be made using wire nuts in grease caps to prevent corrosion.
Only one valve should be connected to each zone.
The rated output is 24 VAC at .35 amps (350ma), per zone. Some valves require a greater current then .35
amps to initially open and drop back to a lower value. This will present no problem as long as the drop back
value is .35 amps or less.

Connecting the Valve Wires to the Controller
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•

Determine which valve is to be connected to each zone. Insert each valve wire into its respective position on
the terminal strip and gently tighten the setscrew.

•

Connect the common wire from the valves to the terminal labeled “com”.

Figure 100 UPB Rain8 Valve and 24VAC Connections
Connecting the Counter/Switch Wires to the Controller

•

Connect the rain sensor or flow meter to terminals identified as “input” and second “24VAC”( #12).

Connecting the Transformer (Master unit only)

Connect the 24-VAC transformer to the two terminals labeled “24 VAC”. Note that this is required only on the first
module installed as the power for additional units is supplied by means of the network connections.
Connecting the UPB PIM (Master unit only)

There are two techniques for connecting the UPB PIM to the RJ11 jack on your Rain8 module depending on which
manufacturers PIM you are using
1.

2.

The HAI PIM connects directly to the Rain8 using the 6-conductor modular cable that came with your
Rain8upb. Do not use the cable that came with your HAI PIM.
OR
The PCS & Simply Automated PIMs have female DB9 jacks so it is necessary to use the enclosed DB9 – RJ11
adapter and the M-M gender changer in addition to the modular cable.
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Figure 101 UPB PIM Connection to Rain8
Congratulations you are now ready to apply power. The first thing you should see is the green LED blinking. This
indicates the Rain8upb is looking for a PIM. When it finds one, the LED stops blinking and stays on steady. This
normally just takes a few seconds.
Prepare to Program the Rain8 module

•

Using the RJ11 cable and the DB9 adapter (but not the gender changer), connect DB9 end to a COM port or
USB adapter on your PC. Connect the RJ11 end to the jack labeled “PIM-config”” on the left.

•

It is not necessary to provide 24VAC power at this point as it is supplied over the RS232 link. The green LED
to the left of the RJ45 jacks should be off.

11.5.3

EPROM Programming for use with
mcsSprinklers

Setup of the Rain8 EPROM is done from the Rain8 Setup page of mcsSprinklers. Figure 99 shows the setup
parameters that are available. It can also be done with a Rain8Cfg.exe utility that is available from
http://wgldesigns.com.
•

At this point there is no need for anything to be connected to the Rain8 other than the serial cable. The power
for the unit is derived from the serial port.

•

Select the PC serial port that is connected to the Rain8

•

Select desired address for this module. There are two part to the UPB address. One is the network address
(NID) and the second is the device ID (DID). These are selected based upon compatibility with other UPB
components installed at the site. If no others are installed then values of 1 for the NID will be fine. It will also
need to be configured in the UPB Processor Interface Module (PIM) for network compatibility.

•

The module ID will need to be unique for each Rain8 module. Each module maps into 8 UPD DID’s. For use
of UPB DID’s 1 through 8, a value of 1 would be entered into the Module ID setup field to indicate that this
UPB Rain8 Module #1. If the value of 2 is entered for the DID, then the UPB DID’s to which the module will
respond will be 9 through 16. The same relationship exists for modules 3 and above.
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•

Select the Enable Rain8 Timers checkbox so the Rain8 will turnoff each zone as a safety precaution.

•

Enter the timeout amount for each of the 8 valves. This value will be a few minutes longer than the longest that
a zone will be run at any one time

•

The timer resolution expected by mcsSprinklers is in Minutes so that selection should be made at the radio
button.

•

mcsSprinklers will support either a counter input for water use measurement or a switch input for an inhibit.
Select the radio for how it will be used in this application. If input is not used then select the unused radio
position. The input data will be presented on a UPB DID that is entered on the input. This is a single DID and
not a Rain8 Module ID that is used for the output control. If the counter input data is to be delivered when UPB
DID 99 is queried, t hen a value of 99 would be entered on the setup. The same is true for any other input UPB
DID

•

Click on the Write EPROM button to save the setup

•

Click on the Read EPOM button to confirm the setup

Figure 102 Rain8 UPB EPROM Setup

11.5.4

The Rain8UPB and UPStart

In the UPB world everything is setup with UPStart. The export from UPStart is used as the input when other
automation is integrated with UPB. Unfortunately UPStart does not see the Rain8UPB as a standard UPB module.
The solution is to create 8 UPB Appliance modules with their DID’s mapped into the 8 Rain8 DIDs to become
“place holders” for the Rain8UPBs.
To installer must enter the module numbers that were previously programmed into the Rain8UPB. For example
you have one Rain8UPB module and it is configured to be module ID #3, the actual UPB device ID’s will be 17
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through 24 for these 8 valves. As the user/installer you need to select module ID’s that will result in Device IDs that
are not already being used by UPStart.
If what you have selected overlaps with your existing UPB network then you will need to reprogram the Rain8UPB
to find an unused sequence of UPB DID’s. It also means that in the future when you add other UPB modules you
will not want to add these at the same device address as the Rain8UPBs.

11.5.5

Troubleshooting with the Status LED

This Rain8 features a status LED visible from the bottom on the module just the left of the RJ45 network jacks.
No LED

The Rain8 is not running. Verify 24VAC transformer is connected to the last two terminals.
Steady LED

Everything is working okay. No incoming commands.
Regular flashing LED

No PIM detected. Check modular cable and verify correct type. Verify interface plugged in to outlet and connected
to Rain8.
Intermittent flashing LED, 1 – 2 seconds OFF

Normal operation to turn on or off a zone.
Incoming command detected with a NID code and DID code that is enabled. The specified zone will now have
24VAC between in and the common terminal(s).
Intermittent flashing LED, very short OFF

Incoming UPB signal detected with NID or DID codes that are not enabled. No zones will be active.
Checking it out

Checkout can be done after setup of the Rain8UPB within mcsSprinklers by running the Communication test. It can
also be setup with a test application that is available from http://wgldesigns.com/rain8upb.html This program runs
on a PC and requires a second PIM to communicate with the power line and present UPB signals to your Rain8UPB.
1.

Verify your Rain8upb’s green LED is on steady.

2.

Select the COM port number your second PIM is connected to and click “connect”.

3.

Enter the NID that was configured earlier.

4.

Enter the assigned rain8 module number.

5.

Click on the key that represents the zone you wish to activate.

6.

Click on “send on cmd” and specified zone should now have 24VAC between its terminal and common (COM).

7.

If the “auto query” is enabled, an automatic status request is transmitted each time a command is sent. The
results of the query are a sold green circle if the zone is active and a checkered one if it is off. A gray circle
indicates no response from the query. Possibly due to no matching NID or DID. The query command can also
be sent manually by clicking its button.
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12 RS-232 Adapters
12.1 USB – Serial
USB to RS-232 COM adapters are available at most computer hardware suppliers. Typically the hardware quality is
similar for most products, but the software drivers do vary in quality. Products based upon the FTDI chipset have
well supported software drivers. Two known products that have had good success are:
Byterunner: http://www.byterunner.com/byterunner/new_frontpage=usbserialadapters
Digi Edgeport: http://www.digi.com/products/usb/edgeport.jsp#overview

IP – Serial
IP to RS-232 adapters have been in use for 20+ years in applications of printer and terminal servers. This means
surplus hardware is often available for the wired version of IP to Serial. New technology is in widespread use with
many suppliers that have both wired and WiFi versions.
Two primary issue that have been experienced are software drivers and voltage levels. A driver can be used to
emulate a COM port such as redirector software from Lantronix. This is needed for the Basic and Standard
mcsSprnklers versions. The Professional version is able to communicate directly in IP using a raw (no protocol)
mode. The driver problem typically arrises as new operating systems are released and especially for the x64
versions.
The second issue is for voltage level. Many IP/Serial products use TTL (3.5V/0V) rather than RS-232 (12V/-12V).
The standard Rain8Net operates at the lower voltage levels, but the Rain8Net PRO does not.
Some suppliers for new products are:
Comtrol DeviceMaster: http://www.comtrol.com/pub/products/category/cid/63
Lantronix: http://www.lantronix.com/device-networking/embedded-device-servers/
Bluetooth – Serial
Bluetooth is a new technology with wireless connectivity that has coverage typical of a home installation. While the
advertised range is over 100 ft, it will depend upon installation specifics that allow clear RF transmission.
A supplier which has yielded good results is:
WCSC: http://store.wcscnet.com/cgi/display.cgi?item_num=HDWBTRS232
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13 User Access Control and Confirmation Prompts
When running on Windows version starting with Vista enhanced security needs to be considered. mcsSprinklers
must be “run as administrator” since it communicates with hardware resources. When User Access Control (UAC)
is enabled then a user prompt will be presented to confirm startup intent with the additional privileges. This prompt
is usually not desirable, especially with unattended restarts. This can be overcome with a shortcut that enables
elevated operation. A tutorial is provided at http://www.sevenforums.com/tutorials/11949-elevated-programshortcut-without-uac-prompt-create.html
which is shown in the steps below.

1. Press the Windows + R keys to open the Run dialog, type taskschd.msc, and press
Enter.
NOTE: This will open Task Scheduler. This file is located at:
C:\Windows\system32\taskschd.msc.

2. While having Task Scheduler Library selected in the left pane, click/tap on Create
task in the far right pane. (see screenshot below)

3. Under the General tab, type in the "Name" of the program you want to create this
shortcut for. (see screenshot below)
NOTE: This will be the name of the task. As an example, I will use CCleaner for that
program. Make note of this name, you will need it later in step 12 and 14 below.
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4. Check the Run with highest privileges box. (See screenshot below)
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5. Click/tap on the Configure for drop down box to open it, and select Windows® 7,
Windows Server™ 2008 R2 or the Windows you are currently in. (see screenshot above
and below)
NOTE: This is like compatibility mode. If the program does not support running in
Windows 7 normally, then you can select the OS that is does support running in instead to
have it run in compatibility mode as if it was running in that OS instead of Windows 7.

6. Click/tap on the Actions tab, then on the New button. (see screenshot below)
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7. In the Program/script: box in the Actions tab, copy and paste the path below. (see
screenshot below step 9)
NOTE: Thank you to chillz for the updated steps 7 and 8.
%windir%\System32\cmd.exe
8. In the Add arguments (optional): box in the Actions tab, type in the argument below.
(see screenshot below step 9)
NOTE: Substitute Task Name in the argument below with the name you entered in step 3
(ex: CCleaner) within quotes, and substitute Full Path of Program in the argument below
with the actual full path of the program's .exe file within quote.
/c start "Task Name" "Full Path of Program"
For example:
Code:

/c start "CCleaner" "C:\Program Files \CCleaner\CCleaner64.exe"

9. Click/tap on OK. (see screenshot below)
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10. Click/tap on the Conditions tab, and uncheck the Stop if the computer switches to
battery power box first, then uncheck the Start the task only if the computer is on AC
power box. (see screenshots below)
NOTE: This step is mostly for laptops, so that you will be able to run the program when the
laptop is running on battery power.
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11. Click/tap on OK. (See screenshots above)
12. You will now see your new task created with the name (ex: CCleaner) you gave it in
step 3. Close Task Scheduler. (see screenshot below)
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13. Right click or press and hold on an empty area of your desktop , then click/tap on
New and Shortcut.

14. Type in the target below for the location field, then click/tap on the Next button. (see
screenshot below)
NOTE: Subsitute task-name in the target with the name (ex: CCleaner) within quotes that
you used in step 3.
schtasks /run /tn "task-name"
For example: For my task name CCleaner I used from step 3, I would type:
schtasks /run /tn "CCleaner"
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15. Type in a name you want for the shortcut (ex: CCleaner), then click/tap on the Finish
button. (see screenshot below)
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16. Right click on the new shortcut (ex: CCleaner) on the desktop, then click/tap on
Properties.

17. Click/tap on the Shortcut tab, and on the Change Icon button. (see screenshot
below)
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18. Click/tap on OK. (see screenshot below)

19. Click/tap on the Browse button. (see screenshot below)
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20. Navigate to the .exe file of the program that you have created this shortcut with,
select it, and click/tap on Open. (see screenshot below)
NOTE: If you have a icon of your own that you would prefer to use instead, then navigate
to where you have that icon saved at instead.
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21. Select the icon you want for the shortcut, then click/tap on OK. (see screenshot below)

22. Click/tap on OK. (see screenshot below)
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23. You can now use this elevated shortcut to run at startup in your "Startup" folder,
run at startup as a task, Pin to Start Menu, Pin to Taskbar, assign a keyboard
shortcut, or move to where you like for easy use.
Note
If you would like to stop the quick flashing CMD pop-up when using the shortcut, then
you can do this below to do so.
•

Right click on the shortcut and click on Properties.

•

Click on the Shortcut tab.

•

Select Minimized in the drop down menu to the left of Run, and click/tap OK.

24. When you run this new elevated shortcut, you will now no longer have to click/tap on
YES to approve the UAC prompt to allow the program run as administrator.

Tip
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To Undo and Remove this Task:
•

While having Task Scheduler Library selected in the left pane, right click on the
task in the right pane that you created in step 12, then click on Delete and Yes to
approve.

•

Delete the shortcut.
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